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Philippine PEN Founder’s Introduction

In 1955, on my first visit to the United States, I met Malcolm Cowley, the
poet-writer who was also editor at Viking in New Haven, Connecticut. We went
to his hometown in nearby Sherman, and in that day-long meeting, he asked if
the international writers organization, PEN, had a branch in the Philippines.
When I said there was none, he asked me to get in touch with David Carver, the
PEN International Secretary in Chelsea, in London.
I visited Mr. Carver on my way back to Manila via Europe and he told me
that PEN already had branches in India, Japan and Korea. I should start one in
Manila, and that was what I did when I got back. I asked the literature scholar
Alfredo Morales to be the Chairman and I would be the National Secretary.
In 1958, we held the first post-war National Writers Conference in
Baguio. Since then, the Philippine PEN has moved on to publish books, conduct
workshops, lectures, and annual conferences. Two Asian conferences were held
in Manila with the major writers in the region in attendance.
The two conferences produced the first Asian PEN Anthology, published
first in Manila then in New York.
Solidarity, the journal I published, was the de facto PEN journal as it
published the Jose Rizal PEN lectures, as well as the papers and transcripts of
the PEN Conferences.
During the Marital Law years, several members of PEN were imprisoned.
Ferdinand Marcos drew a clear, indelible line, separating those who supported
him and those who opposed him. PEN was the fount of hope for those who
ix

subscribed to its charter. If only for this reason, PEN--as a writers’ organization-had justified its existence.
Writers are lonely and solitary creatures. But as Philippine PEN has
shown, it is possible for them to unite, to band together and hopefully form a
community, and from there, the grand cohesion that forms a nation--a
formidable mansion to house the diverse and manifold aspirations of a people.
This is the vision and the ideal scheme. At the very least, these solitary
people can group together as a coterie, as ideological cabals or drinking buddies.
Or they can muster enough time and camaraderie to produce a journal such as
this.
Whatever, the oldest and continuing band of writers in this country-Philippine PEN--is very much alive, having outlived the Marcos dictatorship.
With its new, young leaders and members, I am sure PEN will not only survive-it will prevail.

F. Sionil Jose
National Artist

x

Philippine PEN Journal
Introduction

The Healing PEN
AT A TIME WHEN year after year the country is battered by typhoons one more
cruel than the previous, with floods, landslides, mudslides and storm surges, one
wonders where or how the Filipino manages to get healed, spring back to life, and
recover from the aftermath of death and calamity.
In this first issue of the Philippine PEN Journal, 22 members of the organization
and a guest writer, through their poems, short stories and essays, point out or
hint at sources of strength and resiliency, and wellspring of healing for the
Filipino.
In “The Drifters of New River Pasig” by Ricardo Suarez Soler, spiritual aspirations
and desires of the flesh clash to reveal what means being human. The story of
squalor and decay describing the human condition in a village or barangay is also
a story of struggle to defeat evil and death, and therefore suggests redemption.
Mario Ignacio Miclat’s “The Sweet Aroma of Horsemeat” develops a narrative of
friendships shaped amid wicked and complicated realities of war.
Priscilla Supnet Macansantos’s “Baguio Earthquake: A Shaken City” brings the
reader to the first days in Baguio City after the earthquake of 1990, and how
healing has taken and continues to take place.
Elizabeth M. Lolarga’s personal narrative is a reflection on the question “The
Strength of Roots or the Need for Flight?”, the very title of her essay, which also
suggests self-healing.
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Maria Carmen A. Sarmiento’s “The Cancer Chronicles” is a deeply sympathetic
narrative on coping with cancer. Lito Casaje’s poem “Blood and Blue” appears to
be an appropriate companion piece to the article.
Cecilia Manguerra Brainard deftly depicts yearning for resolution of relationships
broken or had gone sour in her “The Island of the Living Dead”, a chapter of her
novel.
“A Time to Dance” by Anthony L. Tan is a story of a widow’s release from the
burden of “overextended” fidelity to a dead husband.
“Healer” by C.J. Maraan, with its constantly shifting focus, describes a variety of
situations in search of healing – from the problem of a fishbone stuck in the throat
to another problem of character perceived to be a nuisance in the office.
January Ereno Yap’s “The Surge” is a story of a super typhoon exposing a culture
of corruption and moral decay in a southern city.
Ed Maranan’s “2 Stories for Young Readers” addresses readers of all ages with a
challenge of “greening the earth”.
To four of the poets, spirituality or spiritual faith heals. Carlos Arejola’s
“Sampalataya sa Liwanag” affirms the Christian faith. In Alice M. Sun-Cua’s
“Mother at ICU”, spirituality takes on a deeper meaning as mother and daughter
learn “that time takes, irrevocably, what it gives, however unbearable the pain,
and loss, whether after living apart with unuttered kind words, the wounds have
healed, at last. ”
Another way of treating ailment, as Jonel Abellanosa (“Second Sight”) says in a
letter: “To me it is more spiritually or emotionally healing to embrace disease (in
my case, diabetes, and who knows what diabetic complications my body is already
suffering) – instead of dreading it and fighting it tooth and nail like I used to –
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and learn to live with it quietly and with peace of mind.” On the other hand, in
Alain Russ Dimzon’s “Karon Naka-barong si Kristo” (“Christ is Wearing a Barong
This Time”), healing is possible through criticism of the crass materialism of some
religious sects.
For two poets, healing is possible through returning to or reclaiming one’s own
home culture. Voltaire A. Oyzon (“Pag-uli”, translated to English by Merlie M.
Alunan) and Santiago B. Villafania (“Uni ed Caboloan”) write in their native
languages (Waray for Oyzon and Pangasinan for Villafania) to drive home the
point.
For Dennis Andrew S. Aguinaldo (“Maaliwalas sa Museo Pambata”), healing is
possible through learning from history (as symbolized by the museum). For Mark
S. Angeles (“Uggayam ni Rafael Markus Bangit”), healing calls for political and
cultural activism. Raul Moldez (“Where are the Activists?”) calls on the militants
to give due attention to current social issues.
For Rita B. Gadi (“The Dream Catcher”), healing comes with dreaming: “To be lost
and to be found, to be there yet not there in the frame of time and circumstance,
the dream dissolves it all.”
Our guest writer is Alan Jazmines whose article “Special Intensive Care Area” was
translated to Filipino by Maria Carmen A. Sarmiento, which she read at the
“Writing Under Political Pressure” session of the Asia Pacific Writers and
Translators Conference in Singapore last July. Jazmines’ article “Need for Drastic
Healing” calls for a radical cure to the country’s “social cancer”.
Herminio S. Beltran, Jr.
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A Time to Dance
by Anthony L. Tan

After a solitary lunch she went to the backyard. Carefully, unhurriedly, as
if she was going to perform some ancient ritual, she piled dry twigs and leaves,
made a hole in the middle of the pile, and lighted a matchstick.
With a lump in her throat, she slowly untied a bundle of old letters. She
opened each letter and read every word in it, committing it to fragile memory,
before dropping it into the crater of burning leaves. She watched the swift
transformation of white into black as the tongue of orange flame licked the
edges of each letter. She read the next letter, and the next. Each time she
dropped it, the hungry flame swiftly swallowed it. Soon she was quietly sobbing
as images of the past flit through her mind, conjured up by the words a romantic
young girl had written to her love long ago. Many letters recalled the contrast
between the changes in the world of nature and the steadfastness of her
affection, between the transitory character of a turquoise sky and the waves that
swept the strand, obliterating the footprints, and the eternal holiness of her
heart. Then she read his letters (he who was the son of a Protestant minister),
short but concise, and had the quaint rhythm of the King James Bible, the
balanced and pointed antithesis. Yet those letters were not less passionate.
Even when he quoted the words of Ruth, it had seemed to her then, as it seemed
to her now, as though those words were first spoken by him…Entreat me not to
leave thee…for whither thou goest I will go…
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The shrill of cicadas from the firetrees woke her from her reverie. Their
minor celebration of the arrival of noon was so quotidian yet urgent that daily it
enlarged her loneliness. She tarried and watched the embers die out, listening to
the last few crackles of remaining twigs. She put her wrinkled arms around her
wrinkled knees and gave out a primordial scream above the din of the cicadas.
Then a spasm of sobs shook her frail body.
Wiping her tears with the back of her hand, she walked back to the
house, passing through the kitchen door. As she entered the living room, the
parrot in its stout, aluminum cage greeted her with rapid fire "Hello Come in Are
you going out Goodbye," the only group of sentences the Celebes bird, a gift to
her husband from a wealthy client, managed to remember in a lifetime. She gave
the bird a dagger look for its impertinence, though in former, noisier times she
used to respond with "No one is going out, you son of a bird," a response made
fashionable by the inimitable wit of the neighbor, Mrs. De la Cuesta, not only
because of the pun, but also because the bird was a female. Approaching the bird
she raised a threatening hand, and the poor, balding parrot winced in fear and
retreated to the far end of its bar, dragging its tethered foot in haste. In its
corner it gave her a timorous and abashed look so that a twinge of pity, guilt and
some vague recognition of kinship shot up her spine to the base of her skull. All
at once she remembered with deep longing how she had spent one whole
afternoon trying to teach the bird, when it was new in the house and everybody’s
favorite entertainer, a stanza of verses written by her classmate in the graduate
school many years ago. By rote the bird could manage only the first four lines,
but it was enough to make her shout triumphantly "She did it! She did it!" to the
consternation of her children, when she heard the bird, albeit with its own bird2

accent, repeat the lines: "may I come in/and drink your gin/the night is cold/and
I am old." The bird, however, had short memory for verses, and lacked practice,
so in less than two months it could only mumble a few syllables intelligible to no
one but itself.
But now she was in no mood to indulge in softer feelings for the bird, so
she left it alone. Something violent was spinning in her head as she moved
about the living room and started smashing the breakables. She hurled them
against the wall. Every bric-a-brac hurtled through the living room: the crystal
figurines, the glass paperweights, the plaster gods of fertility, the miniature
ceramic vases of different shapes and designs. With one violent sweep of her
arm, the plaster menagerie on the piano top crashed to the floor. Soon the floor
of polished wood tiles was dominated by shiny shards and whitish fragments.
She went to her bedroom upstairs.

There she started tearing the

bedcover, the bedsheets and the pillow cases. She smashed the pillow against
the wooden headboard until they gave out at the seams, and tiny kapok feathers
flew around her. She tore up the pages of pop romances, her insomnia-cure for
the past year, and hurled the mangled copies everywhere.
She slid to one side the door of the built-in cabinet where her husband’s
wardrobe was. One by one she unhooked the shirts and trousers from the
hangers. With a pair of sharp scissors she shredded each barong tagalog, each
camisa de chino, each long-sleeved shirt, each pair of trousers, until there was a
waist-high pile of useless fabric on the floor.
She opened the door leading to her husband’s study room, which she, in
the solitude of the months following her husband’s death, kept immaculately
clean by sweeping the floor every day and dusting and repeatedly rearranging
3

the books and old journals and magazines. It was a small room, but the formal,
seried ranks of law books and encyclopedias greeted her with a silence that made
the room seem huge. For a while it seemed as if the shelves reached the sky.
Even the paperweights seemed like huge rocks rolling toward her. When she
switched on the table lamp, there was a sudden sunburst of cosmic intensity
that blinded her. She raised her arm as if to ward off the assault of the blinding
light. She turned it off. She retreated toward the door. When she pulled the
doorknob behind her, the door slammed with thundering vibrations.
Though all the music boxes which she had bought for her four children
had long ago stopped playing their minuets and sarabands, she seemed to be
hearing music somewhere. She clambered up the high bed. Bidden by that
strange music, she slowly started to move her limbs. She moved awkwardly,
turning her body with great effort. Soon she was singing, but the voice at first
did not seem like her own. It seemed to come from a great distance, the faint
voice of a ventriloquist god, the voice from the past of primordial origin, bidding
her to dance. As her voice grew louder, her lips began to shape the syllables of a
song of lamentation which she had learned from her grandmother. Then her
movements became furious and delirious, her limbs were uncoordinated, her
head shook up and down, her long hair flew. Like a medium in the throes of
divine revelation, she whirled madly about, emitting a sound, a cry of radical
pitch and timbre, and tearing at her hair, standing, lying down and jumping on
the twisted heap of torn bedsheets and pillow cases. Repeatedly, she ripped her
dress till her dry, sagging breasts were exposed. Between grief and anger she
ripped her underthings. Lying down on her back she started gyrating her groin,
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thrusting it up and down in a gesture of imagined lovemaking, moaning, crying,
cursing, screaming out the name of her dead husband…Salathiel…Salathiel…
When it was over she lay exhausted. Athwart the high, wide bed, with
half of her body on the edge, she dropped her exhausted limbs, her spread arms
reaching the floor. A convulsion of pain and pleasure, a sense of release, had
overcome her body. Now a feeling of numbness settled in.
The dance had so drained her she had no more strength left to rise and
pick up the bits and pieces scattered about in the living room. She would let
them be for some time. No one else was in the house. There was no need to pick
them up--at least, not for now. Nor, she told herself, would she go to the
backyard and gather up the ashes of burnt letters in a small treasure box and
carry it around wherever she would go henceforth. She had no need of ashes,
even of those letters which had made her swoon when she was a coed, and which
had made her swear to love him and serve him as long as she lived.
After the frenzy of her dance there was a yawning quietness in the room.
The shreds of torn clothes and bedsheets lay peacefully in heaps and piles. The
kapok clouds of blown-out pillows settled indifferently on her numbed arms.
Only once in a while did she move to brush them off her face.
Among the peaceful shreds in the room she lay unmoving, among the
things she should have parted with a year ago. Her children had urged her to sell
them or donate them to charitable institutions. She had refused to part with
them, clinging to the illusion that as long as these things were in the house, as
long as they surrounded her, her husband was alive, his presence multiplied in
them. Music I heard with you was more than music, she repeated in her mind a
poet’s words. She couldn’t part with them, give them away or sell them to
5

people to whom they were mere material things. They were not, those things in
the living room and the study room, mere objects to adorn and clutter up a
room. They were parables which time left behind as it ran along. Each piece had
a distinct genesis: how it was acquired, where, when, how much, for what
occasion, given by which friend. Together they made up the story of their lives,
first as sweethearts in college, then as husband and wife, and later as father and
mother.
Like one of the broken paperweights in the living room on which she had
her name inscribed below a red rose. She had given it to him in college as a
Valentine gift. On that occasion he told her "Sarah, don’t you mind if I look at
other girls. It is only my eyes that they command, never my heart. You know to
whom this (touching his heart) belongs." Coming from him, a man of few words,
she could not help feeling like she was in the clouds. She had known then that
such a man was going to be her husband, and not just because he was as tall as
she wanted her man to be. When he had spoken those words, she couldn’t care
less if he had been a midget as she snuggled cozily in his strong brown arms
while the wind from Tañon Strait, whipping up the sea below them that
Saturday morning on the promontory by the shore, blew at her hair which he
kissed with passionate tenderness.
When she woke up it was late in the afternoon. There was a subdued
glow in the room. The quietness around her, broken now and then by the
cicadas, whose fierce, eerie cry only deepened it, made her long for the company
of her son, who had come home from New York ostensibly to be with her on the
first death anniversary of his father. Since the anniversary was still a couple of
days away when he came to town, Ray, as the family fondly called him, had gone
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scuba diving in Sumilon Island with former high school classmates, who were
successful professionals in their mid-thirties like him. Sarah was expecting her
youngest child, now a skilled orthopedic surgeon and her endless source of pride,
to be back anytime the next day to quietly remember with her the man to whom
she had given her heart when she was a romantic coed. She and Ray had
planned to visit the cemetery together, offer flowers to the dear departed before
going to the nine-thirty service at the Presbyterian Church, have lunch with the
few surviving friends of her husband’s at the fashionable resort hotel. The rest
of the afternoon she could spend leisurely with the orchids and anthuriums in
her backyard, while Ray could go visit his former college professor, who had not
quite retired from service and was still riding the rickety bicycle which had
traversed better roads.
Ray had told her, before he left for Sumilon Island, that he would
sometimes go down to as deep as a hundred feet, and she was quite anxious over
his safety. But he had a way of allaying her anxiety by making facetious remarks.
When she asked if it was dangerous, he said, "My diving partner assured me that
the sharks in that island are vegetarians."
"I don’t get it," she said.
"It means, Mommy, that the diet of the sharks is limited to vegetarians
only," he said, laughing. "And I am a carnivore."
She laughed with him, the only time she had enjoyed a funny
conversation in nearly a year since her husband died.
"When you dive at night, how can the sharks tell one from the other?"
she asked, not wanting to break the comic mood.
"They use underwater flashlights," he quipped.
7

And they laughed together like children without any care in the world.
"Night diving is the most exciting, Mom," he volunteered to inform her.
"You see, my partner is a marine zoologist, who specializes in the study of lightbearing fishes--"
"You don’t mean to tell me," she interrupted him, affecting a serious
tone, "that these fishes carry underwater flashlights--"
"No," he said with a loud laugh, realizing that his mother had just turned
the table on him. "No, these fishes carry lights within their bellies. It’s strange
how nature has equipped them with light so they can move around even in the
dark. My friend calls these fishes ‘luminants.’ He thinks it must be owing to
their diet. He speculates that the food must contain a certain chemical which
remains undigested--"
"They must be the fireflies of the night sea, then," she suggested.
His eyes lighted up at her suggestion. "I should tell my friend to adopt
your term. Very poetic, Mom," he said. "My friend though likens the night scene
to Star Wars. It’s very exciting to watch these fishes flit from nowhere and
brighten up the night sea with their lights no matter how momentarily."
"It’s not dangerous, is it?" she asked, seriously. "I mean diving--"
"Well, only if one is careless. And I’m not," Ray said with confidence.
"No, I haven’t heard of a careless orthopedic surgeon," she said, smiling.
"You need not worry a thing, Mom. My partner is very reliable. Anyone
who can, should see the bottom of the sea. The variety of colors. Like trees in
autumn," he said.
"I would not know either. I’m too old to dive to the bottom of the sea,
and I haven’t been to a land where trees change their colors in autumn," she said.
8

For the first time in their conversation she had indulged in her favorite refuge of
self-pity.
"I know, I know,” he said. "The bottom of the sea is forever beyond you,
but not trees in autumn. That’s why I’m here, since words cannot persuade you.
That’s why I came home, to take you away from your self-imposed--"
"I can’t leave this house," she said, weakly. "Your Dad’s things are here."
"If I were you I’d have the house rented and crate all these things of Dad,"
he said.
Just like his dad, Ray was, though more aggressive, she thought. No
obstacle stopped him if he wanted something, if he wanted to learn. He had
seen more places in the world than anyone else in the family, although he was
the youngest. He had vacationed in European cities, in Mexico, in Rio de
Janeiro, skiing in Aspen, Colorado with his friends from New York, where he had
been practicing as an orthopedic surgeon.
"I can’t have strangers live in this house your Dad built for me," she said.
"Mommy, please. Dad is gone now," he pleaded with her. "He wouldn’t
mind if you went to live with me. If fate had been different--"
"No, he wouldn’t go," she cut in, "he would stay here as if I were still
around…."
"But living like this is no way to spend your time," he said. "One can’t be
mourning the rest of one’s life. Anyway, I’ve prepared everything, the tickets are
ready. You can’t say I didn’t try."
Ray had given her over a year to make her move, but she remained
immobile as a rock barnacle. On his way back to New York, after attending his
Dad’s funeral, he had sent her enticing postcards from different cities in his
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itinerary, hoping to awaken in her the desire to see the world. Once in New York
he repeatedly pleaded with her in his letters to sell the house and go live with
him. But she had only given him one excuse after another. "Give me more
time," she would write to him, or "I can’t have strangers live in the house," or
"It’s not a year yet since your Dad’s gone. It’s too soon to leave him alone with
no one to visit him." She indeed had visited her husband’s grave every day,
communing with his spirit, as if she hadn’t loved him enough while he was alive,
expiating some imagined guilt.
Peering out of the window Sarah saw the firetrees blooming against the
afternoon sky in all their brave and defiant redness. They belonged to her
neighbor, Mrs. De la Cuesta, a witty piano teacher and a widow like her. Sarah
always thought that the firetrees were the extensions of Mrs. De la Cuesta’s
character which exuded a great deal of pluck and defiance. Although she had
gone to live in Florida where her only daughter worked as a nurse, the firetrees
in her backyard seemed to remind everyone in the neighborhood that she was
very much alive and traveling whenever she could. But Sarah missed the mild
thunder of the opening bars of a Chopin scherzo which unfailingly emanated
from Mrs. De la Cuesta’s piano after lunch as if Chopin was the dessert of the
famished spirit. She considered herself more fortunate than her neighbor,
though she did not, could not play even the etudes. But she was often envious of
her neighbor’s showy defiance. Having had a gambler for a husband who had
often beaten her early in their marriage, Mrs. De la Cuesta did not succeed in
becoming a concert pianist, but deteriorated to a mere piano teacher of rich
children. But this did not make her a whining, complaining woman. On the eve
of her departure for Florida, less than three months after her husband Francisco
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was buried, Mrs. De la Cuesta declared at a despedida party given in her honor by
the parents of her piano pupils, that destiny was the sum of misfortunes divided
by fortitude. One thing Sarah could not ignore was that her neighbor’s flight of
imagination was swifter than hers. Since Mrs. De la Cuesta started living in
Florida, she had visited every American city from California to New York, and
had gone to Jerusalem. She had bragged to Sarah, during one of her annual
visits to her native city, that no distance was so great that her feet and suitcase
could not reach. When Sarah asked her why she moved around so much, she
remarked with characteristic wit that if death was a hunter, he wouldn’t find her
a sitting duck. She would be a moving target. She would make it hard for death
to hit her. Though surely, she said, he would someday find his range and hit her.
And as an afterthought, she added with a wink in her eye, "but only when I’m too
weak to move around." When she learned about the death of Sarah’s husband,
she wrote to Sarah, advising her to go abroad and live with Ray. "Now we are in
the same boat," she wrote from Florida. "When Paking (may his gambler’s soul
rest in peace) died, I decided to lead a nomad’s life and put into practice a
nomad’s motto: ‘Where my suitcase is, there my home is also.’ This ought to be
yours, too." This piece of advice grated on Sarah’s sensibility for a long time.
Not only was it unsolicited, it was frivolous, irreverent and insensitive. Sarah
even noted the tone of vengeful glee showing through the veneer of
facetiousness. She couldn’t tell, however, whether the vengeance was directed
against her for having been more fortunate, or against Paking, or simply against
cruel destiny. In spite of their common widowhood, Sarah felt that she was not
in the same boat as Mrs. De la Cuesta, whose love for her husband did not
survive the first few years of her marriage. Sarah thought that hers was death11

transcending, not even death ought to part thee and me, and so on, which deathdefying fidelity was her prison and the burning bush of her expiation for
whatever guilt, if there was one, though she searched deep into her past but
couldn’t remember one instance of it, she had committed against him, nor had
she stained the deep-sworn, purer-than-priestly vow, more deeply-rooted than
Ruth’s, to love Salathiel beyond the earth’s mundane mutability, and so on.
The thought of her unblemished love, her invincible fidelity, sent a warm
glow to her face, and while she basked in that glow, the crimson streaks of a
dying day were slowly fading into the horizon from where emanated a rumble of
distant thunder. The blossoms of the firetrees were shaking, she noticed, under
the steady blow of gentle wind. She opened the window wide, as wide as the
squeaking hinges would allow, and the rush of the wind from the sea brushed
against her cheeks. She took a deep breath, drinking the cold air, her ears
springing stiff in the cold, sudden freshness and whispers of wind, bringing what
message she could not tell, tempering with its whiff of brine the warm glow
which she had experienced a moment ago. Weather-wise for having lived in the
same place all her life, she felt sure that the hot, sunny days were over. In the
next few days the rains would come, and the croaking frogs would multiply and
begin their nocturnal choir somewhere in the depressed, fecund corner of the
backyard.
She came downstairs to cook supper, but on seeing the mess in the living
room, she decided instead to clean it up. As usual the parrot greeted her and
bade goodbye, all in one breathless sentence, as soon as she stepped down the
last rung of the staircase. She gave it a small piece of banana, and it started to
eat hungrily. Then she went about sweeping the floor. But halfway through her
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chore she was seized by an impulse to set the poor parrot free. Dropping the
broomstick she took down the cage and cooed like a fellow-bird, finally
inveigling the timorous denizen to come near her. She unclasped its metal ring
that tethered it to the bar and brought it outside.
In the backyard she gently put the bird on the ground, and it hobbled a
few steps but it wouldn’t fly. "Poor creature," she said, "have you forgotten how
to fly?" She gave its tail a gentle push. "Now go," she said, "you are free now."
Frightened, the bird beat its ancient wings, feebly, tentatively, at first, but it flew
higher and higher still, gradually mastering the darkling air with its erratic wing
beats until in its shadowy flight, in the final triumphant concord of wings, air,
and darkness, it moved beyond the fence and out of Sarah’s range of vision.
Sarah felt like saying a prayer for the bird, but she was overwhelmed by an
exquisite feeling of lightness in her soul as if the bird had carried away on its old
wings a great part of her burden.
She hurried inside the house with a feeling of keen anticipation for her
son’s return.

When Anthony L. Tan retired after 43 years of teaching, he had taught in four schools: Notre
Dame of Siasi, Silliman University, Mindanao State University-Iligan Institute of Technology and
De La Salle University. His poems, essays and short stories have appeared in various magazines
and journals, here and abroad, including the Manoa of the Univeristy of Hawaii and the Atlanta
Review. His poems have been anthologized in poetry books such as the Habit of Shores and In
Time Passing, and have been collected in book form: The Badjao Cemetery and Other Poems and
Poems for Muddas. He has won three Palanca awards: two for poetry and one for the essay. He
has sat as a panelist in various writers’ workshops such as the Iligan National Writers Workshop,
the Silliman Writers Workshop, the IYAS Writers Workshop, and the workshops in Davao City
and Zamboanga City.
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The Island of the Living Dead
by Cecilia Manguerra Brainard

Soon after the Americans acquired the Philippines, they learned that
almost 4,000 people had leprosy. The figure was staggering; Carville Leper Home
in Louisiana had 325 patients. Authorities were also shocked to discover that
some of their veterans of the Spanish American War had contracted the disease.
Quarantine was the American answer to leprosy. Putting all lepers in one
place would end contagion; as the lepers died off, the disease would be eradicated.
Using Carville as their model, the Americans turned Culyo, a speck of an island
near Ubec, into the Philippines’ leper colony. But while Carville was built on a
rundown Southern plantation, the Americans had the luxury of starting from
scratch in Culyo.
They split Culyo into two parts, one for the lepers, the other for nonlepers, with a guarded gate in between. A second gate near the pier separated the
colony from the rest of the world. They built a hospital, research laboratory, over
four hundred houses, theater, town hall, school, and church. The colony had
piped-in-water, reservoirs, and a sanitary sewer system. It had its own municipal
government, with representation from the various ethnic groups. It even had its
own monetary system. It was like a small independent country, in many ways
better than the rest of the Philippines, except of course for the lepers.
The simple fact, however, was that even though the Americans had built a
spic and span, modern colony, Culyo was a place of tears. It was a virtual penal
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colony. Most patients were forced to leave their homes to move to Culyo. Some
had to be shackled. These lepers, even the inactive ones, would never return to
the home that they grew up in, never worship in the churches where they had
received the sacraments, never see the schools, the roadways, the creeks, the
world that they had known and loved. That life was dead to them.
This was why Culyo was known as the Island of the Living Dead.
~
Attorney Jose Vargas was in the boat on the way to Culyo. It was a warm
day and beads of perspiration sprouted on his forehead. He reached into his
pocket for his handkerchief and wiped his brow. Jose felt an optimism, not a wide
expansive feeling, but a guarded one. He looked out at the sparkling sea and blue
sky and noted the brilliance of the day. Jose had been wallowing in darkness for
so long and he welcomed the sliver of hope that he now felt. It was like seeing the
faint flush of dawn in the horizon. He would find the leper woman, buy orchids
from her, make amends, reverse the pain he had inflicted on her.
Jose Vargas had been visiting Culyo ever since Dr. Gerald McAllister hired
him to prepare agreements about sharing research data with other institutions.
The first time he had traveled to Culyo, he was worried that the leprosy bacillus
was on the handrails and seats; and his stomach had turned at the sight of the
basins with disinfectant, his mind going on about the thousands of hands and feet
dunked into those bowls. Holding his breath, he had rushed to the safety of Dr.
McAllister’s office. The lingering smell of muriatic acid inside had given him some
comfort and allowed him to breathe a little easier. Back home, he had hurriedly
removed his clothes and asked the maid to wash them in boiling water. He had
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taken a long bath, scrubbing every part of his body, removing every trace of the
leper colony.
He relaxed with the successive visits, and this Saturday, instead of
cowering in the back of the boat, he sat near the boat’s captain, a short round man,
who had his pet monkey beside him. “His name is Momoy,” the captain said, “he’s
five years old. My wife doesn’t want him at home because he almost started a fire.”
He gave the monkey a papaya, then started talking about the German doctors who
were just in Culyo. “Three of them. Young, but with white hair,” he said, then
straightening up in pride, he continued, “Culyo is the largest leper colony in the
world, that’s why important people come. Why, just last week, the Chief of Police
was here.”
Jose sucked in his breath — had he heard right? Chief of Police? The
captain’s prattling had made his mind wander. “Antonio Borja?” he asked.
“Yes, soon after the priest’s body was found.”
Jose felt faint; his earlier optimism faded. He took a deep breath to clear
his mind. Why was Borja in Culyo? Borja’s visit had to be related to his
investigation of the murder of Father Zafra. It was as simple as that. But what
information would Borja get in a leper colony? Was there any possibility that he,
Jose, would be implicated? To encourage the captain to talk, he asked, “Was Borja
with the doctors?”
By this time however, some children had surrounded the monkey, and the
captain was watching them. The monkey was sitting on a wooden crate, at eyelevel with the children. “Not too close,” he warned, stretching a protective hand
over his pet. It was a futile act, like trying to hold back the tide, because the
children were enthralled and wouldn’t leave the monkey alone. Finally one boy
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breached the imaginary boundary and reached out to try and pet him. The animal
made an ugly face and snarled. The captain pulled the leash and scolded his pet.
To the children, he said, “Don’t worry boys and girls, he has no teeth.”
Another boy spoke up, “The last time I was here, you said he killed a giant
rat.” He stared at the monkey intently. “What are those?” he asked pointing at the
monkey’s canines.
“They’re not real,” the captain lied, to silence them, but the children asked
more questions about the monkey: How exactly did he kill a rat that was bigger
than him? And did the captain get money for the rat’s tail?
Jose turned away and became somber as he wondered why Borja had been
in Culyo. His tentative feeling of joy had vanished; he felt as if he were one of
Ubec’s despised rats, hunted by people so they could get bounty for their tails. He
considered catching the noon boat to Ubec once they docked, but if he did that,
he would call attention to himself. This same talkative captain who told him about
Borja would tell everyone about him. Jose wondered if the captain knew his name
at all. He didn’t think so, but it would be easy to find it out from the guards at the
gate. They knew him from his past visits to Dr. McAllister.
He looked out at the sea, which had turned choppy. He couldn’t afford to
attract scrutiny and he decided to proceed with his plan of seeing the leper
woman.
When they docked, he hurried off the boat without bothering to hold his
breath. That had been a useless exercise in any case; even he knew that. The palms
of his hands became damp when he spotted the armed guards at the gate. Would
they arrest him? He tried to act like the other people, giddy in their anticipation
of seeing their loved ones, compliant with the strict rules imposed by the
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Americans. He smiled amiably as he explained he was there to see Dr. McAllister.
He did not wince during his ablutions in the detested disinfectant. The guards
waved him through, and he heaved a sigh as he entered Culyo.
The noonday sun glared overhead. The market was only partially covered
and the heat made the smells of fish, meat, and overripe fruit swirl around him.
He pushed through the crowd to the stall where he had last seen the leper woman.
She wasn’t there. He looked around but couldn’t find her. Perhaps she had gone
home for lunch, he thought. He had wanted to see her. The next boat for Ubec
wouldn’t leave until late in the afternoon. He had hours to kill. He was standing
there, with his hands thrust into his pockets, when he heard a man’s voice: “Joe,
what are you doing here?”
It was Dr. Gerald McAllister, wearing a dark suit with a hat on his head.
Flustered, Jose stammered, “I-I-need to discuss something with you about …”
Dr. McAllister held up his hand in protest. “Joe, I’ve just come from a
funeral Mass. Let’s not talk about legal matters today. I promise I’ll visit your
office after Holy Week. Let’s go home and have lunch,” he said.
“Doctor, I …” he said, trying to beg off.
“No excuses, Joe. Agustina will tan my hide if you don’t eat with us. Your
boat’s not leaving until four in any case.”
He had no choice; the doctor and his wife would be offended if he didn’t
join them.
As they climbed up the hill to the cluster of houses for the medical staff, it
came to Jose that Dr. McAllister would have heard of Borja’s visit. Jose would ask
him about it.
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The doctor’s house was a two-story clapboard house, white and airy with a
spacious front porch. There were young trees and shrubs around it, and to one
side was a vegetable garden where a woman and two girls laughed as they weeded.
When they saw the men, they abandoned their work and hurried toward them.
The girls, eleven and four, jumped into the doctor’s arms for a kiss. The woman
was smiling broadly, her long hair streaming around her. She too kissed the doctor
before turning to Jose. “Attorney Vargas, I’m glad you’re here. I made a very nice
fish relleno and the cook has tinola soup.” Her voice was sweet and clear. Her
movements, her smile, the way she carried her head, evoked confidence, which
only heightened Jose’s embarrassment for showing up unexpected, invited only a
few minutes ago.
“Mrs. McAllister, I-I —” he stammered.
She waved a hand to stop him. “My husband tells me you’re a big help to
him. He loves his patients and he can peer into microscopes forever, but he detests
legal documents. We are both very grateful to you.” And with eyes twinkling, she
added, “Please do not worry, I am not as strange as people say I am.”
She and the doctor laughed.
Fantastic stories about Agustina had been circulating in Ubec. Her father,
people said, was an enchanted being; and Agustina had horns on her head. Like all
Ubecans, Jose was intrigued by her.
The two girls tugged at the doctor. “Papa, come take a look at our garden,”
they said, giggling and straining as they pulled him.
“Come along, Joe, the girls will appreciate a larger audience,” the doctor
said.
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“The girls are learning a lot about what the earth has to give, from the
garden,” Agustina explained, as she pointed out the neat rows of green onions,
and tomato plants filled with bright red tomatoes. There were vines of squash and
bitter melons on stakes, and a patch of strawberries.
“My squash is taller than me,” the younger one said, as she stood ramrodstraight beside the staked vine.
“I see that,” said the doctor.
“Will you garden with us?” the older one said.
“When it’s not so hot,” the doctor replied.
The girls giggled happily.
The doctor put his arm around Agustina as they led the way to the house.
It was a tidy place, not cluttered at all like Jose’s that was filled with Fernanda’s
things. Instead of heavy European style furniture, the doctor had wood furniture
with simple lines and little ornamentation — Mission style, the doctor explained,
after he had changed and washed up.
Agustina and the girls were charming; the doctor’s home was pictureperfect. Jose felt a pain in his gut. He knew the doctor had helped many people in
Ubec; Dr. McAllister had even acted as the advocate for Filipinos to the Philippine
Commission. Jose was not jealous of Dr. McAllister, but the children’s chatter
reminded him of the time he and Danilo had made Christmas lanterns. How
happy they had been; how miserable he was now. It was clear to Jose that Fate
had dealt him a bad hand. Why him, of all people? He thought of leaving, but
couldn’t, not now, not without upsetting the McAllisters. Jose stumbled through
lunch, barely tasting the food that Agustina pressed on him. He tried to keep up
with the chitchat but his mind was unfocused.
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After eating Agustina and the children left to prepare palm fronds for
church the next day, Palm Sunday. Jose considered excusing himself but the
doctor insisted on showing his gazebo, a magical place, he said, where he watched
the sunset one evening and suddenly, just like that, he found the exact
proportions of Chaulmoogra Oil to be administered to minimize nausea among
the patients.
The gazebo sat, perched on top of a hill, overlooking Culyo and a pristine
seashore and blue sea. The wooden structure was painted a dazzling white, with
red tile roof, a handsome edifice with a wrought iron table and chairs inside, and
a young bougainvillea vine starting to creep on one side.
The doctor pointed out the leper part of Culyo with its hospital and small
houses scattered on rolling hills studded with coconut and flame trees. “It is not
so sad; the land is beautiful; they receive a stipend and are free to do what they
want.”
While the doctor was talking, Jose saw on a distant hill, a line of people
snaking along a dirt road toward a cemetery. It was a funeral procession; he could
make out the dark coffin being carried. Flowering frangipanis and pink-flowered
vines rimmed the boundary of the graveyard but did little to quell the melancholy
sight.
The doctor followed Jose’s gaze. “It’s Father Francisco,” he said in a low
voice. “He chose to live with the lepers although he wasn’t one. Before he died, he
asked permission from his superior to be buried here. He said if lepers live and die
here, he wanted to do the same.”
“Did he work closely with the patients?”
“He blessed them, gave them their sacraments; he was not afraid.”
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“But he didn’t catch the disease,” Jose said.
“No. Only five percent of people exposed to it get it. It’s easier to catch a
cold.”
“As you know, Doctor, I’m terrified of it,” Jose said. “If it’s not highly
contagious, why did the Americans start the segregation program?”
“I was assigned to create the program, Joe, and I did a good job. But to be
honest I have mixed feelings about the matter. It disturbs me to force lepers away
from their homes to come here, but on the other hand, there is no cure for
Hansen’s disease. Not now, in any case, although I believe there will be a cure one
day soon. There is a great deal of research going on in Carville and here. Doctors
from all over the world come here to learn more about Hansen’s disease.”
Jose took a deep breath — now was the time to ask about Borja’s visit to
Culyo. “The boat’s captain mentioned that some German doctors and Chief of
Police Borja were here,” Jose said in a voice so calm, even he was surprised.
“Oh, yes the German doctors with their schnapps. Every night they drank
the stuff. I have no idea how they could function in the daytime.”
“Why do you think our Chief of Police came here, Doctor?”
“I asked the same thing when I learned he was here. Sister Margarita at the
hospital said he wanted to talk to Father Francisco. The priest was very ill and
Sister Margarita told him ‘no,’ but Mr. Borja insisted on talking to him. The nun
was certain his visit had something to do with the discovery of the body of Father
Zafra. Apparently Zafra used to confess to Father Francisco.”
Jose felt a lurch in his chest.
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“Borja may have wanted information, perhaps about the people Zafra
associated with, people he may have angered. Apparently Zafra wasn’t very
popular.”
“A priest never discloses what is told to him during confession.”
“I’m a Methodist, Joe, so I know nothing about that. Sister Margarita was
livid that Mr. Borja had bullied his way to the room of Father Francisco. I must
say I’ve heard that adjective used of Mr. Borja many times before.” The doctor
laughed and Jose tried to laugh with him but the sound of his laughter was tinny.
The doctor removed his eyeglasses and cleaned them with his
handkerchief. “Joe,” he said, after slipping his eyeglasses back on, “you have not
been yourself. You seem distracted — no, it’s more than that. There’s something
going on. We’ve known each other for a few years now, and I feel I know you well
enough to ask — is something wrong?”
And there it was, that proverbial American frankness thrown at his face.
Jose squirmed in his chair. He studied the nearby bougainvillea. He felt as if he
were back in school with a teacher interrogating him. He wondered if his guilt was
written all over him. He shouldn’t have asked about Borja.
“You don’t have to talk about it. We could chat about the rat epidemic or
the priest’s body that was found, but as you know, I’ve been a doctor for a long
time and I can sense when a person is suffering.”
“I’m sorry. It’s true that I’ve been distracted … my son … I still think of
him.” Jose rubbed his temples. He could bring up his dead son since everyone in
Ubec had heard about it. He wasn’t sure if the doctor knew that his wife had left
him. Even though his son’s death was more painful, it was something that could
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be discussed without shame. Fernanda’s disappearance opened up too many
questions about why she left him.
“Yes, of course, I know about your son. And Joe, I also know about your
wife. Ubec is a damned small place, everyone knows other people’s affairs. To lose
a son, and then a wife, must be living hell.”
Jose said nothing. He wondered what people said about Fernanda and
him.
“You may not know this, but I was married once before.”
“I heard it.” People had talked of how lost the doctor had been, how
heartless even, because of his grief for his first wife. He had been in this state
when he met Agustina, a widow herself; and she had changed his life. Most of the
stories told by Ubecans about the doctor revolved around his love story, not his
life in America.
“I was a young doctor then, and my first wife was also young. We were the
Golden Couple and thought we had everything until she got sick. To make the
story short, she died. Of consumption.” He paused to compose himself. “My life
ended. I was breathing, you understand. I was moving. I would wake up, go to
work, go to sleep, but for all practical purposes I was dead. One day I thought I’d
make it official: I’d kill myself.” He stopped and smiled. “This sounds very
melodramatic now, but at the time it wasn’t.”
Jose nodded. He understood what the doctor was talking about.
“When you really think about it, you have a lot of choices. There’s poison,
or hanging; you could shoot yourself, or jump off a building or bridge. My mind
was going through all these, when suddenly, I heard, not with my ears but with
my heart the word — Leave.” He stood up and stared at the sea. “And so I left.”
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“I met you in 1903,” Jose said.
“Soon after I arrived. I was full of bile until I found Agustina. And here I
am. I am not sure what prompted me to tell you my story. Perhaps it’s to let you
know that no matter how bad things are, there is hope.”
Jose wished to confess to the doctor; the weight in his chest was heavy and
it would have felt good to unburden himself. He could trust this good man. But
Jose didn’t even know where to begin. Would he start with his son’s death? Or
should he explain about Fernanda’s need for material things, which was why
Danilo had been neglected? Would he reveal that he had raped his wife in his
anger? Would he confess of how he had killed the priest by accident, because it
was an accident? What words would describe his universe of despair? In the end
all he could mutter was a weak, “Thank you.”
The distant laughter of the two girls brought them back from that
desperate world of dead priests and wives and sons. Rising from their chairs, they
turned their faces toward the mirthful sounds. “They’ll be wanting me to garden
with them,” Dr. McAllister said.
They left the gazebo and headed back to the house. The girls met them half
way and greeted them with a song about planting rice not being fun. Inside the
house, Agustina had prepared a pitcher of lemoncito juice and some rice cakes.
The girls were giddy with excitement that their father would spend time with
them soon. After taking his merienda, Jose said his goodbyes and hurried down
the hill toward the dock.
He had a lot of things to do back home.
~end novel excerpt~
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The Drifters of New River Pasig
by Ricardo Suarez Soler

Paulino Arenas got his daughter Teresa pregnant when she was only 16 years
old. The two had been making love in her room for many months during those
days when her mother, Hermie, would be doing the parish priests’ laundry in the
backyard of the convent. The couple had never married but had been lovers since
he settled twenty years past in the more deprived area of one of the many
barangays of the metropolis.
It is no longer the fashion for couples in these underprivileged parts to get
married, most just ‘live in’ and beget child after child without much concern as
to how to support them. Invariably, however, they make sure their children are
baptized and in this way are registered in a Baptismal Certificate as legitimate
offspring although from an illegitimate relationship. Coming from the Church,
this is more credible than the birth certificates issued by lay authorities. But
nobody cares about having babies and most couples would have children for
whom the matter of proper upbringing does not seem of any real concern.
Paulino had a job as a clerk at City Hall and Hermie added to the family income
by laundering for the priests. This enabled Teresa to finish high school,
something unusual as most students dropped out as early as their elementary
years. Still college was out of the question for her. They could not afford the
tuition so she just stayed home waiting for the elusive opportunity of getting a
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job perhaps as a crewmember in one of the fast food outlets in the city center.
Being a minor, even just this was not easy.
Her being a minor might have been an advantage for her to work as an
entertainer in Japan, a job wherein the qualifications were younger than twentyone, taller than five feet two inches, fun loving and outgoing; the last criteria
apparently implying more than it denoted. But she was an inch shorter than
would qualify her to be a ‘japayuki’, a prime aspiration of most young girls in the
barangay.
Paulino had managed to transfer to Hermie’s name the title of the small house
they lived in through the deviousness of assuming its ownership from a shabu
pusher who had been killed by the police. All it took was a Deed of Sale with the
forged signature of the dead pusher and a friendly visit to the Registrar of
Deeds, who more than willingly perfected the transfer. It was made to a certain
Hermenigilda Antalan. No one in the village knew that this was the real name of
Hermie. This purged any possible linking of the deceit to him and he made it
appear that he was leasing the house from its new owner. This set them apart
from most as they were no longer considered squatters, the least esteemed
dwellers of the community and the most troublesome lot.
The affluent in these villages’ prime sections, especially in the posh, gated
subdivisions seldom concern themselves with the heartrending circumstances
that loom among their lowly neighbors. These escape the attention of an
uncaring outside world but provide it with reason to deride and show scorn for
the denizens of these garish demimondes who they believe have somehow lost
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their way and moved too far away from their own morals and norms. It is the
nature of the rich to hold their class as being more morally virtuous and
decidedly more hygienic than the poor. They despise the filth and grime the
poor live in. In truth, these heart-rending shanties cause disgust in the rich
villagers who find it hard to imagine how the poor can live in their hovels –
often just pounded soil for its flooring; typically just a common room occupied
by an entire family in an area that would not fit a better off person’s more
generous space requirements. They are particularly shocked by the behavior of
the poor, especially in matters of sexuality that they consider as not just
immoral but rather as manifestly amoral. They cannot accept these situations
as normal and would rather have nothing to do with their lowly fellows except
to feign compassion for them and actually hope for the healing of their ills.
In one of the gated subdivisions in Paulino’s village, the Ladies Club indulges in
gossipy exchanges during its meetings. Here, those members who still hear
mass at the parish church keep the others abreast about what they learn of the
ways of their lowly neighbors. Most of the other members have stopped going
to this church fearing that keeping company with the slum dwellers in what
they consider is a sacrilegious location for a place of worship would defile their
imagined aristocracy. The Ladies Club holds few discussions of any real value
to its members or their community but it is a perfect place to indulge in
rumors, particularly those concerning the sexual practices in the squalid,
overcrowded wards populated by the poor. Indeed, one can almost sense some
envy they feel about these sordid practices, which perhaps provoke in them a
sinful, inquisitive fascination.
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One storyteller, with Hispanic pretensions and the most vocal in her
criticisms, enjoys retelling her unconfirmed story of a young girl; a squatter all
her life, who lived according to the social standards and mores squatters live
by. To this tattletale, this was decadent and trashy. She interjects her stories
with “Que barbaridad” as she grumbles on and on about this girl, her losing her
virginity to her second year high school classmate whose name she no longer
remembers or refuses to remember but who made her pregnant. She aborted
the child by drinking some herbs euphemistically called "menstrual regulators",
which she bought in the plaza of Quiapo Church. She did this upon the kind
advice of a friend who also, out of a kindness very unusual for people of her
caste, loaned her the needed money. Another member told about another girl,
who just before graduating from high school would visit her boyfriend at his
hovel where they would have sex not caring that someone might intrude
because even if they were seen in the act, the viewer would not think of the
situation as unusual. Then there was the story of still another girl who
tempted a man away from her friend whom he was courting and lavishing
with expensive food offerings during his visits. This was reason enough for her
to steal him away. She succeeded, had three kids with him, after which he left
her to take care of their children on her own.
These stories and many others are told and retold with such passion that it is
quite obvious the storytellers are acrimonious and hostile, if not resentful and
somehow at least a little envious about those they attack. Nothing good that
may have transpired after the stated incidents is ever presented. The Hispanic
woman was not aware of, or if she were, did not see the need of recounting the
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matter of the loan being slowly repaid or of the rare kindness never being
forgotten and of how the two girls became great friends; were able to live
through this pathos and later became successful in their lives, perhaps making
more money than the storyteller, who may have felt that telling this, if she
knew about it, would diminish the impact of her tale.
But Paulino, while no longer considered a squatter, was not any better than any
of the poor, except that he had a regular job and had hitched on to Hermie who
was lusty and hungry and whom he thought he pleased in bed. She let him
believe this as his meager penetrations still made her reach orgasm if only
because of the long time it took his soft and feeble desire to reach
consummation. He got employed not through any talent that deserved him the
job, of which he had none, but through the help of some drinking buddies who
had what they referred to as ‘political influence’ with city officials. Bribes he took
to facilitate processing papers of those who needed these quickly gave him
enough means to indulge in one-night stand assignations with women
employees, who simply needed company or some helpful influence with their
higher-ups, and prostitutes who counted on his help not to be bothered by the
police, whom he also bribed not to bother those he bedded without pay. He was
sexually spent between these women and Hermie, not knowing that he did not
really satisfy them as he was in a drunken stupor when he lay with them, except
for Hermie who would not lie with him when he was drunk. But they all
applauded him after each act to ascertain he would remain their promoter or
protector or, in the case of Hermie, a public companion and lover.
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It was not the same when it came to his daughter Teresa. He had gone into her
room to pick up a shirt he had asked her to iron for him the night before. She
was lying asleep without anything on, as it was hot and humid. Something
overpowered his sense of being her father upon seeing her young breasts that
throbbed with the beating of her heart. An odd lustiness beyond his control
overcame him as he lingeringly watched her legs, her torso, her beautiful face
and her lips that shielded a mouth he wanted to kiss with a passion that was new
and even frightening to him. He disrobed quickly, slithered naked to her side
and enfolded her in his arms tightly so she could not move.
He had not had a drink for days and was physically strong, full of vigor and
conscious of what he was doing and what he wanted of his daughter’s body. The
lust he felt was such that he realized it was overpowering him in a way he had
never known or felt. When she opened her eyes, he kissed her gently at first but
as she tried to move away he became more forceful and pinned her down with
his open mouth with which he hungrily compelled hers to open too as he spread
her legs with his and penetrated her as she fought to move away, uttering a
painful groan. But she was trapped by his weight, his size and his strength. And
as he made his thrusts and fondled one breast while he suckled the other, she
slowly yielded to his fervor and became captive to the pleasures that engulfed
her whole being with an eagerness she had never experienced. She had not yet
lain with any man. Their bodies convulsed in unison as he entered her fully and
exited partially and she reciprocated his challenges eagerly with her hips meeting
his thrusts as often as they came until both of them were dissolved in a frenzy
that wasted them both amid moans of gratification.
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Teresa was covering her face and shivering when he dismounted from her. He
pulled up the blanket and covered her up to her neck. He gently lifted her hands
from her face with his and with his forearms holding her face firm, bent down to
kiss both her cheeks lightly. She did not turn away and pulled him closer, her
own hands charting the curves of his back. They both believed they had done
nothing wrong but knew it was something that no one else should know about.
For the next months whenever Hermie was at the convent, Teresa would lie in
deep pleasure with her father.
This garish, ostensibly changing and degenerating human condition of our
deprived neighbors is, even more unfortunately, taken for granted by them.
They have come in their enduring torment to assume it to be part of their life’s
normal passage expressing this damnation saying, “This is where we have been
dropped. This is where we belong. This is where we will stay,” perhaps leaving
little doubt that the poor are indeed different from the rich.
Single mothers, who after a short period of censuring from their parents and
ridicule from friends are welcomed back to the fold to live with their parents or
those of the child’s father, if he assumes responsibility, and resume their
friendships as though nothing bad had taken place. But often, the fathers just
disappear. Sometimes the child’s mother who, in moments of extreme passion
allowed herself to be bedded uncaringly, does not know who the father is and
cannot properly lay the blame on anyone of those she shared herself with for
they could easily deny such assertion considering that they know of others who
could be the guilty ones. Many who fall pregnant and fear parental censure or
public scorn resort to ridding themselves of the foetus by seeing a manghihilot
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or, if they can afford it, by going to the plaza of Quiapo Church where they buy
aborting herbs and, if they have enough money, the surer pharmaceutical
Cytopec pills, one to be swallowed and another to be inserted into the female
passage. Any of these remedies, if they are unlucky, a common occurrence, can
cause them to bleed to death and be buried for ostensibly dying of an unusual
disease that was not discovered on time. Of course, almost everyone knows the
truth but, beyond a little gossip for a short period, would rather not dwell on
this knowing it could happen to one of their own daughters or that it has
already happened to a relative. The number of suicides in the village is high
but, kept secret by their relatives, almost no reports of suicide are ever made. A
doctor willing to issue a death certificate that the deceased allegedly
succumbed to a heart attack, a stroke or some other condition leading to
sudden death can always be found.
And these circumstances are not exclusive to the fictional village where this
story takes place, which for this purpose is fictitiously called New River and
located in the city of Pasig. They exist to lesser and often-greater degrees in
most of the other lowly barangays scattered like wild mushrooms in Metro
Manila and its environs, inhabited mostly by poor families. To a large and
generally undesirable extent, squatters euphemistically called ‘informal
settlers’ intrude rudely into their lives but there is nothing they can do about
this and in time, their lives merge almost seamlessly with that of the latter
creating a homogeneous environment.
In New River, as in other similar locations, baptism is the religious rite
villagers feel most constraint to observe. That Original Sin would be forgiven
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by baptism seems to be a proper start, a clean slate for a child. What would
happen thereafter is something too early to consider. Their most principled
aspiration after baptism is to enroll their kids in public schools to ‘get
educated’. Sadly, these drop out during the lower grades and very few manage
to graduate from high school, which requires costs their parents cannot afford.
They thus drift into a chasm of hopeless uncertainty that soon transforms into
lingering, subtle despair. Much as they are in denial, they end up despondent,
wounded and aimless. They resort to drink as their antidote for dismal failure
but soon enough they accept this as their destiny and lose all desire for
something better, living under the mantra that this is where they were
dropped and this is where they belong and will remain. In no time they all
assume the nature of their parents. The village then becomes a homogeneous
pit of misery and dreariness no one complains about, doomed as they are in
what has transformed into an innate indifference, indolence and apathetic
disinterest.
When it was discovered that their only child, Teresa, was pregnant, Paulino
suddenly disappeared, never to be seen again to the great, silent and hidden
sorrow of Teresa. Hermie had earlier discovered them in bed and furiously
attacked them both physically and verbally. Teresa, hoping that her mother
would show some compassion, confessed that she had been missing her periods.
Incensed, Hermie threatened to have Paulino jailed. He had committed incest
with his own child who was a minor and she would have Padre Pedro use his
influence with the city’s courts to punish him to the utmost despite his muchvaunted influence with City Hall. Paulino realized that the Mayor himself could
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use his potential conviction to enhance the image of his being intolerant of
criminals in his domain. His crime was abominable and his friends would neither
dare to take his side nor go against the priest and the Mayor. He had no option
but to disappear. He did.
In recent months Hermie had noticed a decline in Paulino’s already feeble
interest in her. She needed to be fulfilled and the frequency of sex with him,
incompetent though they were, still managed to assuage her enough and calm
her prurience. But unknown to her, his assignations with Teresa had
extinguished any interest in her. There seemed nothing she could do to rouse his
former, albeit frail, enthusiasm for sex. She felt a gnawing need that for months
he was no longer concerned to satisfy, no matter how ineffectually he used to.
And she badly needed sex.
She thus began to attract the attention of one of the priests who seemed robust
and hungry. One day, she asked him to help her tighten the clothesline, which
she herself had earlier loosened on purpose. Her thin blouse was dripping wet,
revealing her full breasts in their anxious state as though she had nothing on.
She hugged him tightly from behind as though to help. In this posture, his thin
shirt became soaked enough for him to feel her nipples rubbing against his back.
She felt him harden with a lust that had been locked up for too long and when
the line was tightened and knotted to its post, she reached out for both his
hands and placed them on her breasts, saying,
“They are hungry for what you have hungered for too long, so fondle them and
please them as they want to be pleased.’
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He rounded his hands over them and pulled her towards him and attempted to
kiss her but she quickly turned, walked away and picked up the wash to hang.

“Not here, Reverend. Find a proper place where we can be alone to enjoy the
most beautiful gift God has given man and woman,” she chuckled.
This and her other previous flirtations that were more proper of the wild night
gypsies in a karaoke bar made it easy for her to seduce him. When she returned
two days later, he quickly led her to a room in the small, immediately adjacent
house rented by the parish to store some goods belonging to the church. He had
gotten the only and seldom, if ever, used keys to the house. It was covered in
dust and filthy. He had cleared one room of the images and boxes of bits and
pieces that were really no longer needed and placed all of these in the empty
living room. He carefully cleaned the room ridding it of all its filth and placed a
mattress he had smuggled into the house on the floor. He had also smuggled in
towels, pillows, bed sheets and an electric fan to make the room comfortable and
pleasant enough. Here they started having frequent trysts while the parish
priest and two other were soundly taking their long afternoon naps in the
convent. He gave her the keys, which she would use to inconspicuously enter the
back of the house that was not visible to the street and he would join her after
he saw from his window that she was done with the laundry.
His seemingly insatiable hunger and vigorous movements, stirred by the idea
that a priest was making love to her, sated Hermie more than she had ever been
or even conceived was possible. She reveled in the feeling that her new
fulfillment was not only a matter of muscle and motion, of sturdiness or ardor
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but also of the unsubtle conquest of one to whom sex is forbidden. This gave her
a sense of power that heightened immensely her satisfaction.
Their other evident display of religious concern and maybe of some loosely felt
faith happens during the town fiesta when they devote time to preen the
village, hang buntings above the roads, dress better than usual, prepare
pulutan and loads of liter bottles Red Horse beer to freely share with neighbors
and passers-by in an uncommon act of gracious generosity that is
unrelentingly but not usually affordably repeated each year. This is enhanced
by the loud music of karaoke units scattered in many places where everyone
would take the microphone and belt out in discordant voices songs that the
others hope would end soon so they could take their turn. Sometimes, angry
quarrels take place when a singer persists in keeping the microphone to himself
too long and some are killed as a consequence.
Only when the procession of the image of Santa Rosa de Avila, New River’s
patron saint, borne in an overly decorated carossa, makes its way through the
village roads is religious fervor displayed to an extent by the throngs of people;
the more devout and believing following the carriage along its route till it
returns to the church, the larger number lining up the sides of the streets. This
is a moment of silence with candles lit and heads generally bowed. But as soon
as the carriage has passed far enough, the tumult of the festivity resumes. It is
not hard to imagine, however, that there exists in everyone present a feeling of
some kind of connection with the divine, not a leap of faith but a momentary
sense that there must be something bigger than they are, fleeting though it
may be. The few of true faith, mostly elderly women who have not been
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touched by the dreadful culture infecting their neighbors, continue on and stay
to pray in the church. A few younger, still uncertain others do drop by to cross
themselves, genuflect qnd say a short prayer they can still remember but soon
head back to the delightful frenzy of the streets.
Only a very few of the rich join the fiesta. The rest do not care to be involved.
It is not their business. They did try once to get the two adjacent motels on the
hill that are situated just two decaying houses apart from the church to be
relocated as this seemed to them a sacrilege. Retreats for sinful sex next to a
sanctuary of God was an odious display of rank disregard for what is holy. But
their angry entreaties fell on the Mayor’s deaf ears and the motels stayed. The
rich just did not go to the parish church anymore but this did not matter as the
motels paid more to the city and some of its officials while the church was free
from any similar burdens. The rich also made it a point not to hire domestic
helpers from the village to show their displeasure, in the process increasing
unemployment among the young women, who, in feeble retaliation, claimed
they did not want to work for the rich who stole even the sidewalks and made
them gardens to beautify their homes.
Within these barangays are squatter slums that, like water lilies, float
unmoving over murky river water and yet keep growing imperceptibly in
number that one notices there are more only when there are already more. It is
these squatters, poorer than the dogs they capture to eat-- ignorant,
uneducated, uncaring, hardhearted and unfeeling-- that heighten the offputting image of the already unlikeable villagers. They engage in drugs openly
pushing these to the young villagers, who in their desperation will cling to
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straws to keep from drowning and in the process drown deeper and more
surely.
They inveigle young women into prostitution saying this is the only way out of
their hell and sell them for rich sums to Chinese obsessed with virgins but
share with them only a pittance of what the Chinamen pay. When the poor
girls lose their virginal status, their only choice is to turn into cheap and
common whores whose pimps sell them for as little as the less demanding are
willing to pay. They wait beside motels as their pimps negotiate a sale, giving
them the smaller part of the price the client paid. In this despondency, they are
made to turn to drugs until they no longer serve the purpose of their pimps and
are shooed away like street dogs; warned not to show their faces in the pimp’s
territory again. The last recourse possible but not always available to them is
to work as hostesses in the dingy, neighborhood hole-in-the-wall bars where
their sagging, now insensate breasts are still mashed painfully by dismal,
hollow men who push their greasy fingers into their womanhood behind the
dirty table cloths. And all for the price of a few beers for which they get a cut
that pains as much as the bruises inflicted upon them.
After Paulino disappeared, the priest would spend early evenings in Hermie’s
own room. As it later turned out, the house became a perfect trysting place for
the lovers. The priest could get to it by passing along the riverbank only
somewhat disguised as no one bothered to go to this bank except to dispose of
garbage that was not picked up by the village’s regular garbage collection trucks.
The darkness also made detection unlikely.
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Teresa, in turn, was consigned as a novitiate to a nunnery in Quezon City after
she gave birth. Guilt-ridden and tormented, she hanged herself a few months
later. The Church would not allow her to be buried in sacred grounds as she had
killed herself but Padre Pedro made arrangements to have her body
clandestinely interred in the farthest part of the Catholic cemetery where he
performed the proper burial rites during the darkest night of that tragic year.
Teresa’s son was a healthy, heavy child who was baptized Gonzalo Arenas by her
mother’s new lover, who wrote in the baptismal record his and Paolino’s
surnames as the child’s first name and surname, respectively. Hermie, who had
long wanted a son, had no fondness for the child, feeling she had been cheated
of being its mother and only paid him no attention. As the boy grew up and her
lover became more and more attached to him, she began to detest and pour
scorn on the child.
It was the priest who showered him with love and caring, feeling in turn that it
was a child he could never have but had often fancied he wanted to have. He
arranged for him to study in the public school instructing his teachers to give
the boy special attention as he was grooming him to be a priest. He kept a proper
distance from and required Gonzalo not to display in public that they were close
so that others would think of their relationship as being nothing special in any
but the most ordinary way a man may have particular concern for an intelligent
boy.
On the nights that he would visit Hermie, he made it a point to spend time with
the boy and mentor him in reading, writing and in the numbers before the child
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would go to his room and sleep. He discussed with him the Catechism, the tenets
of which he could not concern himself to fully observe convinced that his was a
weakness of the flesh that could not be vanquished by his indocile spirit. He
would tell him stories about the hardships of being a priest and the adventures
and rewards priest could have in guiding people to achieve the ‘summum bonum’
– the ultimate good and once told him,
“Gonzalo, remember that man was meant and has always preferred to be good
but temptation frequently drives him to do what is bad. He tries to ward off
temptation but often fails. To learn how to better defeat temptation, he tries to
get as close to it as possible without yielding. To some foolish ones, death is the
greatest evil and to lure death and to defeat it is the greatest victory over
temptation. So, to prove they can defeat even this grand temptation, they will
get as close to death as they can without meaning or wanting to die.
“I tend to believe this is why there are those who walk tightropes and dare the
winds to blow them off but use a pole to balance themselves; those who dive
from high cliffs into the sea but time hitting the water when the rising tide is at
its highest in order not to touch bottom and, most spectacularly, the bullfighter
who gets as close to a bull’s horns as possible but avoids getting gored through
deft movements and skillful calculations. To him the bull vicariously represents
evil. In effect, he gets as close to evil as he can without getting caught in its trap,
thus overcoming temptation and defeating death.”
Gonzalo treasured the priest’s lessons and ideals. It became his nature to try to
be as good as he could be in everything he engaged in. Time would incessantly
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challenge him but he would aspire to prevail. Invariably, the priest would end his
tales with the aspiration before tucking him in bed:
“Gonzalo, I hope that you too are going to be a priest like uncle Pedro.”
When he was sure Gonzalo was asleep, Padre Pedro would join Hermie when she
would urge him to bed and he was powerless to avoid the temptation she
offered, after which he would try to forget all he wanted to remember about his
being a priest.
After announcing to his companions that he had been invited to dine with one
or another parishioner, he would visit Hermie soon after the evening Angelus
three days a week, returning to the convent past nine. In his room, he would
flagellate himself with a whip made of knotted cords; an act he knew was a vain
effort to atone for what he had enjoyed earlier, if he had indeed sinned.
Ironically, like many other priests, he did not wish to believe that priestly
celibacy would make a man a better shepherd but he was not sure. Thus, a
mortification of his flesh might diminish the heavenly punishment for breaching
the rule were it indeed sinful. He would then sleep soundly at peace with the
world.
Gonzalo, aided by the incessant mentoring of Padre Pedro, finished his basic
schooling in very much less time than it took others to do. He was often
overwhelmed by the priest’s repeated proclamations: “Do not be afraid, never be
afraid,” telling him this was one of the most oft-repeated statements in the Bible
that showed how important being unafraid was. He would also intone, “Always
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live and walk in the light of the truth for only the truth will bring peace, whence
all good comes, to your soul,” and, “Be good always, try never to be bad.”
There was, however, disquiet in Gonzalo; what took place in his grandmother’s
bed was bewildering. He was only five when he first saw what was happening. At
this young age, he still had not grown the sense of lustful desire, the essence of
concupiscence that would come later in his life. Still he sensed then that it
involved some wrongdoing.
In his mind, his grandmother, who beat him up and mistreated him for reasons
he did not know, was a bad person. On the other hand, the priest, out of that
bed, gave him no reason to doubt he was a good man; kind and virtuous in
everything he did or said outside that bed. She was the one who hounded him to
get into bed with her even when he, more often than not, seemed reluctant.
Gonzalo could hear her whisper to hurry him up, end their conversation and
come to her.
Years later, fully accepting that what she did was indeed evil, Gonzalo was
persuaded in his still maturing mind to believe the priest only agreed to her
demands to get close to her and turn her into a good woman. The thought of
getting close to evil to defeat it became a haunting reflection that would affect
Gonzalo long after he had stopped spying on them; when what he saw began to
elicit strange tensions in his being.
When he was eleven, he entered the seminary where he finished his high school
and began an intense life of religious studies that should have imbued him with
the virtues of a spirituality that combined prayer and meditation with forgiving
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love for others. But in his innately brilliant mind, he had many questions, among
them about his own inability to fully defeat the urges that could lead him to
derive sexual pleasure by stimulating his genitals. While he would sometimes
start doing this, he would stop as soon as he felt it was sinful. But he wondered
why God gave him these urges if they were sinful to conclude? His teachers said
no one should question God’s word, as this was always the truth. Gonzalo could
not fully accept this as a matter of blind faith. It confused and made him
question the many things they taught him and he looked for other answers
when what he was taught did not relate totally to the truth he would deduce for
himself. But still he believed that what went on with Hermie and Padre Pedro
was sinful, especially because she was his grandmother and he was a good man.
On the night before he was to be ordained, he asked for permission to sleep at
home and be with his grandmother. He knew that she had not been with Padre
Pedro for the weeks during which the priest had been busily preparing for the
ordination for which the bishop would come to the parish church. Everything
had to be perfectly organized and Padre Pedro took charge of preparations and
was in the peaceful frame of mind he had felt before Hermie. Now the child he
had considered as his son was to be ordained and he had made up his mind to
again be as true a priest as Gonzalo would surely be.
Hermie was no longer be a part of his life.
Gonzalo went to the house wearing his full cassock. He wanted to forgive her at
last. But Hermie, although she had not seen him for years, was not prepared for
his visit and was in a mood as sour as coconut wine that had turned to vinegar.
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Although she was not interested in the rites, she had sewn herself an
embroidered gown for the occasion and became furious when Padre Pedro said
she was not to attend the ordination; some priests had become chary about their
relationship and even if she had stopped washing their clothes as he provided
for all their needs, on seeing her, those who envied him for the entitlements he
had assumed for himself might whisper about it to the bishop.
As soon as Gonzalo arrived, she started a vitriolic assault against the hypocrites
who deemed themselves holier than she. His mind flashed back to the insults
and beatings she had inflicted upon him; wounds that had healed but had
scarred him. Forgiveness escaped him and instead he became so infuriated that
she could not see her errors and yelled that sleeping with a priest was not holy
but a mortal sin against God. Surprised that he must have known about what
was going on for years but had not said anything about it sickened her so much
that she slapped him hard on the face and shrieked,
“You ignorant fool! For priests to be chaste is not God’s rule. It is the rule of
greedy bishops who don’t want priests to have families as this would reduce the
money they contribute since priests would have their own families to support.”
She rose abruptly, headed for her room, slammed the door and sat in her bed
recoiling at the insolence and ingratitude of this young man, who had been
supported by her lover without whose help the both of them could not have
survived through all the years she and the priest had been together. She had, in
fact, started to worry that Padre Pedro seemed quite uneager to lie with her and
found or made up reasons not to visit her.
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This she blamed on the influence that Gonzalo’s ordination might have led her
lover to feel guilty about their assignations. He had hinted that it was time for
their affair to end because the priests in the parish and many others in the
village were talking about it; their masquerade had apparently been uncovered.
He planned to ask the bishop to move him to another parish but he would
continue sending her support so she could live in the same comfort he had been
providing. But Hermie was not fazed, confident that she could lure him with her
still ample charms to stay.
But now in her spitefulness and anger, she decided to teach her grandson a
lesson he had to learn. When she sensed Gonzalo was asleep, she slinked nude
into his room where he lay similarly stark naked. Skillfully she fondled his
genital organ and, as she felt it harden, mouthed it. Half conscious from a day
that had drained him of energy, Gonzalo thought that he was having one of
those sensually pleasant dreams he had often had, which would end up
frightening him and making him remorseful. The pleasure he was now feeling
was however different and instinctively he thrust his groin upwards over and
over again into the soft flesh that engulfed his manhood until he felt a
tremendous tightening of his groin’s muscles that ended with a sudden sense of
release. This woke him up.
He saw Hermie lying down on his left side before he became fully conscious of
what was taking place. She lifted her left breast to his face, making the soft
inside of her right breast caress his cheek while gliding her left nipple around his
lips and pressing this into his mouth. He felt her body weighing down on his
chest, her right hand sliding to his lower body, her legs entwining his. He felt
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trapped in a vise. This startled him in a way he did not understand. He wanted
to push her away but some force inside him wanted everything to go on. The
sensation of her nipple in his mouth, her palm over his genitals, her weight on
his body and the pressure of her legs against his took complete rule of his being
and he held her face with both hands and pulled her mouth to his in an intense
kiss he never imagined he would ever give a woman. He vigorously turned her
over and once on top, he continued kissing her and fondling her breasts; first
gently in his trembling hands, then abruptly grasping them as hard as he could
as if wanting to squeeze some sap out of them. He bent down and suckled her
nipples frantically, one after the other. His legs, now between hers, moved to
spread hers wide as he clumsily tried to penetrate her with his erect swelling.
Hermie was surprisingly excited by his instinctive movements and, even while
reminded of her real intent, gushed a great volume of liquid from her orifice that
thoroughly wet his cassock that lay at the side of the bed. She had experienced
similar occurrences during high sexual excitement with Padre Pedro, who would
mock her laughingly for urinating on him. But she wondered each time it
happened since she would habitually empty her bladder before having sex
believing her climax would be better with an empty bladder. She had emptied
her bladder out of need before going into Gonzalo’s room. The liquid flushing
made her pause and wonder, but her anger quickly returned and in one powerful
move she shoved him so forcefully that he was tossed back to her side.
She stood up, sarcastically looked at him, spat full at his face and laughed, “I
peed on you and that’s all you will get from me after I made you hunger like a
man should for a woman.”
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As she pointed to the triangle of hair in her lower belly, she shouted with a scorn
that she now wore as her face,
“This is only for real men who do not contemplate celibacy as badges of
goodness; a foolish ideal of chastity, which in your weakness of spirit you almost
gave up for a woman who abhors you and is nearly thrice your age. Such a pity I
would only give you a load of urine and a rude, insignificant introduction to a
gift you can never ever experience again, good priest.
“Now get out of here and never show your beautiful face to me. Pity indeed that
such a handsome face and such generous gifts are useless for doing what from
now on you can only dream about!”
Gonzalo eagerly tried to pull her back into the bed but she spat at him again and
left the room. Disheartened and dejected, he put on his wet cassock that oddly
did not smell of urine and left hurriedly, feeling empty and miserable. He walked
through the narrow streets of the barangay teeming with its citizens clustered in
groups that seemed to share some awful secrets, hidden regrets and denied guilt
that however did not fester their souls. The moldy smell of the dust that would
turn into mud with the rains would come no longer bothered him as it used to.
But hopelessness and a sense of decay were now festering the soul of a once
brave young man who had been defeated.
He prayed with all his heart that this was not true. Denying as best he could that
there had been born in him a sense of utter sexuality he had always feared would
play a wicked role in him for the rest of his life could not and did not assuage his
guilt.
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Padre Pedro had often intoned that he should never be afraid and do his best not
to be afraid; that even if he got very close to evil, know he could vanquish it and
not fall, that he should always walk in the light of the truth. But he was afraid
now, terribly afraid. He had fallen and had been vanquished by an evil far greater
than any sexual urge that he managed to win over in the seminary. And he did
not even know for sure what the truth really was, as there always seemed to be a
truth different from what he was taught but never believed and always
questioned. He had failed in every way. He had been vanquished and he was
guilty.
There was no peace in his soul, bedeviling him to fear that his life as a priest had
ended before it could begin. He sat down in a carinderia and ordered a beer.
Those who saw the young man in the wet cassock scratched their heads and
wondered.

Coming from a past that has not been much explored by literary historians, Ricky Soler reminds
present-day readers that Philippine writing in English had been much enriched by authors whose
craft conveyed wisdom drawn from life observed/lived outside of the wonted literary circles.
Such esthetic among writers writing away from the establishment represented by Academe
strikes us now as invigorating in a period dominated by academic aestheticism. Soler drew his
insights from his practice and experience as a psychologist, and we are certainly the richer after
our contact with the densely humanistic texture of his fiction. (Dr. Bienvenido Lumbera,
National Artist for Literature, on the author’s book of short stories, "For Starters".
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The Sweet Aroma of Horsemeat
By Mario Ignacio Miclat

Miss Finna jumped off the horse-drawn karetela and bled. She lost the
baby in her womb. She needed to rest but her husband came urging her to flee
with him right away.
She and Mr. Platon rented the rig earlier, passed by Plaza Rizal, and
inadvertently witnessed a beheading. The headless body stood up despite its
manacled hands, took a few steps, and fell. The head opened its mouth and
shouted without a voice what the bystanders lip-read as, “Long live America!”
Forty years of US-impelled belle époque and Filipinos could not but dream the
American dream especially at this time of war.
Miss Finna made the sign of the cross, and secured the wood plank that
served as the rig’s seat. Mr. Platon bowed his head suppressing his anger, but all
the more turning his face as red as halabos shrimp. Mang Kalbo, the bald kotsero,
was stunned and struck the horse with his buntot page, a whip made from
stingray’s tail. The stunned beast galloped right in front of the Japanese
checkpoint as the kotsero pulled the reins and cried, “Whoa!”
The Japanese gendarme, who would have remained impassive and stiff,
was roused by the neighing of the horse. Trying to sound like a full-grown man,
he cried in a boyish voice, “Darobo!”
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From where he stood in front of the scaffold, the garrison commander
heard the commotion and looked over his shoulder. He noticed blotches of fresh
blood on his right sleeve. He hastily wiped them with his white glove. His
bloodied sleeve now had a bloody glove for a partner. He left the formation to
see what the fuss was all about.
High as the karetela seat was, the Japanese officer instantly recognized
the lady in it. He cleared his throat as he approached, stood at attention and
said, “What seems to be the probrlem, Miss Finna?”
She was surprised that a Japanese officer knew her, properly addressing
her, too. People of Gumaca never called their teacher Josefina de la Paz as “Ále,“
the honorific for elder Filipino women, but referred to her as “Miss” in English.
The only Japanese she knew was the gardener at the Capares mansion. Now
from the way the officer and gentleman of the invading imperial army
pronounced his “L” like an “R,” in a voice that sounded too familiar, Miss Finna
knew that he was indeed the gardener! Excited, she called him, “Sakang!”
It was the only way she referred to him, meaning bowlegged. She
explained, “We were just passing by kasi, when the horse suddenly became
unruly.”
“But why shourld my boy here shout thieves?”
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“Oh, is that the meaning of ‘Darobo’? I always thought it was the
Japanese for Filipino. That’s how your gendarme, er, boys, er, soldiers refer to
us. ”
“Darobo, Firlipin hito, onaji. The same banana,” Sakáng said.
Mr. Platon wanted to protest. Miss Finna blurted out, “But it’s you who
rob this country.”
“That’s right. I rlove this country, so rich in naturarl resources. But you,
Firlipin hito, you rlove America.”
Mr. Platon could no longer hold back and said, “That’s not true.”
Sakáng looked up and asked, “And who is this gentrleman, may I ask?”
Miss Finna surreptitiously pinched her husband’s leg to prevent him
from replying and loudly answered, “Why, yes, he’s my husband.”
Sakáng turned pale. His knees crumbled. He used to gaze at Miss Finna
whenever she came to the Capares mansion at the coconut plantation. She was a
teacher assigned by the Commonwealth government to the intermediate grades
of the Roosevelt Elementary School upon graduating from the Philippine
Normal School in Manila. She would have wanted to be assigned to her native
Lanao but there was no vacancy for her major general science and arithmetic, or
for her minor home economics. Far as Gumaca was, her parents thought it an
honor for her to work in a school named after Governor General Theodore
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Roosevelt, who visited Gumaca in his tour of Southern Luzon. For one summer,
she tutored the sons of Don Diego Capares’s elder son who worked in Manila
and had left the management of the plantation to his younger brother’s care
after their parents’ death, leaving his wife and children. As for Sakáng’s gaze, he
secretly admired Miss Finna’s Manila manners – the way she talked, the way she
dressed, the way she walked in her brown and white Ang Tibay saddle shoes –
revealing three hundred years of Hispanism beneath her Malay skin. He
remembered how jealous he was when Don Diego’s second son, the plantation
manager, asked for her hand in marriage, which to his delight, she refused.
In the dark of night, alone in his room at the servants’ quarters, Sakáng
would take off his clothes, cup his crotch with his right hand and knead his
nipples with his left. He would then wrap a bed sheet around his naked body and
wear it like a regal gown of a Spanish princess, walk the way Miss Finna walked,
and talk the way Miss Finna talked. He wanted her to remain single as long as he
was in the mansion so she could be his model in his nocturnal daydreams. That
was before the war. Today, he faced her as a stern army officer.
Sakáng took note of Mr. Platon’s features. He was milky brown in
complexion, had hairy arms and a face that although was obviously well-shaven
in the morning, already betrayed a faint stubble in this mid-afternoon. He could
mistake him for an Okinawan.
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“I did not know you are married,” Sakáng said gently, and continued
without waiting for her reply. “He does not look like a native of Gumaca. Has he
registered with the garrison headquarters yet?”
“He has registered in the parish…”
“Has he registered with the garrison headquarters?” Sakáng repeated.
Receiving no reply, he ordered him to come with him for routine interrogation.
Mr. Platon rose. Miss Finna secured his seat, a loose plank that covered some
sort of a luggage compartment. Bending, he turned backwards through the
opening beside the driver’s seat, stepped down the footboard, a piece of iron
about five centimeters wide bent like a Z with its upper portion screwed to the
floor. His weight easily loosened the contraption. As he stepped on the ground,
he caught a whiff of Sakáng’s bad breath. He handcuffed him, tarrying a bit to
rub his hairy arm.
“No, please,” Miss Finna begged from inside the rig. “What will people say
if they saw him tied like a guer… like a criminal?”
“OK, wait a minute,” said Sakang. “I wirll not handcuff him if Miss Finna
does not want her husband to rlose face in front of the crowd.”
“Arigato, Sakáng! Salamat, arigato.” She thanked him in Japanese and
Filipino, and prepared to get down the rig.
Sakáng said, “No, you cannot come with him, Miss Finna.” He turned to
the rig driver, saying “Take her home, Mang Karlbo.”
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The driver who had since remained immobile, was shocked hearing the
Japanese call him by his nickname, “Mr. Bald.” He pissed in his pants. When
Sakáng realized it was not the horse splashing the ground with panghi liquid, he
growled, “Darobo!” and hit the horse with his bloodied glove. The horse did not
budge at all. He turned to Miss Finna and said, “Miss Finna, I want to ask you
something.”
Miss Finna’s heart missed a beat. Mr. Platon grew anxious. The Japanese
officer asked, “Miss Finna, how do you think I can remove the brlood stain in my
uniform?”
“Ha? A, e,” she replied, relieved. “Kalamansi! You squeeze kalamansi juice
into the stain, rub it and the stain will go away.”
“Oh, I see. Karlamansi, ne? ” Sakang said. “I only know karlamansi as
refreshing citrus drink.” He continued, grabbing from Mang Kalbo the stingray
whip, and struck the horse which instinctively raced away. Sakang turned to Mr.
Platon, saying “You notice the crowd is gone, ne?”
As Mr. Platon nodded, the Japanese officer handcuffed him, saying, “You
have no one to rlose face from anymore.” Stingray whip in hand, he took his
captive away in his fatigue-camouflaged two-stroke Suzuki motorcycle fitted
with a bullet-shaped side car. They circled Plaza Rizal and passed by Dalisay
Place, an erstwhile boarding house now taken over by Japanese officers as their
quarters. Sakang idled his Suzuki in front of the building and thought for a
while. He decided to proceed to the garrison headquarters in the Municipio
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building further up. It was better if a record of the captive were kept in the HQ.
He’d just ask his gendarmes to leave while he gave a lashing to his captive.
Sakang cleared his throat and asked, “What is your name, again?”
“People call me Mr. Platon.”
“Your full name?”
“Anselmo. Mr. Anselmo Platon.”
“I like you. I mean, the way you love your country more than America.”
Sakang was suddenly able to pronounce his L’s right.
Meanwhile, the karetela stopped in front of Miss Finna’s house. Mang
Kalbo remained stiff in his seat. She started crying as she climbed down the
wagon, stepping on the loose stirrup which readily gave way. She fell. The horse
knew that its last passenger was gone and headed home.
Slumped on the ground, crying, Miss Finna recalled her argument with
her husband earlier in the day. Should he go out with her to buy rice from a
Chinese interloper who was her student’s father? If he did, he might earn the ire
of some gendarme. If he didn’t, some pro-Japanese Makapili spy might think he
was an underground guerrilla. All she wanted was rice.
CHINESE MERCHANT Lee Cha-Kho thought hard about helping the US
war efforts. After all, Japan has been occupying his motherland even before it
started bombing US airfields and military installations in Subic Bay, John Hay
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and Clark Field, occupying the cities of Manila, Davao, Baguio, Angeles and Iba,
and capturing Basco almost simultaneously as Pearl Harbor on December 8,
1941. The one-day discrepancy on the date was due to crossing the International
Dateline. He could perhaps, together with the fireworks artisan of Bocaue,
invent some kind of a bomb to flatten Hiroshima and Nagasaki? Or he could
make use of his Oriental looks to profit from the situation.
It was now mid-1942, and nothing seemed to move on the part of the US,
while the Japanese kept advancing in every Philippine town. Lee Cha-kho, Chak
for short, surreptitiously sewed for himself a fake Japanese gendarme uniform.
He tried it one night and was happy with himself. He had a problem, though. He
was knock-kneed rather than bowlegged as most Japanese were. He practiced
slightly bending his knees as he walked. Hard as the task was, he considered
another disguise even harder. He tended to make his R’s sound like L’s rather
than vice versa. Days of practice failed, and he decided to just play hoarse or
even speech impaired when the day came.
Chak’s shop was near Gumaca Elementary School, which now served as
camp for Japanese rank and file. He cased it for a month despite the curfew and
learned its delivery schedule – the train would blow its horn at 0430 hours once
a week, an orderly dislodge the packs, the quartermaster bow and inspect them,
sign the delivery receipt and bow again, while another orderly carry them to the
commissary.
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One moonless night, Chak donned his fake uniform and walked to the
camp. The quartermaster and his orderly were both suffering from diarrhea and
were not yet at their post when the train arrived. He claimed the delivery. He
noticed that there were more sacks and boxes than usual. The form that the
driver handed him was in Kanji, traditional Chinese characters, so he knew
where to sign his fake Japanese name. Bowing three times, he dismissed the
truck without the need to play hoarse. Adrenalin rush enabled him to carry three
sacks plus a sealed box, while on the run. Thanks to the curfew, not even a dog
was out to witness his heroic act. The quartermaster later suspected something
was amiss with his supply but did not report the matter for fear of being
punished as baka idiot or worse, a Darobo.
Miss Finna missed her rice. She’d been subsisting on porridge and sweet
potatoes for months. Unlike many of the townspeople who evacuated to the
boondocks, she preferred to stay in town with her newly-wedded husband. Just
before the invasion, she helped the nurses from the Red Cross and the
Puericulture Center to turn her school into an emergency hospital and filled it
with supplies confiscated from abandoned Japanese stores. Soon the school had
to be abandoned. It was taken over by the Japanese forces that enjoyed the food,
medicine and supply that seemed to have been left expressly for them. Miss
Finna knew this would happen, so she opened her former classroom before the
Japanese could arrive on their bicycles. She and her husband got a sack of rice
and several canned goods, not knowing that the war would last years.
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Today she had another chance of having rice from Chak’s. Should Mr.
Platon go with her? They decided to go see the merchant at the time of the
beheading, when people would either be in the plaza watching or at home
praying. They did not realize that all traffic would be rerouted to pass by the
plaza to make it appear that a large crowd cheered the execution. Japanese
newsmen took pictures of the seemingly happy Filipino crowd who inevitably
smiled in front of a camera.
MISS FINNA NOTICED her blood-soaked skirt. She stood up, dragged
herself into the house, and went straight to the bathroom. She scooped the fetus
from the bedpan, washed it, wrapped it in a clean white handkerchief, and laid it
on an enameled tin plate. But no, she did not want to see it on a plate. She
emptied a shoebox of old letters it contained, crumpled them to line it, and laid
her dead baby in it. She cried and cried, until she was exhausted and fell asleep.
By midnight, Mr. Platon woke her up, “Love, let’s pack up and go!”
She stood up and embraced him. He grimaced in pain. He had no shirt
on, and by the light of the full moon filtering in, she saw the whiplash marks on
his chest and shoulders.
“I’ll go boil water to dress your wounds,” she said, forgetting her own
condition.
“There’s no time for that,” he said, not noticing the blood that caked on
her skirt. On her part, she failed to notice the black and blue marks just below
his navel that smelled of bad breath. He grabbed her arms while she grabbed the
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shoebox on the table. They ran outside. The Japanese patrol was passing by.
They returned home. Miss Finna asked, “Where are we supposed to go?”
Mr. Platon swore he should have killed Sakang. Instead, he hastily
escaped leaving him lying on the floor near the bed, dead drunk. Now he
suddenly remembered the merchandise he concealed under the karetela seat. It
would surely help tide them over. He thought that if the patrol just passed its
round, it would take another hour before it returned. They could now go to
Mang Kalbo’s house and get the box. Miss Finna changed her skirt after giving
him fresh shirt to wear.
AT CHACK’S earlier in the afternoon, they learned that the rice had been
sold out earlier in the day. “I got two sacks of lrice lang. Lugi, one sack was just
full of blankets pala.”
The couple did not want the Japanese Imperial Army blankets, as they
could easily be traced.
“Di bale, I’ll have a way to dispatch them.” He had actually hid his pilfered
goods for a couple of weeks before secretly advertising to chosen customers
about his Special Sale. “Teka,” he suddenly remembered. “I have a box I no open
yet. You my special flriends, I invite you look see.”
The box was full of rosaries. The couple was confused. Chak laughed.
“Cunning, Jipen, cunning. For China, opium. For Feilipin, lreligion.”
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“I never heard the Japanese traded in opium in China?” Miss Finna
commented.
“I no say. I no say. What I mean is if the English used opium to invade
China, Jipen use lreligion to invade Feilipin.”
“But they’re anti-church and anti-clergy!”
“They know if Feilipin made to choose between blanket o lrosarly, they
choose the second. Cheap, easy make, easy distlribute.”
THE COUPLE FOUND in Mang Kalbo’s house his relatives and neighbors
gathered at the sala. Old and young, men and women, all the children including
the babies had a rosary in hand. The dead lay in state on a bench.
Mang Kalbo’s brother told them that the karetela came in the afternoon,
with the driver dead and stiff. When he and his children were taking the body
down, he saw a box of rosaries under the passenger’s seat. He forthwith
distributed the contents to everyone, especially his relatives, believing them to
be manna from heaven. He then rushed to the garrison headquarters to apply
for a vigil permit. There he found the Japanese officer in an expansive mood,
asking the quartermaster for a bottle of sake, and readily signing the permit. He
paused and asked Mr. Platon, “Didn’t I see you standing there at the garrison
also, pô?”
Not waiting for a reply, he thanked the couple for commiserating with
them and said, “As you know, we haven’t got a penny, pô and any amount of
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abuloy would do. The rich have their vacation houses to evacuet, leaving us poor
people in the barrio.”
Realizing that neither did the couple evacuate, he took a chance asking if
they had some money to spare. He changed his approach and said, “The visitors
are expecting to be fed pô.”
Just then, his wife announced that food was served. He scratched his
head and explained, “Even in war pô, we have to follow tradition, e. We’d lose
face if we didn’t serve anything. So I agreed to the neighbors’ demand pô to kill
the horse.”
“Filipinos don’t eat horsemeat!” Mr. Platon protested. “And I suppose
you also thought of distributing pilfered rosaries?”
Mang Kalbo’s brother scratched his head and nodded. Miss Finna cupped
her mouth with her hands and cried, “Do you realize how that small box cost us
one sack of Mickey Mouse?” She was referring to the new Japanese-imposed
Philippine currency.
“Don’t tell me pô, they’re yours?”
“Yes!” she said, blurting how they got it from Lee Cha-kho, paid their
month’s food budget for them, expecting to recoup it by selling them. “Even if
we don’t have any experience in buy-and sell.”
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A neighbor, rosary in hand, looked at her and smiled, thinking of
profiting from such information.
“It’s embarrassing to ask for the rosaries back,” said Mang Kalbo’s
brother, not using the honorific “pô” any longer, now that he knew that at this
stage of the occupation, even professional teachers shared equal miseries with
the less fortunate like them. This early, the war had castrated Philippine culture.
The man had chosen to keep a debilitating fiesta during a wake, while casting
away moral value and social norm of helping a neighbor in need. He said,
“Here’s a deal. Why don’t you get whatever’s left of the horse’s carcass to jerk
into tapa and sell?”
The couple carried two half jute sacks of horsemeat as they fled the town
at around two in the morning. They did not feel tired until they reached the
woods. Mr. Platon made his wife rest by a big boulder, thinking of her health
condition. She knelt, made the sign of the cross, and prayed that their burden be
made light. Meanwhile, he looked for a spring he once knew from an earlier
hunting trip. He heard someone approaching, so he hid in a bush, but right
where the man began to piss. Taking him for a Japanese spy, the man pounced,
hogtied and brought him to the leader of their band.
Meanwhile, Miss Finna heard the commotion from afar and went to look
for her husband. The band leader, who they call Commander G.Y., recognized
her as his son’s teacher. He allowed the couple to stay.
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As the sun appeared, Commander G.Y. assigned two men to help the
couple slice the horse meat into strips, and spread them on the boulders to dry.
As night fell, the couple thanked him and bid the band farewell. Mr. Platon
expressed his profound gratitude on behalf of the Filipino people for the group’s
love of country and their selfless contributions to the war effort.
“Every Filipino’s contribution would be helpful, indeed!” Commander
G.Y. said. “We usually ask for a guerrilla-war-against-Japan-tax. It’s seventythirty.”
Miss Finna readily replied, “No problem, you can get half the content of
the other sack.”
“Oh, I mean thirty for you and seventy for us.”
They haggled and finally settled on fifty-fifty.
“That’s for the tax,” Commander G.Y. said. “As for the board and lodging
and security provided you for almost 24-hours…”
Alas, they were not the heroic Vera guerrillas, but a band of extortionists
that people referred to as “gerilyang kanin.” The poor couple had to give half the
content of the remaining sack, leaving them their 25% share. Now, their burden
was light.
The couple started their long walk to Manila, which had been declared a
war-free open city. It was not until they reached the capital Lucena some 50
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kilometers away, was she able to tell him that they had lost their baby. They
mourned and buried the fetus under a giant balete tree.
Meanwhile, wherever the “gerilyang kanin” band went, they grilled their
tapa at mealtime, wafting the air far and wide with its aroma. Thinking they
were hallucinating, people started to hark back to the time when they could eat
tapa. Not that there was lack of animals to slaughter in the countryside, but
making tapa attracted the Japanese gendarme who’d readily confiscate the meat.
And so when news spread that there was this couple who walked the land
bringing with them precious, processed, ready-to-eat tapa wrapped in a
handkerchief, they were willing to part with their Paracale-mined gold rings,
gold earrings and gold teeth, just to have a taste of the sweet meat. With each
strip their families secretly shared, they bequeathed to their children the
memory that once upon a peacetime, people lived happily and feasted on tapa.
They remembered only the sweet times and the most horrific; patches of history,
not the general sweep of dialectical progress. And they prayed for the time when
tapa days would come again.
IN SAN PABLO, Miss Finna bumped into a guy from Gumaca who arrived
by car two weeks earlier. He said that he’d taken a ride with a couple who were
able to secure a permit from the garrison commander to drive to Manila, “before
the killing.”
“The couple got killed?” asked Miss Finna.
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“No. The couple are like you, destino, assigned to Gumaca from Manila.
You don’t know them? They’re new to the place and were going to Manila in a
car. Sakáng approved it. But have you heard? Sakáng is dead, killed in a surprise
attack by the Vera guerrillas led by Commander G.Y.!”
Good guys and bad have been mixed up in folk stories about the war.
Miss Finna made the sign of the cross. “’Susmaryosep! What other news do you
have?”
“Oh yes, nga palâ,” continued the Gumaqueño, “the day you disappeared
from town, Chak’s house was raided. They say Mang Kalbo’s brother’s neighbor
reported him to the garrison. They say the Japs executed the Chinaman right
there and then. Serves him right! No more foreigner controlling our economy!”
“But the Japs!,” interjected Mr. Platon.
“Shh, the walls have ears.”
NOW MR. PLATON and Miss Finna mourned their Chinese friend. After
all, it was through him that they were able to earn a little gold. They did not
forget the kotsero also. And so, whenever they told their story, they would refer
to their treasured tapa meat by a sort of acronym. In memory of the two good
men, Mang KalBO and Lee Cha-kho alias CHAK, they smile and call their meat
jerky Bochak. . ҉

(This story is a chapter from a novel in-progress)
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Baguio Earthquake: A Shaken City
by Priscilla Supnet Macansantos

“The only gift is a portion of thyself.”
-

Ralph Waldo Emerson

It was an unseasonably dry July when the Baguio earthquake struck, in
1990. I remember it well – a rather balmy late afternoon, my husband in the
shower, a pot of beef bones simmering on the stove in the kitchen, and my
three-year-old enjoying Batibot, her favorite show, on television. Without
warning, the house shook, and the rumbling sound did not seem to come just
from the shaking of furniture and other objects, it seemed to come from the very
bowels of the earth. I recall quickly picking up my daughter, but I was myself
unsure what else to do – whether to run down the stairs of our wooden house, or
wait out the tremor. Days later, the papers reported that the initial tremor, all of
intensity 7.8, lasted less than a minute, but it seemed like the longest minute in
my entire life. My husband ran out of the bathroom, a towel haphazardly
wrapped around his still wet body. Much later, talk was that he had run out
naked, and this story was recounted over and over, in recurring conversation
about what people were doing, during that memorable moment in our lives in
Baguio. As it turns out, this was to be a kind of balm to our collective trauma,
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the retelling of stories about what people were doing, at the exact moment when
the earth shook on that otherwise humdrum July 16 afternoon.
It seemed as though the shaking would not stop, and books came down
the shelves, as did various bric-a-brac. Surprisingly, my three-year-old did not
cry, and it was I who was close to tears, wishing so badly for the tremor to stop.
It did, but even before we could gather our thoughts and make up our minds
what to do, the house shook again. It is difficult to describe the feeling of utter
helplessness, and terror. Years later, when we were assaulted by burglars who
had broken into the same house in the early hours of dawn, I was overcome by
the same sense of powerlessness, as I waited for the drunken intruders to kill us,
had they been disposed to do so.
That late afternoon after the quake, people in the neighborhood
streamed down their houses, dazed, almost as if they had to find others similarly
struck senseless, to confirm that what happened was real. Our neighborhood sat
on a small valley called Happy Glen, and the road looped around a grassy field,
with trees and a winding creek on one side, and a paved basketball court on the
other side. Bordering the glen, houses were built on a gently rising slope, and
there was a tall building on the slope that we feared would fall, after one of the
intermittent aftershocks. To our surprise, none of the structures around us –
whether tall building or the usual bi-level house – fell. Within an hour, news
arrived, mostly from people who came from nearby places in the city. Hyatt
Terraces Hotel along South Drive had collapsed, and so had the nearby Nevada
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Hotel. Baguio Park Hotel, facing Burnham Park, had also fallen, and so had a
building at the University of Baguio, as well as the movie theater I had often
gone to in childhood - the Aurora Theater. At the Hyatt Hotel, which housed a
casino, hotel guests and employees were feared buried under concrete; at the
University of Baguio, students were in their afternoon classes, and at the movie
theater, one could only guess how many had been caught watching a movie or
playing billiards at the adjoining pool hall and bowling alley. The theater itself
was on a level below Mabini Street, as many buildings in Baguio were built so,
the structures seemingly clutching at roads located at a somewhat higher
elevation on the slope. At Session Road - Baguio’s main artery - Skyworld
condominium, one of the more recently constructed high-rises at that time,
appeared to have keeled over, threatening many of the adjoining old structures,
some of which dated back to pre-war Baguio. Atop Session Road, the quaint
building constructed before the war and housing the Amapola Café and
bookshop in 1990, had collapsed. Noted for its Art Deco architecture, the
building had survived carpet bombing by Japanese forces during the war, but
not the 1990 temblor.
Confusion marked the first hours after the earthquake. Telephone lines
had become useless, electricity had been cut off, and there was no water from
the tap. In 1990, there were no mobile phones, nothing to connect us to other
parts of the city or farther places, to call for help, or to seek solace or comfort. It
was from neighbors and others who happened to “pass by,” that we heard stories
and speculation, and from this, we learned of the unfolding tragedy. Somewhat
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later, a couple of radio stations managed to go on air, possibly powered by gasfed generators. Among the early heroes of that disaster were radio reporters and
anchormen, who took on the sordid task of reporting on the rescue and retrieval
operations, all this while most of the populace went from aftershock to
aftershock, trying to get lives back to some semblance of normalcy.
We were not lacking in heroes at that time, particularly during the initial
days of the disaster. Veteran miners, mostly from nearby gold and copper mines,
tunneled through concrete slabs piled on top of each other, at the site of
collapsed buildings. It was a dangerous operation, with rescuers running the risk
of finding themselves trapped under the wreckage. More than the anxiety over
possible injury, or worse, death from subsequent tremors, was the apprehension
that those buried under piles of concrete would not be reached in time. A few
hardy victims miraculously survived after waiting several days to be rescued. A
far larger number were not as fortunate.
How did the rest of us get by? On the first night, many in Happy Glen
pitched tents on the basketball court, fearing the possible deadly effects of the
tremors on their concrete houses. Those who had not lost their sense of humor
quipped that the earthquake was a kind of leveler and equalizer, the less wealthy
sharing space with their more affluent barangay-mates, at least for a few days.
My parents’ house, in which our family of three lived, was built of wood, and
after some hesitation, my husband and I decided we would stay on the ground
floor for the next few nights. Thankfully, batteries and flashlights were available.
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For company, we had an elderly female Chemistry professor, who rented rooms
downstairs, and who lived by herself. Over the next few nights, we slept lightly,
ever mindful of the beginnings of an aftershock, ready to dash out of the house
should the walls start to give way. We listened to the radio until midnight signoff, rejoicing at news of one more survivor found, feeling sadness over more
dead bodies retrieved. There was no news of looting, even as many fled houses
in a mad rush, without bothering to lock doors or secure belongings. After all, of
what use would these possessions be, were one to lose one’s life in the course of
locking up?
In the next few days, some sari-sari stores opened for business, though
stocks were expected to dwindle, what with all roads to Baguio made unusable by
landslides. We heard of some panic buying, but store-keepers in larger shops
allowed only a few customers at a time into the stores, on the chance that
aftershocks might cause a commotion, or worse, a stampede. We were ourselves
close to panic, what with a three-year-old to feed, and an elderly woman to
watch out for. At a neighborhood store where eggs were available, my husband
bought several dozens of eggs - a somewhat excessive quantity - in case that was
all we would have to live on for the next few days. I remember relishing storebought Hershey chocolate bars, even if these tasted rather stale, having probably
been past their expiry dates.
It took some time before water flowed from the tap. Years before the
earthquake, my parents dug a small well and installed a water pump beside the
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house. This helped many people living on our street, but some days afterwards,
the well showed signs of drying up, possibly from over-extraction, and likely
from some shifting of the water table. For a time, neighbors grumbled when
they could no longer pump water from the well. The resentment brought us
unease, even annoyance. Rainfall in the afternoons was a welcome thing, as did
the eventual arrival of Metro Manila fire trucks helping to bring water to
neighborhoods. People lined up for water, and on occasion, for bags of rice and
canned food. Slowly, vendors returned to the city market, and more grocery
stores opened their doors, despite the continuing aftershocks. Once, my
husband was in a huddle with a peanut butter vendor, and as he was about to
pay for his purchase, a tremor was felt, and the vendor quickly scampered away,
without waiting to be paid. Unnerved by the shaking and surprised by the
woman’s sudden sprint to imagined safety, my husband never managed to pay
for the bottle of peanut butter. It did not help that the Hilltop Hotel, a massive
structure built on a small hill overlooking the market, had bent over, on the
verge of toppling down.
Students whose families were not Baguio residents were particularly
anxious to flee the city, as soon as the roads became passable. At UP Baguio,
students and staff camped out on the sprawling campus, and the atmosphere
took on a somewhat festive air, with bonfires burning at nighttime. Still, most
people felt helpless and vulnerable; funeral parlors were teeming with dead
bodies, and many waited for news of those still missing, feared trapped in the
rubble. Unable to bear not knowing what had become of kin, hardy souls braved
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mountain paths along Naguilian Road, hanging precariously over deep cliffs, to
come to the city. In the first few days after the major quake, Baguio was
reachable only by helicopter. Much later, we heard that quite a number trekked
mountain passes, while a military engineering battalion worked to carve out
portions of the mountain, to restore stretches of road that had eroded due to the
earthquake.
I have heard it said that the number of casualties was close to 500. It
seemed at that time to be larger. Throughout the ordeal, whenever people spoke,
it was about someone they knew who had been hurt or killed during the
earthquake. Perhaps it was this “scent” of death that drove some to do things
they would not otherwise have done, in less than extraordinary times. A couple
we knew, whose relationship had previously been carefully kept secret, as the
man was still married to, though long separated from someone else, threw
caution to the winds and made no effort to conceal their being together when
they joined the camp-out on campus. Another elderly lady who had been renting
a room in our house, and whose daughter worked at Hyatt’s casino, was stoic at
first. She had difficult relations with her children, as she herself had a colorful
married life. Later, when it was apparent that her daughter would not be found
alive, she was grief-stricken as any devoted parent. One neighbor, a young man
on the police force, who was not as engaged as others in the rescue operations,
shot himself dead about a week after the quake. It was not clear whether the
shooting was accidental, since he was drinking when the gun went off. Still,
people were shaken by the senseless passing. Other neighbors, who hardly paid
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attention to fellow residents, became suddenly communicative, and given to acts
of kindness and consideration. A colleague whose house had been built about a
decade earlier, had to demolish this house not just because cracks were found on
the concrete pillars holding it up from a lower elevation, but also because
neighbors downhill made it known, frantically, that they were afraid the
structure would topple down and crush their homes. The house had a good view
of nearby hills and a brook down the hill, and it had been built and furnished
fastidiously. It must have been a terribly painful decision to tear down the house
that had sheltered many friends, and had been a place of many happy reunions.
Years later, after we returned from a long stay outside the city, we learned that
he had built another house just as charming, on another hilly portion of Baguio,
this time on rock-solid ground. It was a much safer place, according to a
colleague who had built on the same hill adjoining a peak that had housed a
monastery in earlier times, but we were to find out that this was not too far
from another fault line, one among many that crisscross the city.
It was a distressing time for many, yet it was also a period marked by
abrupt disclosures, as it was a time when some found forgiveness, charity, and
the ability to yield to their better (or worse) instincts. Sadly, some did not have
the strength to bear the extreme grimness and the feeling of unmitigated dread
and uncertainty. A friend’s father – a retired judge – passed away weeks after the
earthquake. Our next-door neighbor, an engineer in his sixties, passed on a few
months afterwards. Some of those buried under the rubble of collapsed
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buildings were young people we knew, otherwise vibrant and full of life
moments before the deadly tremor.
Weeks after the earthquake, Baguio had become more accessible with the
clearing of portions of Naguilian Road. Travel to La Union, thence to Manila
took more time and was still grueling, with roads and bridges badly damaged in a
number of places, but the opening up brought much relief. Students and nonresidents who were stranded in Baguio due to the earthquake finally managed to
leave. Classes were to re-open months later, after services were brought to some
working order. I myself had earlier been working on travel papers to leave for
the United States, to do doctoral work. On the day the earthquake struck, I had
planned to travel to Manila, but had, on the last minute decided to postpone the
trip. I cannot recall what prompted that postponement, but were it not for that
whimsy that turned providential, I might have been among those whose bus
plunged down a ravine on picturesque Kennon Road, that fateful July afternoon.
Towards mid-August, about a month after the tragedy, we left Baguio – my
husband, our toddler daughter, and myself, to travel to the Eastern United
States, for a five-year “exile.” We did feel a measure of guilt at the thought that
we were seemingly abandoning fellow victims, a damaged hometown needing
years of reconstruction, but we had made plans and commitments months prior
to the earthquake, and yes, we needed to heal ourselves, bring each other out of
the gloom that had begun to eat into our innermost selves. I remember, as we
took the elevator at a hotel in Manila where we stayed the night before our long
flight out, a sudden jolt shook the elevator, and instinctively, my daughter gave
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me a terrified look, and held on tightly. It was then that I understood that this
trauma would take years to heal.
Later, we would receive letters from friends and family members talking
about the cleaning up, and the slow process of putting things in order in Baguio.
Mountain roads take long to restore, but travel to and from the city was no
longer impossible. In a way, it appeared that many of those who had managed to
survive the disaster found a new vigor and drive, to rebuild a broken city, to
restore broken lives. Still others were consumed by a sudden religiosity, having
been brought to their knees by the earthquake of 1990. When the centuries-long
dormant volcano Mt. Pinatubo erupted abruptly in 1992, burying entire towns
in Central Luzon in lahar, victims of the Baguio earthquake knew only too well
the impact of the devastation on their fellow citizens. This flow of lahar had far
more deadly effects on a much larger swathe of land, from Zambales in the west,
to Pampanga, and Nueva Ecija. Roads, farmlands, residential areas suffered the
onslaught of lahar every time the rains came, years and years after the explosion.
In a visit to Bacolor town recently, more than two decades after the Pinatubo
eruption, we found the church still partly buried in lahar, yet the church had
been largely restored, with the pews and altar sitting on elevated ground, and
the roof beams exposed to make up for the loss of height. The church museum
exhibits photos taken in Bacolor, after the volcano unleashed lava and lahar into
that portion of Central Luzon traversed by the Pampanga river. As the lahar
flowed into the town and the church itself, parishioners found themselves
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coming to the rescue of precious church artifacts, as though the preservation of
these would help them survive the calamity.
Decades after the 1990 earthquake, Baguio seems to have risen from the
gruesome spectacle. For a time, residents marked the quake’s anniversary by
floating miniature candle-laden boats at Burnham Lake. There was talk of
setting height limits for buildings, but after two decades, builders have been
emboldened by new, earthquake-resistant technology, to build taller structures,
higher and higher into the skyline. Many residents have only a faint memory of
the earthquake, though a few sites – like the Hyatt lot adjoining Camp John Hay
- remain untouched. There are stories of ghosts roaming the area, but people
mostly shrug these off. It is the same shrugging off that one observes, as people
continue to build precariously on steep slopes, even on top of sinkholes. People
take their chances, on the prospect that disaster will not strike a place too often.
More thoughtful residents rue this heedlessness, bordering on pride and conceit.
Yet there remains the challenge of poverty, one that brings people to the
margins and edges, building shelters on cliffs, or elsewhere, over shallow waters.
Many people heal by casting off memory, by “moving on,” as it were. Still
others manage to preserve the better part of memory, that which, over time,
reveals how, in the midst of seemingly unbearable chaos, one is given the rare
opportunity to dig deeper into their better and more compassionate selves.
When I look back to that unhappy time, I choose to remember the story of one
young man, twenty-year-old Robin Garcia, who saved trapped civilians in several
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rescue attempts, but who perished during an aftershock. More than a decade
later, another young man, surnamed Magallanes, saved several children during
the floods of typhoon Ondoy in Metro Manila, only to be swept away by the
torrential floods. There are other memories of the July earthquake’s aftermath,
of a businessman neighbor, who used precious water delivered by the fire trucks
to wash his car. Or of college students finishing off canned goods at the nearby
sari-sari store, leaving none for others, in their panic to ensure that they would
have food to eat in the next few days. At times, heated arguments erupted over
who got more, or less, or none at all, of the relief packs being distributed. Like
ghosts, these memories haunt, and cause unease, reminding one of how even in
the most perilous of times, people make varied choices, to be human, or to be
less so. Still, like the robbers who attacked us one early dawn years later, even
those who might momentarily reject kindness, can step back, and resist the
temptation to be brutal.
Unlike typhoons, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions are not given
names, to distinguish one occurrence from the other. Perhaps one should see
this as a good sign – that these movements are indeed infrequent episodes in
one’s lifetime. Scientists and historians remind us that recorded history is brief
and minuscule compared to the world’s entire history, and that our earth has
gone through more upheavals of far greater magnitude in its distant past. The
thought that the earth in its present state, though fraught with danger and
subject to almost unbearable pressure by man’s reckless and thoughtless
interventions and machinations, can still be one in which people can live
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meaningful , even heroic lives, brings comfort, and the possibility of healing,
after great injury and devastation.
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The Strength of Roots or the Need for Flight?
by Elizabeth Lolarga

“Let your pain sing.”- Arthur Miller
During one of my calmer moments, a gift from the cosmos, I spent a
weekend in Baguio where I watched my eldest daughter Kimi step out of the car
to walk the rest of a few hundred meters to school. She turned and called out to
me, “Babay, Nanay!” I felt my chest tightening as I watched her half-stooped back
assume its lanky gait, her demeanor casual and cool as always. It has been like
this with me whenever my children leave for anywhere.
It was the day after I was discharged from the Hospital of the Sacred
Heart where I was confined for a few days because of another inconvenient
hypertensive attack in February 1999. Before my confinement, I had taken a ride
in a helicopter, my first time, with then Tourism Secretary Gemma Cruz
Araneta. She was doing an ocular of the Ifugao rice terraces, and I had been sent
by my then travel editor, Rosario A. Garcellano, on assignment. While I
maintained a composed look while gazing out the window, I wished for wings so
I could glide away and hover over the terraced farms and the occasional cluster
of huts.
My stupid oversight was I had failed to take my daily anti-hypertension
pill. After the chopper landed on Loakan Airport following the Ifugao tour, I was
nauseous. I knew my BP was elevated. Nevertheless, I was able to interview
Secretary Araneta, shake her hand and her companion’s, then I left for
downtown Baguio. I told my husband Rolly Fernandez that the sight of the
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terraces from a bird’s eye-view and the renewed appreciation of the superhuman
and ingenious effort that went into the building and maintenance of those farms
were worth the toll on my health.
I cherished the time at the hospital. It brought my small family closer.
We shared two beds: the patient’s (mine) and the hospital room watcher’s. Kimi
and my youngest girl Ida took turns lying beside me, reading or just curling up
for warmth under one blanket.
Upon discharge I defied the doctor’s order for me to take it easy. At home
I attacked the mound of laundry, then went on assorted errands up and down
Session Road. I shopped for bread and slices of cake, watched the animated film
Prince of Egypt at Empire Cinema, emailed friends and cousins, regaled them
about my chopper ride. I described the brown, green and often watery
topography of the terraces. I was, in a word, hypomanic.
The consequence was a relapse: migraine and vomiting into a pail partly
filled with water. Back home Kimi watched over me, bringing me a glass of cold
water and checking my temperature now and then. To humor me, she’d say,
“Nanay, your vomit smells of peanut butter.”
One other thing I did was to clip Ida’s nails. While doing this, I was
reminded of some scenes in a movie I’d just seen in Manila, One True Thing—the
hundred and one details a mother has to attend to and that are taken for
granted. I remembered Meryl Streep’s character, Kate Gulden, who transformed
from a robust housewife in full charge of her domain to an emaciated cancer
patient crying out heartbreakingly that this was no way to live—always in pain,
helpless, dependent on another just to get out of the bathtub.
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I found those scenes frightening, the thought that illness could claim
one’s locomotive powers, that it could confine you to a wheelchair or a bed with
everyone fussing around you and trying to be sweet. At the time the movie
seemed to say that suicide is a viable option in the case of terminal disease. And
when one reaches that decision, one must be at peace with it and with the
thought that somehow you’ve done your best in this life. Ahhh, yes, this thing
about one’s purpose in this lifetime.
A friend, writer Gilda Cordero Fernando, said she finally realized what
her mission in life was: to do creative innovations in writing, publishing,
fashion, theatre, wherever her kooky head leads her to. Amadis Ma. Guerrero,
my kumpare (he is godfather to Ida) said his was to travel around the country
and write about what he had seen and experienced. I’m still not clear about my
own mission. Is it to raise two lovely daughters in my own absentminded and
bumbling way? Gilda once said that as a housewife, I was “walang pag-asa
(hopeless case).”
I confessed to not being able to perfectly fit into my family on a fulltime
basis. Kimi and Ida protested when I brought up the idea of my rejoining them
in Baguio. They said they had adjusted to this arrangement: their mother living
and working in Pasig City on weekdays and coming up every other weekend
while they and their Tatay managed without me. The girls will not even hear of
it—my finding a job in Baguio. The mere suggestion had become unthinkable for
them. They said they preferred me as their weekend visitor. Rolly opined that
they would rather have him as the active parent because they could order him
around, those loveable tyrants!
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I consulted my attending psychiatrist, Dr. Lourdes Vera Lapuz, and
confided to her Rolly’s request for me to return to Baguio to be with him. I
expressed my misgivings about what to me would be another major move, my
fear about the regeneration of old resentments against him.
The children had apparently adjusted to this non-traditional household
where the father oversees the upkeep of the house, raises the children, pays for
their education and our health insurance. My role was just to drop by to help in
some chores on weekends when I was available and to bring some mall-bought
items for the two teenagers.
Dr. Lapuz said I shouldn’t be torn by guilt over my absence since I was
better off working in an office than being a grouchy housewife. She suggested
that I write Rolly a letter expressing my arguments against the matter of my
relocation. It may be healthier for the marriage if this geographical distance was
maintained.
The doctor pointed out that families have various permutations. It does
not always have to be a father, a mother and their children under one roof. The
housework should not be a problem. Somebody could always be hired to do the
bulk of the laundry. Meaning, that should be the least of my considerations
before making a decision.
I surmised that Rolly may be having some “unmet need,” a term my
office, then engaged in developmental work, used for population planning
issues. Maybe he longed for a wife who was there for him when he came home
from work, a helpmeet who readily and smilingly offered him a bottle of beer
and a saucer of peanuts while he monitored the TV news or watched basketball
or his favourite baseball that he always called “a thinking man’s game.” Maybe he
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had seen other physically intact families and hankered for that. But as I had
painfully learned through our 17 years of marriage, I couldn’t be happy staying
home.
I’d feel my heart cracking whenever Kimi pined for the times when I used
to prepare their after-school merienda of guinataang halo-halo or banana cue with
a coating of caramelized, melted panocha. She once asked why I had to retire as a
cook.
Looking back, I must have had happy times in the old Lolarga house in
Lower Brookside, Baguio City, before it had to be sold and we moved to Green
Valley. There came a point when I could not make the effort anymore to come up
with a full-course meal or even just a balanced one. Towards my last month in
Baguio after living there for five years (1992-97), I was just frying tocino or tapa,
steaming rice or preparing instant noodles. At the back of my mind were these
questions: What was the point of all this? Was I being true to myself, however
flawed that self is?
I used to have difficulties living with Rolly because I had difficulties living
with myself. Until such time I learned to even like and accept myself, I did not
think then that I would make a good, steady companion to anyone. I didn’t want
to end up demonizing my husband, as I sometimes used to do in my poetry, for
his insensitivity to my needs when I could see that he does love and need me.
I figured that mental clarity should be my foremost goal followed by real
peace of mind. I shouldn’t be so torn up by little things. Too much introspection,
I later realized, wasn’t healthy for the soul. I was determined to conquer my fear
of failure, to risk more hurts, rejections, defeats. Who else will my daughters
model themselves after if I didn’t show a positive example?
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When I thought about it longer, I didn’t even have to compel myself to
excel despite the culture of excellence being imposed and putting too much
pressure on people. I could just be me, Ms. Babeth, moving about in her own
way, big buttocks following behind and getting there somehow.
This relative peace took long to achieve. It came with a lot of help from a
series of psychiatrists: Leonardo Bascara, Elizabeth Rondain, Lourdes Vera
Lapuz, Gilda Manalo Wong and now, Mona Abat, a lot of maintenance
medication, mainly anti-depressants and mood stabilizers. It also mattered that
I could always go home to my mom and my siblings who tolerate me, make me
feel accepted and who do not take me for granted.
Looking at and treating writing as a hobby—this attitude has swept
cobwebs from my mind time and again. Then there’s the matter of heredity
which I cannot do anything about. Manic depression, the old term for bipolar
disorder, runs in my father’s side of the family. It seems to be encoded in our
genes. There’s a history of suicides, completed and attempted, among some
cousins and elders.
My uncle, who was depressed after his wife left him because of his
infidelity, overdosed on sleeping pills, survived, lived to see the family business
rise and fall, gambled for fun, sired children with other women, delighted in the
coming of his grandchildren and finally died of cancer in his 50s. Who was not to
say, or judge, that that was not a fully lived life?
An older first cousin, she with the scholastic honors and promising
career, the one who took it upon herself to explain to me the facts of life (what
menarche signifies, how babies are made), was hurt and humiliated by her
husband’s affair with an office colleague. For months she was inconsolable. One
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Black Saturday, while her family went to the beach, she chose to stay home and
quietly consumed a considerable number of barbiturates and Valium. A frantic
maid called up my father, a doctor, to say she couldn’t wake up my cousin. He
called the hospital to have an ambulance take my cousin to the ER.
So this beloved cousin, the knowledgeable and responsible one, was
rushed to the hospital where the contents of her stomach were pumped out. I
visited her in her hospital room a few days later. She was sitting up and smiling,
a manic gleam in her eyes that seemed to say, “Look, I was able to do it! Court
death closely.” Our reassuring platitudes about life still being worthwhile
must’ve sounded laughable to her compared to the pain that she so blithely hid.
I traced my own bouts of depression and self-abasement from the trauma
of systematic sexual abuse that I bore in the hands of a trusted member of our
extended family. In the early ’60s, our family lived on the top floor of a twostorey house on Magsaysay Boulevard in Sta. Mesa, Manila, not too far from the
University of the East-Ramon Magsaysay Memorial Medical Center where Dad
practiced medicine. My parents allowed Dad’s first cousin from Pangasinan (the
son of my paternal grandfather’s sister) to live with us, and I remember his
name and face to this day: Agaton Ferrer. His duty was to bring me and my
younger sister Evelyn to St. Paul College Quezon City in the morning and fetch
us after school.
There in my parents’ room, when the maid was in the sala tuned in to the
radio soap opera, my sister elsewhere (probably in the Forbes Park home of my
maternal cousins), my younger brothers taking their siesta, my uncle would take
me on the floor and expend his lust on my four-year-old body. Afterwards came
the whispered threat not to tell anyone what he had done. The sticky fluids he
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left between my thighs was a new sensation. I must have felt more pleasure than
pain, but I instinctively knew that what happened was something forbidden.
This continued up to the time we moved to my grandmother’s house
with its many rooms and dark nooks on Pepin Street, Sampaloc, Manila, and my
uncle came with us. The ravishing took place any chance he got. I was dumb with
fright to refuse him. There were other girl cousins in that grand house, but their
angels may have been more watchful. I was eight when the regular raping ended.
By this time the rapist had seduced my two-year-old sister’s yaya and gotten her
pregnant. From my innocent inquiry, I learned that he was pressured to marry
her. And they moved away.
But he would not be the last perverted man in my life. My guardian
angel, the being the nuns in school taught me to address every night before I
slept, must have taken another long vacation from my side when Evelyn and I
spent one summer in Forbes Park. My older cousins were in college or abroad by
then, my aunt (Mom’s older sister) and her husband were at the office on
weekdays. My sister and I were left to the maids, houseboys and dogs in a big
house with a sprawling, manicured garden.
Leonor, the cook, would soften her sternness a bit and let me drink my
favourite Darigold milk diluted in water and sweetened with white sugar. Evelyn
and I liked to spend our days in the maids’ quarters, eavesdropping on their
gossip and asking them to do fancy knots with our hair.
One time Evelyn and I played hide and seek in that vast house. She was
“it.” A houseboy, whose name and face I can no longer recollect, took my hand
and led me to my aunt’s bedroom, the best place to hide, he said, and proceeded
to lock the door. He threw me down the edge of one of the twin beds, pulled
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down my shorts and panty and did what I sensed was that act only adults were
supposed to do. I could hear my little sister’s insistent knocking on the door
while all this was going on.
When he was finished with me, I pulled up my underwear and shorts and
opened the door, relieved to see my sister who was by this time mad at me for
having been locked out. The houseboy disappeared quickly. What was I to tell
Evelyn? Being a child myself, a year older than her, I still didn’t have the words
to describe the sex act. At this point, Evelyn changed our game and decided we
play house with her new doll. She was my aunt’s favourite, and I was just there
in that house to keep my sister from being bereft of a playmate.
When I reached second grade and was taught by Sister Scholastica how to
confess my sins, say the act of contrition, do penance and fast for three hours
before receiving my first holy communion, it never crossed my mind to tell the
confessor what had been done to me from ages four to eight. Like I said, I wasn’t
equipped with the vocabulary.
All I could manage was to bury the terrible memories in my heart and go
on studying and during breaks, play jackstones, jump rope, patintero and as my
classmates and I grew more agile, agawan base. I taught myself to write but only
of ordinary things: the color of dusk, the new baby in the family, my nagging
mother, wanting to be like my father who could heal people, missing my
grandmother who had moved to Baguio upon her retirement and who kept all
my letters and drawing and pasted them in her scrapbooks. And then the chink
in my flimsy armor began to grow in my adolescence.
The first great wave of depression came on the third quarter of my
sophomore year in high school. I resigned as class president, admitting to the
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principal that I wasn’t an effective leader. I let my classmates chatter away
between periods while waiting for the next teacher to arrive. Sister Carmina
scolded me in front of everyone for this lapse in disciplining the class. I felt that
I didn’t have what it took anymore to control the teenage exuberance of my
classmates.
That decision estranged me from some teachers who had high
expectations of me, even some classmates who I thought were my friends.
Suddenly I was a pariah. I couldn’t sleep. I ate like a bird. My weight and grades
dropped drastically. My parents took notice and brought me to two
psychologists. They assured my parents I was fine after a short talk with me.
I recalled one psychologist telling me that I was too self-centered and
that I should learn to think first of others. This after I told her that I feared
everyone was talking ill of me. Well, I hadn’t slept for over a week so I was
paranoid. One nun even implied that I might be taking marijuana or some such
substance because my eyes were bloodshot.
At my lowest point, Dad took me to the Luneta breakwater one Sunday. I
listened in silence to his interpretation of my melancholy—that it might stem
from my being buried in my books too much and not taking time out to relax,
get some form of exercise, etc. While he spoke, I tried to keep pace with his
jogging. Although I still found it hard to unburden myself, it was enough
comfort that Dad set aside time to be with me.
I discovered that I had a deep well of resilience. After a lapse of time, my
appetite returned, my sleeping patterns regularized while a private tutor helped
me with Algebra. My final grades improved. On Recognition Day, Dad pinned on
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me a medal for School Spirit. I took it to mean I must’ve been a good Paulinian
after all.
I became a persistent diarist and letter writer. Surprising myself, I filled
up page after page of a series of notebooks. Of course, these scribbles could be
dismissed as juvenilia, but they were like a lifeline. Wasn’t it Anne Frank, my
model then, who wrote that paper is more patient? I took Dad’s advice to heart. I
balanced my readings of Camus, Sartre, De Beauvoir with playing with the class’s
basketball and soccer teams.
In one notebook, I wrote how “journal-keeping has replaced having an
intense conversation with another person. Sometimes I do want such a
conversation partner, but with my lifestyle, I doubt very much if I can enjoy that
deep kind of exchange between kindred spirits.”
The alternating manic and depressive periods were more pronounced
when I reached my 20s. On my senior year as a journalism major at the
University of the Philippines Diliman, I was already working as a Life and
Leisure reporter of the martial-law mouthpiece, Philippine Daily Express. Being
the diligent student that I was, in the morning I attended classes. After lunch I
took the bus bound for Port Area, Manila, where the newspaper office was
located. It was a time when the newsroom was dominated by men. The few
women there were relegated to writing light feature, except for Monica S. Feria
who covered the education and health beats. In all the three years I worked in
that milieu I was uneasy, and I can’t say I made even a few friends.
On the plus side I learned to line edit press releases, oversee the paste-up
of the Life and Leisure pages and put them to bed (terms that are now lost in a
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fully digitized newsroom). I wrote movie and TV reviews for the neighboring
Entertainment section, filed reports on various subjects: glass blowing, cosmetic
surgery, Ikebana, Ramon Magsaysay memorial award winners, a national young
musicians’ competition, a visiting French chef at Nora Daza’s Au Bon Vivant, the
Young VIP models of Rustan’s that included Cherie Gil, Nikki Coseteng’s Galerie
Dominique, among others.
Whenever I wrote on these subjects, I found half-truth in my supervisor
Tere Orendain’s unforgettably flippant remark: “As far as Daily Express is
concerned, there is no poverty in the Philippines!”
Briefly I interviewed dictator Ferdinand Marcos during an ASEAN youth
festival at the Folk Arts Theater. Briefly, too, I managed to extract a quotable
quote, not the malapropisms she is still famous for, from Imelda Romualdez
Marcos and used it in my report on the re-opening of the Metropolitan Theater
on Plaza Lawton.
It was a job that my more politicized classmates and acquaintances loved
to rib me about. Now and then, they would slip me a copy of Liberation or Ang
Bayan just to keep my perspective balanced. At the end of each year, from 1976
to’79, a let-down feeling followed, especially when I saw my published copy
murdered with typo errors or my occasional news report rewritten by the desk to
suit the prevailing political climate.
It was with a superwoman’s effort that I kept myself from punching any of those
male editors, especially the leery-and-bleary-eyed ones who had no compunction
about wooing/seducing some of the female reporters (not me) or staff even if
they’re obviously married and their legal wives would show up on pay days.
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I confided to my diary, “They say worrying about one’s writing ability is
the hallmark of constipated talent. I’m sick of flushing out adjectives from my
mind to describe some fancy foodstuff arranged by a foreign chef or waxing
poetic over a gown or a couturier-designed dress. I HATE WRITING FASHION
BLURBS! I hate anything that smacks of artifice, of hiding people’s true faces
beneath thick applications of mascara and powder. People are afraid of the
truth; they would rather believe in a flimsy lie. Professor Francisco Arcellana
once told our creative writing class that fiction was a lie, and that we went on
writing lies to shield us from the absolute truth. If everything was stripped away
and the truth was the only thing left, we would all perish.”
There were moments that washed away the bleakness of my workaday
life. Once I wore an empire-cut dress and black knee socks to the office. Leo
Benesa, the paper’s art critic, happened by to drop off his manuscript. He told
me, “Every day you’re looking more and more like Adele H.” I burst out laughing.
At the same time I hoped that I didn’t wear a crazed, dazed look in my eyes like a
romantic girl out of a forgotten age.
Then Leo talked about his other interests chief of which was tree
planting. He described his exhilaration whenever he touched the soil. It felt like
it was affirming his return to the earth when his time would come. He also told
me that artists like Jose Joya and Eduardo Castrillo owned acres of land because
they were by nature tree planters, too. He spoke of how clairvoyants had seen
souls inhabiting trees. I asked how they looked like. “Like Tinker Bell,” he
answered.
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But I could not shake off the depression so easily. My concentration in
school was shot. The first of a series of suicide attempts began in 1976. I found a
letter addressed to my parents in which I tried to describe my feelings:
“All at once life seems so overwhelming. Simple decisions take longer to
make. All that I really want is for me to die. Sleep eludes me. I cannot tell reality
from my past dreams. I’ve pinched myself many, many times to convince myself
this really isn’t happening. I seem to have lost my direction although I’m lucky to
have you, a good job envied by others and somehow still do well in school. It is
good to contemplate such questions as ‘Where am I going?’ But only if I’m away.
Away and not tied down by my roles as daughter, student, employee. I
entertained illusions that I was grown up already because I have a steady job and
I could help pay for the house expenses like groceries. That finally I am of use.
Now I feel like trash. I cannot study. My mind whirls and whirls.”
How I managed to write a coherent letter like that amazes me to this day.
This was the period in which I wrote steadily in a child’s ruled notebook that
used to belong to my youngest sister Gigi. It was as though I was putting order
to my mind’s chaos.
Being a physician, my father brought me immediately to his college
buddy, Dr. Bascara, a neuro-psychiatrist and medical hypnotist. His ways were a
bit unconventional. He recommended a vegetarian diet that I tried for a month,
a challenge when one lives among carnivores at home. He prescribed Ativan,
Vivactil and Serenace and coupled these with repeated assurances that he would
help me break the cycle of ecstatic happiness and severe depression.
On and off I was his patient for three years. Even when I was feeling well,
he encouraged me to drop by his clinic. He’d beam and describe me as “resilient.
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You’ve bounced back, Babeth.” He said he could tell this because my facial
muscles were relaxed.
Tere, a big fan of Ayn Rand’s The Virtue of Selfishness, was relentless in
her pep talks. Survival, she said, requires you to act with an ulterior motive, to
write with money as due you. But I couldn’t buy that. What about those writers
who had gone underground and were writing with their lives on the line, not
with a contributor’s check in mind? Wherever were sincerity, altruism,
kindness?
Based on Tere’s example, I struggled to build a protective wall around
myself so that anything people said or any way people looked at me wouldn’t
hurt. I couldn’t be Ms. Raw Nerves all the time. Tere said another memorable
thing—there are some things that one cannot wash away, things that one has to
bow and gracefully accept.
Three decades passed before I could come to terms with the incest and
rape in my childhood and commend those criminal men to divine justice. The
nuns of St. Paul de Chartres had taught me well. The wheels of God grind
exceedingly small, but they grind nevertheless.
At work Tere commented how uncommunicable I was. She attributed my
behaviour to listlessness before the menstrual period. How I wished it was only
that!
I tried overdosing on 27 sleeping pills on Feb. 27, 1978. In my note
tacked on my bulletin board, I wrote with a trembling hand, “The blackness
refuses to go away. I’ve tried the cheerful company of friends. I’ve listened to the
advice of many. Just to balance the seriousness of their counsel, I also listened
to their jokes. I haven’t amounted to anything as a daughter and worker. I never
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will because this awful grief, restlessness and lack of concentration hound me
anywhere I go. For a minute there, I thought that I was gaining strength by
attempting to write poetry and the outlet it offered me. But it doesn’t help. The
relief is fleeting and temporary. I’ve talked to myself. It seems I only have the
strength for a coward’s exit. The day-to-day struggle for existence and meaning
in a world where you are not valued at all is too much. The thought of
celebrating another year on earth oppresses me.”
Before I popped these pills, I tried to do a good deed by typing my
brother’s report on food. Then I took a big glass of cold water, brought it to my
study table and without anyone noticing, downed the pills. I slept the entire day
of Feb. 28. When my parents discovered my note, they rang up Dr. Bascara who
said, “Force her to sip some soup and strong coffee.” I still have a memory of
Mom holding up my head. Groggily I opened my mouth to accept the liquid, only
to drift off to sleep so wonderfully, finally, with no cares at all.
On the first day of March, with me sufficiently rested, Dad brought me to
Loyola Memorial Park in Marikina to pay our respects to his father on his death
anniversary. When we returned home, I wrote a poem called “Afternoon Visit to
Grandfather’s Grave.” When I showed it to Mommy, she asked, perturbed, “Why
is death always your subject?”
What she couldn’t understand was the blackness had temporarily lifted. I
felt lighter after that prolonged sleep. I went to evening Mass and received
communion. No, I didn’t feel all goody-goody, just good to be alive for once.
Six days later, the mood changed. I came home crying as though my lungs
and heart would burst. I controlled my tears all the way from Port Area to our
house in Pasig. After giving me a check for P1,000 (generous for that time) for
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my publicity services for the musical Pippin, Tere said I should use the money on
a new wardrobe or go shopping because this gave the feminine spirit a lift. I said
I had planned on using the money to have a bookshelf built. She laughed and
said she found my clothes “atrocious.” I felt insulted to my face.
Mommy said Tere was a secure person who thought that a quiet, ugly
duckling like myself shouldn’t stay that way. I thought, why should I attempt to
prettify myself only to face a typewriter every afternoon six days a week? I
preferred my face as it was, no artificial aids like make-up. And as for swathing
my body in glamorous clothes, it wasn’t my trip. I had always been unobtrusive,
not attracting too much attention to myself. It was, I thought, a perfect cover for
a journalist.
Then Tere gave the biggest blow of all. She said I should be happy and
content writing about frivolous things in the Life and Leisure page instead of
“forcing yourself to write poetry.”
Nieves B. Epistola, my professor in Stylistics, advised me how important
it was for my poetry that I be able to capture those fragile moments before I lost
my innocence to the harsher world of journalism. Because newspaper work was
close to the truth, I should arm myself so I wouldn’t get burned by it. Her
parallel was the enjoyment of a play, then going backstage to find disorder.
She told me to build my future from an honest knowledge of my present
and my past. No one but me could put me back together again (sounds like
Humpty Dumpty). Mrs. E said again and again it was important that I bring out
all the little demons trapped in my head.
On my days off from Daily Express, she conducted a one-on-one poetry
workshop for me. One morning, she was pleased when I arrived at her office
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door at the Faculty Center with a sheaf of 10 poems. Of course, not all were
good, and I had to rewrite a number of them. I wrote in my diary: “Many of those
poems will go unpublished. That I realize. But I feel a small amount of victory
though every time I am able to yank out words from my mind and order them on
paper.” Mrs. E counselled, “Cultivate a disciplined imagination.”
In March 1979, riding a combined wave of panic and depression, I left my
job, ran off to my grandmother’s house in Baguio without telling anyone at
home and was mute for days. Lola pampered me, assuring me, “If you think no
one loves you, your Lola loves you.” And she tried mightily to get a word out of
me.
I put my family through hell. Dad thought that I had successfully killed
myself and drowned his grief with a bottle of scotch. He was so plastered that
Mom had to call an older cousin to drive for her. They went round and round the
UP campus trying to find the office and house of Mrs E who, like a seer, told
them, “Why don’t you try Baguio?” Dr. Bascara said the same thing. Meanwhile,
an aunt reported me missing to the UP Security Forces.
Of that period of recovery in Baguio, I only recall writing letters, going
for long walks alone, browsing at the City Library in Burnham Park and finding
in writing what H.L. Mencken wrote as “the constant joy of sudden discovery, of
happy accident.”
Eventually I returned to Metro Manila, took up freelance writing in a
frenzy to make up for the regular income from a job that I had given up. I moved
out of my parents’ house to try living independently and failing in that, I moved
in with them again. I joined what my friends called a generic Eating Club made
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up of former colleagues. I fell in love (or was it fell for the novelty of being in
love?) with a journalist who became my steady boyfriend for five years.
From Rolly I learned that the sex act could be accompanied by love and
commitment. Outside of my parents, he was the only person to whom I revealed
the sexual abuse in my past. Rolly was nice. He was clean. He was decent. But
inside I still fantasized a romance with an adventurer, someone worldly wise
who would draw a map of the world and help me find my own spot there.
Once I thought it was Rolly who would help me open the riches of life for
me. I was proven wrong. He was, and still is, immersed in his quotidian
existence, in the meeting of deadlines and the training of future journalists to
even find time for me, for us. So for much of my married life, I had been left to
become a journeywoman by myself, to map my own path, often with the aid of
varied, colourful teachers and the Universal Force—okay, let’s call that God.
Raul R. Ingles, my journalism professor, once sent me a Christmas gift
with a message written on a card. He seemed to understand my personal
struggle. He wrote: “To Babeth who has seen much of the world, but not quite
enough to survive with joy. Alleluia!”
There was a period when I took up bowling with my colleagues at an
office in the late 1990s. I felt overjoyed every time I rolled the ball. I imagined
tossing all my anxieties along with it, the depression that had been pestering me
periodically year after year, the despairing thoughts of packing up and leaving
this world that had been no better than when I found it.
When I move towards a depressive phase after a manic period of
activities (whipping up articles, beating deadlines, editing and proofreading a
variety of publications, greedily shopping for and reading books or coming to the
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aid of some friends), I haul myself to Baguio and return to the bosom of my
family, to Rolly and our daughters.
If I am too weary to make the long trip to Baguio, I go to the house of
sculptor Jerry Araos, a longtime family friend of the Lolargas and a father figure
after my own Dad died in 1992. In October 1998, when I was bitten by the
depression bug again, I cradled the small bodies of Jerry’s grandchildren, Nina
and Kulas. They both sat on my lap and against my chest while we watched
cartoons on TV. Jerry called me “the ergonomic log.”
One of Jerry’s students and I took a walk around part of the UP campus
and chatted about depression not as a feeling but as a real disease that required
medical intervention so a person could function productively. When the claws of
depression gripped me, I prayed hard that it would release me gently as it left. I
described to this student the battle against an invisible enemy. Seemingly there
are no obvious symptoms other than a disinterest in the world, a heaviness in
one’s chest, a longing for oblivion.
Getting through a working day was triumph enough. I lost myself in the
idle talk of my officemates, in our long-running jokes and constant sharing of
food. The woman who used to sit not too far from my desk, Cynthia Alberto
Diaz, once brought a bottle of adobo peanuts and let me have a saucer-ful of it.
Our accountant who, ironically enough, was mired in debt, once asked me to edit
his volunteer work—a brochure for a foundation devoted to giving scholarships
to marginalized children and to educating farmers about their rights.
Moments like these jerked me out of the doldrums, but I always kept in
mind Dr. Lapuz’s warning when she noticed I was spiralling downward:
“Deadlines and depression are incompatible.”
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Whenever I see my girls horsing around or even making fun of what they
still call my baduy clothes, my large feet, the heels of step-ins that caved in due
to my weight, my heart feels light. I could almost see the old darkness hiding
somewhere behind a pine tree, waiting to pounce on me on another occasion as
though it treated my children with respect and allowed me precious breathing
space.
It may sound strange, but when I have the sticky blues (sticky because
these could last anywhere from two weeks to two months to a quarter of a year),
I’d be visited by the most pleasant of dreams. Once I dreamt that I had wings
flapping behind me, and I was gliding over pine trees and country roads. My
children and I were given the choice of traveling aboard an airplane or simply
flying. I chose to fly and took off from the edge of a cliff. A feeling of peace
engulfed me as I flew over darkened treetops. I wasn’t afraid of falling. When I
touched the ground, I couldn’t wait to be up in the air again.
Wise woman Beth Kephart wrote in A Slant of Sun: One Child’s Courage: “I
am guilty of it. I find myself longing for wind. To be borne off, free. To arrive at
another destination, unknown. I am mother, a wife, a woman…clenched and
dangerous within herself, faithless with wondering, faithless with imagining,
with wanting to know one thing only: What calms a woman in the midst of her
storms? Is it the strengthening of roots, or is it flight?” #

Elizabeth Lolarga, author of Catholic and Emancipated (UST Publishing House), an essay
collection, has three poetry collections: The First Eye (Kalikasan Press), dangling doll: poems of
laughter & desperation (Paper Tigers) and Big Mama Sez: Poems Old & New (Central Books). She
has been married for 30 years, has two children and one grandchild.
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THE CANCER CHRONICLES
by Maria Carmen A. Sarmiento

Señorita, he said, come dance with me
Come kiss me. . .
I held that man death in my arms,
Señor death and me out under the moon
Dancing and the stars lighting up my face,
But his---all bones!

News of the cancer came during the first act of the ballet. It was based
on the tale of the Ibong Adarna, that mythical phoenix-like bird with
supernatural powers. While two stolid princes laboriously pirouetted onstage,
her mother quietly told her how during a routine check-up, the doctor had found
a tumor in her abdomen. They believed it was cancer. She would have surgery to
remove it by next week.
As she listened, her tears started to flow. She couldn’t stop. Her mother
looked at her with infinite tenderness, understanding that somehow this was
harder on her. She was a grown woman, in middle age, and with grown up
children of her own. Yet the thought of losing one’s mother, even at this stage
in life, was unbearable.
What did it matter that in prehistoric times, or even a century ago, it
would have been unlikely for either of them to live for so long? And why should
stoicism when confronted by grievous loss be admirable or even desirable at all?
Pain is pain. Fate is no consoler. Should they get used to it to the point where it
no longer matters, that they should let go without a fight? What Filipino gets
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Jackie Kennedy: impassive behind a black veil during her husband’s funeral, not
shedding a tear. They said she had poise. Would a Filipino ever want to be an
Anglo Saxon zombie? When the intermission came, she was shaking so hard,
that they had to leave. She never set foot in that theater again.
The surgery came and went. She did not remember much of it, in the
same way that those who do not relish the attention mishaps bring, have no
clear recollection of serious illness. It’s small comfort to hear “There’s so much
cancer around these days…” That’s a conversation staple we can all do without.
Then comes the puerile search for causes. Was it what they ate? Something in
the air, the water, the genes? There are intimations of unfathomable retribution,
even original sin. Knowing someone with cancer has become a cosmic fad, the
disease of the day for un-fashionistas. It’s a club no one wants to belong to.
Her mother’s tumor turned out to be benign. It had floated inside her
abdomen, without touching the proximate organs. The surgery to remove it was
curative. One afternoon, shortly before she was discharged, the surgeon came
by. The grandchildren watched as the surgeon smoothly drew out a long ribbon
of dressing from deep within her mother’s wound. It was edged with her blood.
The daughter’s knees buckled and she had to lie down. The surgeon regarded
her amusedly. She is an artist, her mother explained. He said that his only child,
a son, was also an artist and would not be going to medical school. It was
another family tragedy though on a smaller scale: a broken line, a tradition cut
short but without the merciless finality of death.
Her brother reminded her that he’d had a cancer scare too a couple of
years back: blood in his stools and test results that disturbed rather than
reassured. A friend had taken him to a religious revival run by a red-faced
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reverend from the Canadian boondocks. The preacher, a powerfully built man,
had grabbed her brother by the shoulders, and yelled right in his face (he isn’t
sure exactly what he said, but it must have been Biblical) then gave him a smart
rap on the nape like a karate chop. A few days later, her brother got his tests
done all over again and, what do you know, this time they were clear. That hick
preacher had shouted those cancer demons out. So her immediate family had
had its brushes with the dreaded C twice before, and had gone through them
without much incident.
He put his cool hand
down my hip.
No, I said.
You can tell the bones nothing. . ?
I know yours
They want me
To see them naked…
I am a taxpayer,
I tell him,
You can’t do that to me.

Folk wisdom claims that the Rule of Three characterizes human tragedies.
She used to think this applied only to deaths in the family. She did not expect its
pernicious power to encompass what insurance underwriters, in awed and
hushed tones, term the Dread Diseases. The year after her mother’s surgery, it
would be her oldest daughter’s turn. Beloved fruit of her womb, she had just
graduated with honors from high school and gained admission to a coveted
“Quota” course at the State University. Her high school class had their
graduation party at their house. The festivities lasted till the next day.
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The following week, she took her daughter to an endocrinologist, to see
whether she also suffered from a hormonal disorder, like all her women kinfolk
did. The doctor felt a nodule on her thyroid. A needle biopsy was done right
away. The results were cautiously non-committal and another needle biopsy was
ordered at a different hospital. The results came on Bataan Day, just before the
start of Holy Week, all holidays when senior medical consultants would not be
around.
The second test named the cancer. It was a very bad one. Reports on the
Internet stated survival rates of only about 20 years at best. Her daughter was
just 17. She might not even reach her 40th birthday! She wondered if she was
somehow to blame.

All the women on her side of the family had been

predisposed to endocrine disorders. Should she pray that God smite her instead,
take some years off her life and credit these to her child? Would trade-offs like
that even work or merely indulge her sense of melodrama and mitigate her guilt?
Then there was her daughter’s name. Her sister-in-law had warned her
not to name her after her mother-in-law who had passed away from cancer at
47. That name was unlucky, she said. Her Nanay had been named after their
great grandmother who had also died of cancer in her 40’s. But that was in the
19th century, she reasoned. Nanay’s birthday came five days after this
granddaughter whom she had not lived to see. Since she had been named after
her own great grandmothers (though no one on her side had ever had cancer—
just hormonal surges and deaths), she had disregarded the superstition to
continue the beautiful family tradition of naming children after their forbears.
The doctors ordered immediate surgery to remove the nodule in her
daughter’s thyroid. It was Holy Week. Her sister, who was a pediatrician,
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advised them not to put her in the hospital when many of their staff were on
vacation. No one told the young girl how bad it was. All she knew was that there
was a growth that needed to be removed as soon as possible. She asked why this
couldn’t be done through alternative medicine using crystals and herbs, or even
with pranic healing.

Her parents were adamant about her need to have

immediate surgery so she stopped asking. After all, she was still a child, and like
a child, she put her trust in them. As it had been with her mother, her tears just
never seemed to stop. Her daughter didn’t ask why she wept so. Perhaps she
already knew.
Illness and loss are part of the in-exorable flow of the grave and constant
that is the human condition. But the head knowledge that millions go through
worse does nothing to assuage fear or ease the pain. Each time we meet those
who have lost a child, we are secretly frightened and amazed at the composure
with which they speak of it and pray that we may never be in their place. It’s like
losing a limb, said one. The phantom pain of loss persists, but you get used to it.
Life goes on. The greatest fear is that it won’t: that the departure or drastic
impairment of a loved one will forever drain Life of all color and joy. Our insides
would be hollowed out, and we would all be turned to stone.
That Holy Week before her daughter’s surgery, she called all her friends.
Pray for my daughter, she begged. She told her daughter’s friends too, but
warned them not to let her know that they knew anything was seriously wrong.
In the distant provinces, cousins held special prayer meetings in their homes. A
friend who had practiced her art as a singer and actress in other lands, and had
over 300 names on her e-mail address book, sent the call for prayers worldwide.
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The young girl’s friends were in summer vacation mode. A steady stream
of cheerful, chattering young folks trooped through her tiny hospital room,
crowding the sofa, taking up all the chairs, even sitting on her bed. The room
was so full that they had to take turns. Some hung out in the corridor or in the
chapel, until there was space for them. Three boys who liked her in a special way
kept vigil by her hospital bed.
Midway through her surgery, the surgeon called for the young girl’s
parents. He stood by the operating room, still in his scrubs, with his gloved
bloody hands crossed before his chest. The initial frozen section had shown the
tumor to be benign. But to be sure, they were removing the entire lobe of the
young girl’s thyroid where this had grown. Also, the tumor would be subjected
to a complete histopathology, to ascertain that all was well. Her parents wept for
joy. A week later, the histopathology report confirmed that this was indeed
benign. They celebrated the news but just to be sure, they had the chief
pathologist of a respected medical school check it too. The nodule was not only
benign but also well encapsulated, he confirmed. It would not have spread.
Again, they had been spared. Still, every time her daughter complains of any
physical discomfort, a chill goes through her mother’s heart and her stomach
churns with fear.

You’ve slept with the doomed, he said.
You come from those found
Only by the buzzing of flies.
I know your cuentos. Go ahead,
Bless yourself, but you are already puffy
Around the eyes and your knees creak.
It’s a wonder I still want you . . .
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When the young girl learned what she’d actually been through, she felt
betrayed.

She was a vegetarian, didn’t smoke or drink alcohol, meditated

fastidiously and exercised zealously. But cancer doesn’t care. And now she had a
livid red scar across her lovely, once perfect neck. If the lump had been benign
after all, she wept, then why did she need to have surgery in the first place? They
should have given alternative healing methods a try and spared her from the
surgeon’s knife. Her parents tried to explain that no one could have known this
growth was benign until the surgeons took it out, and that the initial biopsies
had said otherwise. The surgeon said that the chances that the first two needle
biopsies were wrong were less than 10%.
Her fresh scar drew heedless comments from the less sensitive freshmen
in her college class.
“Why did you do that to yourself?” they asked her, agog. “Did you try to
kill yourself?”
She wanted to scream back at them that she never wanted to get cancer,
or to almost have cancer anyway. She hated it that her throat had been sliced
open, and that now she was scarred.
A priest reputed to have healing powers counseled her. It was developmental, he said, something that she just had to go through. But she couldn’t
accept that either. A psychologist at a center for children with cancer tried to
make her understand why, at first, her parents had kept the truth about the true
nature of her illness from her. She suggested that the young girl meet other
children with cancer.
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At the center for children with cancer, a motley crew of college students,
housewives and professionals came once a week to help the patients and their
families cope with Chemotherapy Day. One of the volunteers, an engineer, had
shaved his head to show his solidarity with the children. Often, a corporation or
a civic club sponsored a party. The young girl’s family hosted one too in
gratitude for their daughter’s having been spared. Her mother volunteered at
the center too, a propitiatory gesture perhaps, like clapping one’s hands to keep
the elephants away. If she was good, perhaps those she loved would be spared.
If you have never witnessed chemotherapy, you might think of it as a
scene from Dr. Frankenstein’s laboratory: a mysterious process with whirring
electrodes, smoking vials and flashes of lightning. It turned out to be quite
prosaic: just an infusion of drugs administered while the patient lay on a narrow
hospital cot. It could be extremely painful. There were after effects such as
persistent nausea, collapsed veins, muscle cramps, blinding headaches, bleeding
sores, and most visibly, baldness.
The children, all “service patients” (a more politically correct term for
“charity cases”) had to provide for their own intravenous lines and to pay for any
blood tests that they might need before each chemotherapy cycle. The
volunteers’ coordinator, a visibly upper class psychology major at the Ateneo,
sought to stop the children from cursing during their ordeal. She believed that
their foul language was a direct result of these children’s low socio-economic
backgrounds. She instructed the other volunteers to strive to uplift them and to
help them to transcend their upbringing by requiring them to shriek some
innocuous mouthful like “Popeye the Sailor Man” or “Voltes Five!” instead of the
raw, unmistakable p----- ina!
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One would think that expunging the language of cancer patients should
be the least of their worries and was a useless exercise in etiquette at best. These
children had little enough in life without being deprived of the authenticity of
their pain. It didn’t seem the right time to teach a child social graces while he
was being held down, as potentially lethal drugs ravaged both the good and bad
cells throughout his system.
Some children with cancer regressed and other volunteers strove to make
them more self-reliant and to accelerate the growing up process before they
died. Again, what for? What would it profit a 12-year-old dying of leukemia to
make the extraordinary effort to feed and to clean herself when what she wanted
most was to nestle in her mother’s arms and to feel herself safe and whole, like a
baby again? And why deprive her mother of this precious time, with time
running out, to hold her child and cherish her?
Those with leukemia had the deceptively chubby cheeks caused by
steroids. The retinoblastoma sufferers had tumors in their eyes. Most of them
were toddlers or preschoolers as that is the usual age when the disease
manifests. Their dis-eased eyes had been surgically removed to prevent the
cancer’s spread. There are few sadder sights in the world than these little blinded
children. It is said that we all carry the same seeds inside us, of cancer and of
other dread diseases. Yet no one knows for sure what makes them lie dormant
within or grow. The mortality rates for Filipino children with cancer are
understandably higher than they are for children in the First World. Poverty is a
great despoiler of dreams.
As a volunteer, the young girl’s mother also witnessed what was claimed
to be a rare occurrence at the center. Right after a potent anti-leukemia drug had
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been infused into a little boy, his arm reddened, turned hot and began to swell
from the wrist up to his elbow. He cried in pain. The resident physician who
had administered the drugs pooh-poohed his tears and cheerily told his mother
to put a warm compress on the swelling when they got home. Over the next few
weeks, his arm swelled to twice its size, and grew turgid and black.
Still the resident physician insisted that all was well. The boy’s father
muttered that they had experimented on his son. It was an accident, he was
assured, but he might want to speak with someone higher-up in the hospital
hierarchy. No, he would hold his peace. He was but a lowly pahinante on a
delivery truck. If he complained, they might stop giving his child free
chemotherapy drugs. It was hard enough for him to raise the money for the
paraphernalia, the blood tests, and the periodic transfusions needed to keep the
boy alive. And so they bore it silently, even as the flesh from the child’s knuckles
to his wrist became ulcerated and filled with pus.
Another volunteer took the little boy to see a dermatologist. She said
that he had suffered a chemical burn. The needle must have dislodged from his
vein during that fateful chemotherapy session and the highly toxic drugs had
festered in his flesh rather than flowing through his veins.

The resident

physician should have flushed the drug out right away. But it was too late for
that now. The damage was done. The dermatologist put a special burn dressing
on his wounds and gave him topical and oral antibiotics. A couple of days later,
the volunteer went to the boys’ home to deliver a fresh bottle of oral antibiotics.
They had no refrigerator in their one-room tin and plywood shack so this could
not be stored. The first bottle was barely touched. His mother was so afraid it
would run out she would not follow the recommended dose. They had no money
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to replenish this so she had used it very sparingly. She needed constant
reassurance that the supply of antibiotics would be provided when this was
needed.
Over many weeks, the little boy’s burns healed somewhat. Scar tissue
grew over the gaping holes in his hand and wrist. The dermatologist said he
needed to have the dead skin surgically trimmed: debridement was the medical
term for this. The chemotherapy doctor agreed that he could have this in their
hospital. They cut away the dead skin without using any anesthesia since he
could stand it after all, they said. The surgeon claimed that in the very young,
the neural centers were not yet fully developed and the torture of having one’s
flesh picked apart would not be as intense. What sort of experiments or studies
had been conducted to arrive at such a so-called scientific fact? Anyway, the
mother had no money to pay for his anesthesia. This boy was only six years old
but knew more of pain and suffering than you or I.

Señorita, I will call you up
And don’t think to give me the wrong number.
I always find the women whose souls live
In their fingernails.

It was time for the cancer children’s annual summer camp: three days
and two nights of fun and games. The young girl, as a survivor of sorts, was
invited. Her mother, as a volunteer, was going too. When she told the young
girl’s endocrinologist about the cancer children’s camp, she frowned and said the
young girl shouldn’t hang out with these kids because she wasn’t really one of
them since she had turned out not to have cancer after all. It was as though
there might be contagion in the company of those less fortunate children. But
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the young girl wanted to go. She was studying for a degree in the so-called
helping professions. That she had been spared did not mean that she should stay
away, disown her history.
A busload of pediatric cancer patients from the ages of 7 to 21 (this was
the oldest, a survivor of lymphoma from when he was 12 years old) and several
adult volunteers made it up Mt. Makiling, to an otherwise deserted complex
where conventions were sometimes held. Some children came from the mean
confines of low-cost housing, squatter colonies and rural hovels. Their illness
compounded by their poverty had qualified them for the program. They feasted
on party fare. There was cotton candy and a sorbetero cart. How they reveled in
the free, open spaces—tumbling and rolling on the grass, squirting each other
with colored water from discarded syringes. Those who were able, splashed and
paddled about the Olympic-sized pool.
But there were sobering games too, like when they traced and colored in
their body outlines with crayon on manila paper. Several children had lost eyes
or limbs to cancer. The exercise was to help them to accept their losses, and to
realize their wholeness, despite being physically incomplete. M, the youngest
camper fretted that he no longer had any barkada. The three boys his age, who
had been at the camp the other year, had all died since then.
The children were divided into groups and each group was charged with
putting up a musical number for the next evening. The mother volunteer left her
daughter in the large open-sided pavilion. They were rehearsing a dance,
following the lead of J who had cancer in his heart. This disease was no
respecter of organs. J was also going to college, an incoming freshman just like
the young girl. He had an athlete’s build and watching him, you’d never know a
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cruel scar curved across the breadth of his rib cage, or that the stylish buzz cut
was the necessary aftermath of several cycles of chemotherapy.
While the children readied their costumes and stage props, the mother
volunteer went to unpack. Everyone else remained in the pavilion. The cottages
were too far away for the sound of their happy voices or the blare of dance music
to reach her. As she put their things away, she heard a choir: men’s and women’s
voices joined together in a lofty and joyous anthem whose words or language
were indistinct. They sounded professional. She wondered if a group like the UP
Madrigals might not be rehearsing somewhere close by. Strange though, as she
knew that there was no auditorium or hall nearby for them to do this and she
had seen no one else. The cancer kids had the place to themselves for these few
days. Then just as suddenly as it had arisen, the singing stopped. The mother
volunteer walked around the cluster of cottages trying to find the source of the
voices, to see whether there might not have been someone else there, in another
room, with a radio on, perhaps. But she was, as she knew, all alone.
Two months after the camp, M died of his leukemia. No one was left of
his barkada of small fry. The young girl continued to text with some of the
summer camp kids but college kept her pretty busy. She was an honor student
again. J did not finish the second semester but passed away.
The mother volunteer met more people with cancer: The single mother
who eschewed chemotherapy for a diet of organic iceberg lettuce, high colonics
and the laying of hands. Her homeopathic doctor had prescribed this treatment
then cornered the market in organic iceberg lettuce so he could sell this to his
desperate patients at an exorbitant profit. She died swiftly though pain-fully,
never really understanding the nature of her disease or that chemo-therapy
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though unpleasant, might have kept her illness at bay. Her body was a mass of
bruises as she bled from inside.
Then there was the elderly married couple, stricken within months of
each other. They had their chemotherapy side by side, and together, they grew
companionably bald. Truly they were together, in sickness and in health, but she
was braver than he. She was no healthcare professional, but she learned to give
him his interferon shots in the comfort and privacy of their home. He kept his
eyes screwed shut like the scared little boy he really was, while she jabbed the
needle into his withered thigh.
There was another woman, who also volunteered with child cancer
patients and who like the young girl, had once had a tumor in her thyroid.
Unlike the young girl who had come through relatively unscathed, this woman
had nearly died from hers. The mother volunteer told her of how it had been at
the summer camp for cancer kids, and of her strange encounter with the voices
singing when she was all alone. The woman cancer survivor took her tale as a
matter of fact. What she had heard, she explained, were the voices of angels as
they came to meet and guide those who were soon to pass from this life to the
next. She had often heard them herself as she walked through the hospital
wards, and affirmed their ethereal beauty. The mother volunteer accepted her
explanation, though she had never before encountered the supernatural in its
conventional forms and manifestations. No, not even in something as clichéd as
the scent of invisible candles burning or of otherworldly flowers’ perfume.
She had heard the angels sing. For now, they were exempt from the
depredations of the Rule of Three. Her brother, her mother and her daughter had
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been mercifully reprieved. Her faith is still a shaky bridge that barely gets her
from one day to the next, but in her sleep, she finds a passing peace.
Señorita, he said in his deepest voice,
I know the men you’ve been seeing.
They think with their genitals
And make love with their brains.
I stopped to think about that one
And held him a little tighter.
--Epigraphic excerpts from “Death, Etc.” by Linda Hogan

_________________

Maria Carmen A. Sarmiento is a fictionist and essayist who has won numerous Philippine
awards. She moderates the Writers Against Impunity web page for the Philippine Center of PEN
International, and represents PEN on the Philippines’ National Commission for Culture and the
Arts. She was a Rockefeller Foundation Writing Resident at the Bellagio in 2014 to work on her
novel: Siete Pecados. Her works are published by Anvil and distributed by National Bookstore
and Power Books.
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“Special Intensive Care Area”
by Alan Jazmines

Parang hatid ng ambulansyang panay ang wang-wang na paspasan at
higpit-bantay kaming ibiniyahe at isinilid rito. Di raw kasi maaampat-ampatan
ang mga pag-aaray, pagsusuka at pag-uungol namin, kaya't kinailangan na
kaming i-confine bilang inmates sa isolation dito, lalo pa’t delikadong
makahahawa at makapagpaparami pa raw kami ng aaray, masusuka at
uungol sa dapat daw sana’y napakakalma nang labas.

Inilagak ang marami sa amin dito sa “Special Intensive Care Area”, kung saan
“espesyal na intensibong pagsubaybay” daw ang kailangan sa mga tulad
naming may “mataas na pagkapanganib” at kailangan daw tuluyan nang
mapuksa ang mga pag-aaray, pagsusuka at pag-uungol namin, upang
lubusan nang mapatahimik at mapigilang makahawa pa sa iba.

Isinuksok kami rito sa malayong sulok upang malimitahan ang abot at kalat ng
mga inaaray, isinusuka at iniuungol namin -- kundi’y lalong makahahawa at
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makapagpaparami pa kami ng mga aaray, masusuka at uungol sa labas -- at
upang wala na rin kaming nasasagap at nasasabayan sa mga inaaray,
isinusuka at iniuungol sa labas. Kundi’y pati ang sa amin ay patuloy na lalala at
magpapalala pa.

Para mapuksa na raw nang tuluyan at hindi na rin daw namin maramdaman
ang mga dati nang inaaray, isinusuka at iniuungol lalo na rito, binago na rin
nang malaki ang mga litaw na itsura rito sa loob. Pinatungan ng kulay rosas
ang abong mga pader sa buong masikip na paligid at nang maging maaliwalas
at maalwang langit na raw ang aming paligid. Tinakpan naman ng pulos
kulay-puti ang mga kalawangin nang rehas na bakal, at nang mawala na raw
ang mga iyon sa aming mga mata, isip at pakiramdam.

Wala na raw, sa

gayon, na mga magpapalala pa ng aming mga pag-aaray, pagsusuka at
pag-uungol, galing man dito o galing sa labas.

Patuloy pa rin naman ang pana-panahong mga paghahalughog nila rito at
nang maialis ang lahat ng mga maaaring magamit sa paghahawahan at
paglalalo pa ng mga pag-aaray, pagsusuka at pag-uungol dito at sa labas.
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Pinagkukumpiska nila sa kanilang mga operasyong saliksik ang mga bagay na
matinding makapaghahawahan daw dito at sa labas ng mga pag-aaray,
pagsusuka at pag-uungol, tulad ng maraming simpleng bolpen na pansulat,
mga transistor radio na pansagap ng mga balita, pati na mga munting gunting
na panggawaing-sining, gayundin ang mga CD at DVD -- tungkol sa mga
karapatang pantao pa man din -- na ikinakatwiran nila ang pagkukumpiska
dahil daw pare-parehong mga “kontrabando” ang mga iyon (kasama na ang
cellphone).

Sa kabilang banda, hindi naman sila gaanong naghahalughog

para makapangumpiska ng mga tunay na kontrabando (tulad ng droga) na
katago-tago ng mga ibang-iba sa amin.

Ngunit, anuman ang gawin nila sa amin -- pagbantaan, lalong higpitan,
paghiwa-hiwalayin man -- tuluy-tuloy pa rin at papalubha pang lalo ang
paghahawahan sa pag-aaray, pagsusuka at pag-uungol dito sa loob at labas.

Sa katunaya’y wala rito sa loob ang kalutasan sa aming pag-aaray, pagsusuka
at pag-uungol.
pa kaming

Sa halip, lalo lang itong papalala, habang andito at tumatagal

nakasilid rito, dahil sa pag-aaray, pagsusuka at pag-uungol namin
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mula pa kami’y nasa labas.

Karamihan pa rito ay mga dekada na o mahigit pa rito nang wala o halos
walang pag-usad sa kanilang mga kaso. Walang indikasyon kung hanggang
kailan pa patatagalin sa ganitong “espesyal na intensibong pagsubaybay.”
Sa tagal nang pinabayaan dito'y halos nakalimutan na sila.
menor de edad ay matagal nang naging magulang.

Ang mga dating

At marami na sa

matatanda nang may malulubhang pag-aaray, pagsusuka at pag-uungol ay
nangamatay na. Kabilang sa ganitong pinakahuling namatay na ay isang
inosenteng matanda, na inaresto at ikinulong sa maling pangalan at maling
paratang, batay sa pagpepeke ng paniningil ng bounty mula sa U.S.
Anti-Terrorist Aid, mahigit isang dekada na ang nakaraan. Mahigit dalawang
taong naging imbalido makaraang inatake ng stroke at nakaratay sa kanyang
tarima na parang humihinga pang bangkay, nang walang pakialam at walang
ginawa ang mga otoridad hanggang tuluyan na siyang naging tunay na
bangkay.

Ang tunay na iniinda namin, ang matinding patuloy na inaaray, isinusuka at
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iniuungol naming mga bilanggong pulitikal -- mga 500 na kami sa buong
bansa, na marami ay mga dekada nang napagkakaitan ng kalayaan, hustisya
at karapatang-tao, at patuloy na ginigipit at pinahihirapan sa kulungan, hindi
dahil may mga totoong krimen kami laban sa mamamayan, kundi (sa
kabaligtaran) dahil sa aming patuloy na masigasig na paggigiit at
pakikipaglaban para sa interes ng mamamayan, laluna ng ibayong
nakararaming naghihirap na napagsasamantalahan at inaaping mamamayan
-- ay isa lamang sa maraming kailangang lubos na puksaing malalang sakit at
kabulukan ng kasalukuyang naghaharing sistema ng paggugubyerno at
umiiral na sistemang panlipunan sa bansa.
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Special Intensive Care Area
by Alan Jazmines
They delivered us here,
As if by ambulance,
Sirens blaring non-stop
Full speed with swarms of closed-in security-The only way, they said, to stop
Our wretched retching, moaning and groaning
From spreading beyond Camp Crame’s walls,
So close to the subdivisions and shopping malls
And the multitudes of nameless hordes all over
How now, commercial Cubao?

So far away now. . .

They say it was for the public safety,
A grave matter of national security
To prevent the contamination of
The easily swayed masses so
Susceptible to infection with
Wretched retching, moaning and groaning:
Pathological symptoms of the deleterious effects
Of systemic socio-political diseases and structural defects
Diagnosed as a danger to others and to ourselves,
Without warning we were taken away
To the SICA to be quarantined,
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With other wretched retchers, moaners and groaners.
That is SICA without a K, so-called Special Intensive Care Area
So they say, where new forms of contraband are contrived:
Like transistor radios, ballpoint pens and
Plastic razors—the kind you throw away
And as for mobile devices, gadgets and laptops
Don’t even ask—last week they took my typewriter away. . .
O wretched retchers, moaners and groaners!
Your wretched retching, moaning and groaning
Is not eased by being deprived of these.
Such wretched retching, moaning and groaning
Deals out Time’s dismal measure: BID, TID and QDS.
Mere boys enter SICA and reach manhood within
Its ash gray walls that are white-washed pink
And rusted bars, that still give off a blood stink
Beneath the scabrous layers of white over black
As if a paint job could muffle and erase
Our wretched retching, moaning and groaning
Now part of a chorus of hundreds of other
Wretched retchers, moaners and groaners.
Amidst the wretched retchers, moaners and groaners
An old man is silent, here at SICA
For already more than a decade
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His identity stolen in exchange for a bounty from the US ATA
That’s Anti-Terrorist Aid from the USA
Which is how they took his real life away.
Now he lies prone in SICA, day by day
A living corpse on a worn bench, that’s a dais
For his coffin-less funeral,
Because you know what they say
It costs more to die than to be born
Only in da Philippines.
The wretched retchers, moaners and groaners
Nearly 500 of them won’t stop
All they want is freedom, justice
The greater good for all. . .
What’s wrong with these wretched retchers, moaners and groaners
They will go on.
Never ever stop.
Translation by Menchu Aquino Sarmiento
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Need for Drastic Healing
by Alan Jazmines
Andrea Rosal, daughter of deceased rebel spokesperson "Ka Roger" Rosal, was
seven months pregnant with her first baby, when she started to feel unusual
contractions and pains in her womb, and was already very much worried
regarding her about-to-be-born baby. She had to urgently seek medical
attention, travelled far from the hinterlands of Mauban, Quezon for medical
check-up in a hospital in Metro Manila, and then went to rest at the house of a
baranggay chairman in Caloocan City, where she was to stay during her
continuing medical check-ups.

Information about her presence in the house, however, reached state
intelligence units, which led to the March 27 raid of the barangay captain’s
house by the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) and the Intelligence Service
of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (ISAFP), and to her arrest, together with
that of a young male companion. The two were initially detained at the NBI
headquarters. In April 13, the two were transferred for detention at Camp
Bagong Diwa -- Andrea at the Female Dormitory - Taguig City Jail, and her male
companion at the Special Intensive Care Area Jail.

Andrea’s pregnant and ill conditions, the pains she was suffering and her
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worries about the baby in her womb were not given any regard at all by her
jailors. Despite the pains she was going through and the critical situation of the
baby in her womb, she was assigned to a tarima (prison bed) on the third level.
As she could not climb high to the third level and, if she actually had to do so, it
would have been very risky for her and her about-to-be-born baby, she was thus
made to sleep very uncomfortably on the floor of her prison cell. She had no
electric fan to fend off the excessive heat in her cell. The subhuman conditions
inside her cell gave her and the baby in her womb undue stress. Jail and state
authorities gave not a hoot about all these sufferings she and the baby in her
womb went through.

As the premature labor, contractions and pains Andrea was feeling in her womb
were worsening, and it looked like she was to give birth very soon, she, her
fellow political prisoners, and her human rights doctors and lawyers kept asking
jail authorities that she be brought soonest to a hospital. The jail authorities,
however, claimed that there were no bed spaces available in nearby public
hospitals. It had to require a court order, sought by her human rights lawyers
and arrangements made by her human rights doctors, for her to finally be
brought to a hospital.

Her confinement at the Philippine General Hospital, starting May 16, was
finally worked out by her human rights doctors. She was then already
experiencing intensified contractions and more pains in the womb. She gave
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birth the very next day. Less than a day after, the baby -- named Diona Andrea -died due to various complications. Andrea did not even have the chance to see
and hug her baby alive.

Even Andrea’s brief attendance at the wake of her baby was hard fought by her
human rights lawyers, and was only conceded with much stinginess by the
court, where the request for her attendance at the wake was filed. She was not at
all given permission by the court to attend her baby’s burial.

Andrea, who suffered very much during her pregnancy and delivery, had to stay
longer to recuperate in the hospital. But her jailors insisted that she be brought
back to her detention cell as soon as possible. And last June 4, her jailors even
forcibly dragged her out of her hospital room, out of the hospital itself, and
shoved her back to her detention cell.

Her jailors armed themselves with doctored hospital discharge orders, requested
by jail authorities and the jail doctor, and not by her official obstetrician and
other human rights doctors, who were officially in charge of her hospitalization
and healing process. The hospital discharge orders brought by her jailors were
purportedly approved by the court, but actually did not yet have any court
approval.

To make matters worse, jail authorities followed up her forcible return to her
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detention cell by tightening restrictions on visitors at the jail where she had
again been confined. Since her forcible return there, visitors of Andrea and other
political prisoners there have harshly been limited to only immediate relatives.
It has since become very difficult for friends and others, including many human
rights workers and advocates, to visit Andrea and her fellow political prisoners
at the jail where she is again confined.

The way jail and state authorities treat non-VIPs (not Very Important Prisoners)
-- especially political prisoners, who were thrown into jail because of their loud
and forceful advocacy of and struggle for radical political, cultural and socioeconomic changes -- is what is actually most sickening, and reflects a very sick
and rotten system of jail management, of the dispensation of justice, of
governance, and of the existing social order in the country today.

It is this sick and rotten system that actually made Andrea and the baby in her
womb all the more sick.

It is this sick and rotten system that actually killed Diona Andrea.

It is this sick and rotten system that urgently needs drastic total healing, so that
our people -- the mass of our suffering exploited and oppressed people -- and
their Diona Andreas may live.
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Alan Jazmines, now 67 years old, is a National Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP)
official and peace consultant, presently detained at the Special Intensive Care Area Jail in Camp
Bagong Diwa, Taguig City, where he was transferred from the PNP Custodial Center in Camp
Crame, immediately after his exposé (which came out in newspaper accounts in late June 2012)
about the U.S. FBI’s intrusion into the cases of political prisoners, including U.S. rendition
victims, in Camp Crame.
Jazmines, a general engineering and business management graduate, a former executive at the
Iligan Integrated Steel Mills, Inc., and also a former professor at the Asian Institute of
Management, has been under political imprisonment thrice, for more than 11 years now (for
about eight years during the martial law years; and again for more than three years now since
February 14, 2011 -- at the very eve of the resumption of the formal peace talks between the
NDFP and the GPH, which broke down as the NDFP and GPH were deadlocked on the issue of
his arrest and the need to immediately release him and other arrested and detained NDFP peace
consultants, who are supposed to be protected from arrest and other acts that would deter their
effective participation and work in the peace process).
Jazmines, who has come out with a book of poems (“Moon’s Face and Other Poems") written
during his martial law imprisonment, is also a painter, and has exhibited in various art galleries a
number of the paintings he made during his martial law up to his current imprisonment.
Most of the writings and art works Jazmines has made and has currently been making in prison
contains strong criticisms about what he and other political prisoners have been going through
and about the prevailing socio-economic, cultural and political system and rule, that, in his view,
are gravely sick and need to be radically cured.
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2 stories for young readers
by Ed Maranan

_________________________________
1. The Boy Who Learned To Love The Bamboo
FELIPE LIVED ALL HIS YOUNG LIFE in a very large house with two floors. The
ground floor was made of grayish-white limestone walls with dark-red clay tiles.
The upper floor was mostly of wood, built with the most expensive hardwood
that money could buy. The roof was made of brown terracotta tiles imported
from abroad.
In fact, it was not just a big house, it was an enormous one. People near
and far, but especially those who worked for Felipe’s family, knew it by its proper
name—Casa Grande.
In that house, he lived with his parents, brothers and sisters, and several
servants who looked after their needs. He was the youngest in the brood, and
the time came when he was the only child living there. His elder siblings had
gone to the big city to continue their studies, while the oldest ones chose to go
abroad for higher education, artistic pursuits, or endless cruises and sightseeing.
Only Felipe was left, but he was far from being alone. He had his parents
who stayed at Casa Grande most of the time, to look after the harvest. They had
many people working in their fields, growing rice, corn, and sugarcane, and also
in their orchards, tending trees and harvesting fruits. All these products of the
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land were sold to traders from the big city, and to buyers in other countries, and
made Felipe’s family very wealthy indeed.
Their workers lived in small huts whose walls and floors were made of
bamboo and whose roofs were made of woven grass or the broad leaves of the
anahaw tree. These houses were raised above the ground by four posts that used
to be old logs or driftwood, long fallen or buried till they became almost stonehard.
The barrio or village of Silangan, where Felipe’s family and their farm
workers lived, was on flat land lying between mountains, with a mighty river
running right through it. The river rose from brooks and springs, from streams
and rivulets in the mountains, meandered through pastures and fields, before
rushing headlong towards the sea.
According to stories told by old folks of the barrio, the mountains used to
be dark green because of its thick forests. But now there were large bald patches
of brown on these mountains, where loggers had long ago cut down the thickest
and hardest of trees, to be sold to those who could afford the high prices they
fetched. Some of this wood was even shipped to other countries.
It was no secret that the forbears of Felipe were among the people who
first grew wealthy from cutting down those trees, with which they built big boats
and ships and mansions of the rich. They became so awash with wealth that they
erected Casa Grande as their ancestral home a hundred years ago, and later they
also bought big houses in the most exclusive gated villages of the country’s
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capital city. In time, Casa Grande was inherited by Felipe’s father, together with
all the workers who tilled the fertile earth.
“Someday, all this will be yours, Felipe,” his portly father used to say, as
he drove the boy around the hacienda on the family’s precious antique
automobile bought and kept as a family treasure long before the war.
“Your brothers and sisters prefer to live in their houses in the city, and
some of them would rather stay abroad than help us here at the hacienda!”
His gruff words were followed by a heavy sigh of disappointment.
“But next year it will be your turn to go to the big city for your education,
and when you come back, you shall become the master of the manor,” his sternlooking mother would tell him, as she sat at the front of the car. Felipe never
said a word in reply, distracted by the world outside.
The urchins of the barrio would wave their hands and even briefly chase
after the car as it passed by, the sun bouncing off its gleaming chrome. They
always wondered about that young boy at the back seat who was dressed nicely
and whom they never got to meet or talk to. Felipe looked at them wistfully, and
he always waved back with a smile. He never told his parents that there were
times he wanted badly to go out of Casa Grande, or to get off their fancy car, to
play with those urchins, girls and boys his age, wearing wide grins and grimy
clothes.
Casa Grande was surrounded by a high wall girding a whole hectare of
manicured grass and exotic plants. Beyond it lay a forest of bamboo that
stretched as far as the eye could see, and among those groves, across the vast
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land, stood the huts of the manor’s farm and orchard workers. Some of the folk
from the barrio also worked at Casa Grande as gardeners, cooks, cleaners, and
handymen.
One of them was Tomas, who had worked as a manservant of Felipe’s
family for almost his entire life. It was Tatay Tomas – which was how Felipe
called the old man out of respect – who accompanied Felipe in the antique
automobile in the daily trip to a private school at the provincial capital about an
hour away. The winding road from the Casa Grande’s gate to the highway passed
through the scattered groves of towering bamboo.
“I am bothered by all these bamboo, Tatay Tomas, because of the sound
they make when the wind is strong,” Felipe said one day. He had always wanted
to complain about this to the old man. “I wish they could all be cut down!”
“That would not really be a wise thing to do, Felipe,” said Tomas in a soft
voice. “The bamboo has so many uses…”
“But they scare me so! Especially at night, they creak so much I find it
hard to sleep. When it rains and the winds are strong, I hear wailing sounds, and
I remember the ghost stories told by Nanay Sabel…”
“Ghost stories? What kind of ghosts?”
“She says that during the Revolution, rebels fled to this bamboo forest,
and made bamboo spears to be used against Spanish guns. But the Spanish
soldiers fired their cannons on it, set the forest on fire, and all the rebels died!
The wailing of the bamboo, says Nanay Sabel, is the cry of those dying people…”
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Felipe always shuddered at the thought of those ghosts forever
surrounding Casa Grande and haunting him in his room.
“Ghost stories are just wild stories, Felipe! Our rural folk have a rich
imagination. In place of radio, or television, or movies, we have our legends and
myths. Well, ghost stories for us poor folks have a purpose…they entertain us at
night after a hard’s day work, and they also make children behave!”
Tomas laughed after saying this, the corners of his eyes crinkling. In the
days to come, he would try to help the boy get rid of his fear of ghosts—the
ghosts in the bamboo grove. He would also teach Felipe everything about village
and farm life—how to care for work animals, how to plant and harvest, how to
sing old folk songs and recite ancient poems learned from long-dead ancestors.
Why, one day he would even show him how to relish labong, the pith of
bamboo, which really stank when harvested, but tasted heavenly when properly
cooked with saluyot leaves! Yes, he was going to teach Felipe about the ways of
the simple and hardworking folks who lived just outside Casa Grande’s high
walls. But when he learned about it, Tomas felt saddened by the news that Felipe
would be leaving soon for the city, to come back years later as the new master of
the manor.
Nature, however, had other plans for Felipe, for Casa Grande, and all the
people of Silangan.
NEWS ABOUT THE BREWING STORM spread quickly, from the big mansion to
all corners of the barrio. The radio in the cramped living room of Felipe’s house
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blared out warnings about a tropical depression so fierce and massive it would
dwarf anything that had hit the country in the past. The villagers working in the
house learned about it, and relayed the news to everyone they knew, until the
whole village got the message.
“Calm yourselves, we’ll all be safe in this house!” bellowed Felipe’s father,
as he gave orders to the household workers to stock up on food, and to secure
the horses, the cattle and all other farm animals in the corrals. He huddled with
Tomas and the tenant farmers to talk about what measures to take, while
Felipe’s mother and her servants were at the family altar, praying as fervently as
they could, imploring God that Silangan and all its people be spared from the
ravages of the approaching super typhoon.
All day and all night, Felipe could hear the loud whacks of bolos, and the
creaking sound of bamboo like someone was in pain, followed by a loud thud as
bamboo poles crashed to the ground. As the skies darkened from the swirling
storm clouds and growing dusk, Felipe watched fascinated as the bamboo forest
beyond the wall started disappearing. What were the people doing, he wondered,
why were they cutting down the bamboo forest?
A strange feeling gripped him. The ghosts would now be laid to rest, the
wailing would now stop, but suddenly the world looked so bare without the
grove of bamboo that seemed to shoot up to the sky around him. He felt a tinge
of sadness—but he wasn’t sure why.
The thunderous rain came down in torrents without pause for two days,
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then a whole week, and panic descended on the occupants of Casa Grande and
the whole barrio as danger loomed.
“Senyor, Senyora!” the shrill voice was that of Tomas on a horse, shouting
at the top of his voice so he could be heard above the howling wind.
One of the windows with seashell panes flew open and the lord of the
manor appeared.
“What is it, Tomas?”
“The river is rising, and mudslides from the mountains are coming
down!”
Felipe rushed out of his room to see what the commotion was all about.
“My sandalwood chests, my gem collections, my teak cabinets, how do I
save them…?” Felipe’s horrified mother kept saying aloud, as she paced to and
fro. She seemed to be at her wit’s end—the ghastly thought of Casa Grande and
all its happy memories and memorabilia of more than a century being flooded by
dirty river water and swamped by oozing muck was too much to bear.
“No time for all our treasures now, my dear,” said Felipe’s father, hugging
his wife to calm her down.
“Gather all the household on the second floor…we shall be all right!” he
said to everyone in sight, all trembling as fear began to spread ahead of the
terror.
IN THE DAYS THAT FOLLOWED, the pastures and fields of Silangan turned
into a swirling sea the color of mud. Gone were the rooftops of frail huts and the
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canopies of trees, now underwater. The mountains were invisible, curtained off
by whistling sheets of driving rain. The floodwater was now surging towards
Casa Grande and reaching up to the second floor, where Felipe, his parents and
their helpers were huddled together as cyclone winds whipped and wailed like
maddened banshee, as if wanting to rip open the roof and cart off the entire
house itself.
“Papa, Mama, look!” Felipe shouted, pointing at objects appearing out of
the blurry downpour, heading towards them. Lashed together with hardy jungle
vines and hemp rope, the bamboo poles felled earlier had become rafts on which
the villagers rode above the rampaging flood. They had bamboo tubes filled with
water, bundles of food, and bamboo cribs with babies in them. The longest poles
were used to maneuver the rafts across the strange ocean upon land, its surface
perilously littered with swiftly drifting boles and branches, shattered roofs and
lifeless bloated bodies.
Tomas and some farmhands guided an empty raft towards the window of
the Casa Grande’s second floor. Felipe, his parents and the servants clambered
aboard the raft, as the old man and his fellow workers held it steady. Moments
after the raft cast off, the deluge rose above the tiled roof of Casa Grande, which
soon vanished as though it had never existed.
The raging river finally reached the rain-drenched sea. When the storm
died down on the seventh day, Felipe saw a most amazing scene at daybreak: a
fleet of bamboo rafts bobbing on the waves, with sun-darkened peasants
straining to goad the makeshift vessels back to shore. Hundreds of dead animals
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which used to belong to Felipe’s family floated on the brownish water, then got
caught in a current heading towards the open sea. He could hear sobbing and
crying here and there, for some of the families had lost someone—a child, an old
or sickly person, some heroic souls trying to save the lives of others—snatched
by the flood. Soon there would be new ghosts, he thought, aimlessly wandering
in the fields of deep mud, or forever grieving in the coral reef.
But for the meantime, most of the people were safe. The sun finally came
out, shining brightly above the world of Silangan. The tropical storm went
barreling towards another unfortunate land across the restless sea. As for Casa
Grande and the farm workers’ huts, all had been washed away.
On their bamboo raft, Felipe’s parents were glum, but looked relieved
that they had survived. His father looked around, surveying the destruction of
their hacienda, every now and then shaking his head. His mother’s sighs were
long and labored, and her eyes looked glazed. Their house help were huddled
around the couple, as if trying to protect them from further harm.
Felipe sat near where stood the old man, his Tatay Tomas, who was
trying to steer the raft towards a rise of land in the vast drowned world. Tomas
felt the most relieved of all, for he and his wife Sabel had survived, and so had
Felipe, whom they always treated like the son they never had. The boy was
silent, but in his heart he was glad that most of barrio folk and children were
safe, and they were safe because of the bamboo that had been felled and turned
into rafts.
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In the years that followed, Felipe would discover the many wondrous
uses for bamboo, and he started to learn the many practical crafts and art
objects that could be made from it. Aside from that, he finally got to taste what
his Tatay Tomas had told him about a long time ago—the delicious crunchy pith
or heart of bamboo, labong, cooked with saluyot and other leafy greens.
Felipe traveled to many towns and cities, to remote villages, and finally
to other lands, bringing the good news that in the best of times, but most of all
in the worst of times, what some people call the lowly bamboo turns into one of
Creation’s greatest gifts to mankind.
The whole planet was changing, its climate was changing, and Felipe
knew that people had to resort to what they already had in abundance, in order
to survive the dire changes taking place in nature.
Once upon a time, in a faraway village, a young boy had feared the wailing of
ghosts in the bamboo grove outside his room. Now, each time he hears the creaking
and sighing of the tall and mighty bamboo, the sound comes to him like melodious
music coming from the heart of the earth, singing a hymn to life. 

2. Sibol and Gunaw / a legend of the Earthworld
LUNINGNING THE SUN GODDESS lived in the Skyworld, an invisible realm
which hovered just above Dream Mountain in the Earthworld.
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One day, she felt she badly needed a relaxing bath, and decided to go
down to the Earthworld for a brief spell to visit a lake near the foot of the
mountain where the water was cool and refreshing.
Slipping into the lake, she started to sing. Her sweet voice reached the
ears of Kapuy, king of that part of the Earthworld, who happened to be
hunting game in the forest. He peered through the bushes and, having a
glimpse of Luningning, was lovestruck. Being something of a bard and
minstrel in his youth, King Kapuy started reciting some lines of poetry to
attract Luningning’s attention.
Luningning was startled and felt very annoyed, but the florid words
and lilting voice of the intruder amused her. Then she remembered she was
Sun Goddess of the Skyworld.
“Who are you, and how dare you watch me bathing?” she screamed at
the shadow behind the bushes.
And from out of the bushes strode Kapuy, garbed in hunter’s clothes,
his voice booming as he recited verses composed on the spot.
Kapuy I am called, famous poet, warrior-king,
finding a dear wife has always been my dream.
This kingdom before you is yours for the asking
And now be so gentle, and tell me your name.
“I am Luningning, the Sun Goddess of the Skyworld!” Luningning’s
voice thundered, even louder than Kapuy’s.
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“It is I who commands the clouds to pour down rain on the plants and
grains that feed you in your world. I sowed the first seeds that became all of
your forests and fields. I am the spirit that gives life to your rivers and streams
and oceans and seas. And you are just a miserable intruder into my privacy!
Now begone and leave me alone!”
Kapuy was not fazed. He had a gift for making his eyes sparkle with
passion, as he puffed out his chest, and rolled out more flowery words off his
lips.
O goddess, you seem so unblest with true joy,
And I offer you gladness, from the heart of a boy.
Only nymphs comfort you in that heaven of yours
But who sings you to sleep, when loneliness pours?

A strange feeling tugged at the heart of Luningning. Yet she stood firm,
allowing only fear and nervousness to take hold of her, rather than give in to a
sudden longing that came from nowhere. In a flash, she swam like a scared fish
to the lake’s edge to recover her gossamer clothes. She hid behind some rocks
to dress up, then fled as fast as she could. Being on the Earthworld drained her
supernatural strength, and she was not as strong and fleet as she was in the
Skyworld, but flee she did, weaving in and out of trees and rocks, straining to
get as high up the mountain as her legs could take her.
But Kapuy, used to the hunt, was fit and fast, and he went on hot
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pursuit of the goddess. Exhausted, Luningning fell to the ground and became a
captive of the king, to become his unwilling bride.
Several months passed, and Luningning gave birth to a pair of twins. A
girl came out first, and was named Sibol by Luninging, followed by a boy, to
whom Kapuy gave the name Gunaw.
As a young girl, Sibol was all of beauty, grace and kindness. She felt
drawn towards the plants and animals of the wild, to every living thing that
thrived in nature. She grieved over the falling of leaves, and only felt peace after
Luningning assured her that dried fallen leaves made way for new green ones,
and they went back to the earth to make it more fertile for new growth to come
out. The goddess also gave to her daughter a bagful of seeds which she had
collected, and before Sibol was five years old, she had already planted and grown
gardens of flowers and beds of vegetables.
Gunaw turned out to be the exact opposite of Sibol. Even as a baby, he
was extraordinarily a fretful one, wailing his lungs out when he needed feeding
or changing. As he grew up, he showed no affection for his twin sister Sibol,
nor did he express any feeling of awe or delight at the sight of flowering plants,
majestic trees, whispering bamboo, or the wildlife of forest and field. Early on,
he was becoming rather arrogant, a burly young man with an attitude and
unusual physical strength.
Well, Luningning loved him despite his rudeness, being her son, but
she could not believe that he was getting to be the exact opposite of the gentle
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and caring Sibol. Kapuy was extremely pleased, of course. He prided himself in
having sired a male heir who, before he was ten, could fell a banana trunk with
his powerful kick, and with his bare hands break in two a stout bamboo that
even the fiercest wind could only bend.
As the years passed, Luningning felt her sadness deepen with the
worsening behavior of Gunaw.
“How can you allow our son to be so uncaring and destructive?”
Luningning reproached Kapuy. “He’s so different from his sister Sibol!”
“What’s wrong with that? He’s a boy, soon a man, and he must be
strong and brave and unafraid of anything or anyone!”
“All he cares about is playing with weapons, shooting arrows at birds
and deer, and flirting with as many girls as he can lay eyes on…”
“Well, I’ll have you know that the world of the gods is so different from
the world of us mortals! You ought to have known that from the start,” said
Kapuy in a haughty tone.
“He could show some liking for finer things, like poetry…,” but
Luningning bit her lips as soon as she uttered these words.
Whereupon Kapuy fell down on one knee and with an extra flourish in
his voice declaimed:
But what is a poem? A bouquet of flowers…
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to a trusting girl a besotted man offers!
Then he strode off with a loud mocking laughter.
KAPUY’S BAD HABITS and vices took a turn for the worse. A stranger to work,
he allowed himself to deteriorate further. He did not even bother anymore
with the hunt and the warrior’s blood sports he used to love. Instead he chose
to sit around and down liters of all kinds of spirits he could lay his hands on,
day in and day out. His subjects plied him with bottles, jars, bamboo tubes or
half-shells of fermented juice from coconut, palm, sugarcane and rice.
He resented Luningning talking to other men, even if they were lowly
servants and slaves of the palace and other subjects working for the royal
family. But while no other man could look at her under pain of punishment,
Kapuy on the other hand made no effort to hide his interest in other women.
The land around Dream Mountain had always been fertile and fruitful,
and yielded the kingdom so much food for all the people (and especially their
rulers). Rice and other grains covered the fields and terraces, wild fruits grew
abundantly in the forest, vegetables of all kinds sprouted in their beds, fish
abounded in the rivers and lakes, and all kinds of animals roamed the land.
The reason why Kapuy and his people—indeed the Earthworld—never
went hungry was the endless labors of Luningning when she still ruled the
Skyworld. Now with the help of her daughter Sibol, she did whatever she could
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do in her power to keep the land yielding food. They planted endlessly, across
Dream Mountain and whatever stretch of land they could find.
But Luningning felt her powers dwindling as she stayed longer in the
Earthworld. Soon, the land was no longer responding to her, until signs of
famine and drought started creeping across the kingdom.
“It is time for me to go back to the Skyworld,” Luningning told Kapuy
one day. Her eyes welling with tears, she kissed her two sleeping children
goodbye and without another word set about packing the few belongings she
would bring back with her.
“That’s for you to decide, and I won’t stop you,” a groggy and
indifferent Kapuy retorted.
Luningning held her anger, even allowing pity for her hopeless husband
to flood her heart, despite his rudeness and cruelty.
“Farewell, my children. I will never forget you…!” she whispered at the
ears of the sleeping Sibol and Gunaw, and kissed them again on the cheek.
She slipped something into Sibol’s hand, then without looking back,
she left the fortress of Kapuy which had been her prison for so many years.
Kapuy met his end, eventually, and Luningning—despite having been
grievously hurt by him—was saddened by his passing. From the Skyworld she
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saw how he died, ill of body and mind, his soul carried away by a dark ferocious
whirlwind.
Meanwhile, Gunaw had grown into a warrior mightier and more
arrogant than his father ever was. He ruled over his father’s kingdom with an
iron fist, decreeing laws left and right, and for all the wrong reasons. He caused
the remaining hardwood trees around Dream Mountain and across the land to
be cut down, to be used in building more and more forts and watch towers for
his growing army, as well as for the luxurious mansions and vacation palaces of
his three hundred and sixty five wives.
What was left of the precious wood was bartered in exchange for
expensive jewels, ostentatious clothes and accessories, and powerful weapons
brought over by traders from all parts of the world, who were only too happy
to do business with the young, brash, and spendthrift king.
Because she never agreed with his lifestyle and his vices, and because
she always spoke out against his plunder of the forests which she loved so
much, Sibol was banished by Gunaw to live in exile in a crumbling decrepit hut
on the slope and very near the top of Dream Mountain.
“Don’t you ever dare come back to my kingdom, Sibol! Stay up there
with your silly plants and flowers, and never leave this mountain where our
mother disappeared after abandoning us! If you ever try to come back and tell
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me what to do with my life, I shall feed you to the sharks, or turn you into
fertilizer, so you’ll be more useful to your plants!”
Luningning, the Sun Goddess of the Skyworld, had always known about
the suffering of her daughter Sibol, and the injustice done to her by her wicked
and wayward son Gunaw. She had foresworn ever going back to the
Earthworld, but she could no longer bear to see her daughter’s plight.
Luningning summoned the zephyr Amihan and blew some words into
it, whereupon the wind hastened towards Dream Mountain and sought out
Sibol, who was at that moment feeling utterly abandoned and all alone as she
sat by the window, her arms resting on the bamboo sill, contemplating her
condition.
Sibol was startled when a soft wind blew about her, and she heard her
mother’s voice. Oh, how she had longed for years to hear that gentle soothing
voice again!
“Sibol…help me bring back the earth to life…let nature bloom
again…you have the power, because you are my daughter…and stop Gunaw
before he destroys the world…and himself! The seeds…cast the seeds across
the land!”
Long after the zephyr had left, Sibol was still awestruck and
dumbfounded. She started to weep, out of joy. Her mother Luningning had
spoken to her! She tried to recall her words. She had mentioned ‘seeds’. Then
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she remembered that on the night she disappeared, Luningning had left in her
hand a pouch filled with countless seeds.
With the pouch in hand, Sibol ran towards the top of a bluff on the slope
of the mountain, from where she could see down to the sprawling kingdom
that stretched beyond the horizon. She began throwing fistfuls of the magical
seeds into the air. Sibol was amazed by the strength she wielded. The seeds she
scattered flew across the sky, some of them going no further than the almost
denuded slopes of Dream Mountain, and most of them dropping onto the
lands stretching far beyond the horizon, even crossing the oceans, borne as
they were on the strong wind currents whipped up by Amihan.
It was just a matter of time before the Earthworld bloomed and
blossomed again with foliage and fruit trees, with green forests and golden
fields. And seemingly from nowhere they all began to reappear—birds and
bees, forest animals and insects, and the songs of creatures and the myriad
music of nature were heard once more all over the mountain and across the
kingdom and beyond.
Gunaw was elated when he heard what was happening all over the
Earthworld. He did not know how this came about—although in his heart he
suspected that somehow his long-gone mother and banished sister had
something to do with it. And now he set out to reap the newly born riches of
nature.
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With his warriors, he marched to the foothills of Dream Mountain.
With thousands of his warriors following him, Gunaw rode his golden steed
towards the place where Dream Mountain stood, more green and resplendent
than ever. Word had spread throughout the kingdom that deep in the
mountain’s forests, Sibol was tending a Magic Garden that sprouted plants
whose seeds could grow into the mightiest and strongest trees that ever lived.
“HALT RIGHT THERE! You shall not go any further!!”
Sibol’s voice sounded more like a threatening thunder than a
command, reverberating down Dream Mountain and halting Gunaw and his
army in their tracks.
Gunaw was amazed at the godly form his twin sister had taken on, for
she seemed to float atop the vast forest in shimmering dress that reminded
him of their mother Luningning when she still lived among the people of the
Earthworld. He could see that Sibol was determined to defend the mountain of
the gods. Around her swirled a mighty wind and above her hovered a massive
cloud with streaks of lightning impatient to be let loose into the ground.
But the cocky warrior-king was not impressed. He realized that being
the son of the goddess of the Skyworld, he could just as easily summon the
same powers that now protected his twin sister.
“Get out of the way, Sibol, or I’ll grind your bones into fertilizer and
turn you up with the furrows of the field! You love planting, anyway!” he
sneered.
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“I have no wish to harm you, Gunaw! I want to save the mountain and
all its creatures. I want to save this beautiful world from destruction. And
above all, I want to save you from your madness!”
With a blood-curdling war cry, Gunaw rushed forward brandishing his
sword, having in mind scaring off Sibol and making her run for her life and
hide in her little hut amidst her garden on Dream Mountain. But Sibol rose
and floated in the air like a pillar of fire, evading Gunaw’s charge and sending
him tumbling to the ground with swift movements of her fingers which
gripped his arms and legs and flipped him head over heels, enraging Gunaw all
the more.

Such a battle the people of the Earthworld had never seen

before, as the children of Luningning the Sun Goddess and Kapuy the WarriorKing chased each other across the mountain and over the fields and across the
ocean, flying up into air and even into the darker regions of the sky, with
Gunaw exerting might and main to subdue Sibol with his sword or to capture
her by wrestling her to submission, only to be frustrated by the speed and
strength with which his sister thwarted him, even being hurled back by the
bolts of energy shooting out from her hands. Earth and sky were shaken by the
titanic struggle raging between the twins, who were both half-mortal and halfgod.
Gunaw made one last desperate charge, but Sibol parried his sword,
gripped his wrist and with a mighty spin flung the raging man into the sky,
and he plunged with a tremendous splash down the lake where their mother
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used to bathe…and did not surface again. Sibol was horrified and she cried out
loud.
“O mother, what I have done to Gunaw?”
Luningning’s voice rolled across the sky like gentle thunder.
“Do not grieve, Sibol. He now lies unconscious but alive in a deep cave
at the bottom of the water, and there he will stay for as long as nature is under
threat from the people of the Earthworld. If you fail in your duty to protect
her, I shall rouse Gunaw from his sleep and set him loose upon this world, to
teach human beings a lesson they will never forget.”
“No, I shall never neglect the Earthworld, mother, most of all Dream
Mountain which is my only home!”
And Sibol shed tears again, because no matter how bad Gunaw had
been, he was after all her brother, and her twin.
THE EARTHWORLD was finally at peace.
From that time on, Sibol was acknowledged as the leader of all who
lived on the Earthworld, and under her rule the people started to change their
ways of thinking and living. They learned to have a deeper respect for nature.
They learned to work hard, to toil in the fields, to plant wherever the earth was
bare, to look after the trees whose roots held the soil in place and the water
stored up in the ground.
Countless poets, kings and warriors sought to win Sibol’s hand in
marriage, but their pleas and paeans came to naught, for Sibol was happy
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living all by herself, overjoyed as she was at the wonders of nature and the
fabulous forms of flora and fauna unfolding every day of her life.
Many more years passed. The wisdom and diligence of Sibol became a
byword throughout the kingdom, and all over the Earthworld. But all good
things come to an end, to make way for new beginnings.
Sibol, untold ages ago, finally became one with the flowers and plants,
the branches and leaves, the trees and roots of her beloved earth.
When she died in her very old age, the people who loved her fulfilled
her last wish: her ashes were scattered to the winds from atop Dream
Mountain, on the very spot from where she had sown the magic seeds that
gave new life to the Earthworld.
To this day, Luningning the Sun Goddess lives on in the Skyworld
hovering just above Dream Mountain, watching over the Earthworld until the
end of time.

With each passing day, her tears—which we know as the rain

from the clouds and the dew from the mist of dawn—bless the earth where her
children Sibol and Gunaw rest.

(Translated by the author from his short story for children, Si Sibol at si Gunaw, which won the
Grand Prize in the Philippine Board on Books for Young People (PBBY)-Salanga Writer’s Prize
in 1990, and made into a full-length ballet in 2009 by Lisa Macuja’s Ballet Manila)
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The Surge
by January Ereno Yap

“When the storm had passed I still had the feeling I was not alone in the house.”—Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, Memories of My Melancholy Whores

It is tricky among the clutter, but he has a hunch on the rocking chair. He
turns it up, flicks a tangle of seaweeds clinging on the armrest and falls back
snugly. A long day, but it has been nothing but a bureaucratic snarl. The brushes
with the interior secretary, all these make him cringe each time the radio shrieks
with a static.
She is, on the one hand, piqued at the moment, the way he is all sprawled,
his goggles slid back onto his forehead.
“What were you thinking of?” To seize the moment, she thinks.
“Thinking of what?”
“Us, here.”
“God, now? I mean…now?”
“I should always have to catch you at your own good time?”
He walks up and gazes out through the gaping frame of the casement and
sees the full body of the ship the surge hauled inland. The tempest left an absurd
monument, a rusty Gulliver in the ruins.
She thinks she is married to a man who is wired to rebuild this house by
the shore, at the edge of an ocean, with eyes shut away. He’ll try to get a piece of
paper and sketch a new one, storm-proof, surge-safe, cyclone shelter. He’ll draw
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a house, she thinks, with his face all over it. Any moment now, she can count the
seconds. He’ll tell her they can always start anew, on ground zero, carry on, pick
up, pull together. You cannot just give up on anything like this, he will tell her.
She is wrong. Instead, he is quiet and looks up the ceiling.
“That…saved us,” she says.
“You’re all over Facebook. Some reporter told me,” he replies.
“And?”
“And what?”
“And what the hell are you thinking of?”
“Thinking. God, Jesus!”
“God Jesus? What the hell were you thinking of, leaving us…”
“Come on, you know the hell I went through. Don’t…”
“Don’t what?”
“If this is what you want me here for, I’m going back to the command
center.”
“Why, are you in command, mayor?” She says, the rest of what she has to
say twitches through her face.
“You actually had to tell the world you had to borrow…”
“Panties! God, Jerry, you’re just…way there!” she bursts into laughter,
clips her outstretched arms like a bird deferring a flight and covers her face with
her palms, and bursts in tears. Days had passed, and only now, her soul going
down the drain, can she feel her body in pain, the burning cuts from all the
brittle china that swirled with wind and water as she clambered up the table
hoisting the two kids into the opened hatch. She couldn’t believe she shoved the
old, monstrous narra ten-seater single-handedly despite the drone and haul of
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water and muck.
“I can at least move the table, Jerry,” she said.
“Fuck!”
The room fell silent, a streak of rot flowing in, the sun gorging out every
hint of soul from the bodies strewn all over the city.
“We’re taking the C130 to Mactan. Last flight today,” she said.
“I will call you.”
“Don’t. Please.”
“Let me fix things first,” he said.
“Go fix what you can…mayor,” she said.
“The C130? Bobby’s coming with the chopper, can’t you wait?”
But the C130 is the C130. Any way out, British, Indonesian and if
Timbuk-goddamn-tu sends a flying coffin, she’ll take it.

She will be a name in a

list. She will have to muster the coldness of resisting a gaze back at the ruined
city, full of dead, deadends, holes, cars stuck in powerlines. It’s a game of sticks,
fixing this mess. She won’t even lift a finger. There is no turning back.
“What will they say?” he asks her.
“Nobody will ask or say anything.”
He does not speak.
“Simply, that the mayor’s wife joins his people in an evacuation flight.”
He does not move, he looks out through a hole on the wall, where the
family portrait was, like Munch’s Scream, and sees the crowding nimbus over the
Pacific Ocean.
She collects herself, wipes her tears.
“I’m flying Pacific by Friday, you shall have your peace. Don’t worry, I’ll
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sneak out, I won’t talk to anyone or say anything. Nothing anymore about
borrowing underwear. It’s all water under the bridge. I’m good. I’m…good.”
Not a word slips out of him as she hops into the purring SUV outside.
Earlier, she sent the kids to the Air Force colonel’s makeshift depot, some
Doctors San Frontieres-installed tent at the airport. To let her be, keep away the
leash, he thinks. Clean, seamless evacuation, there must be such a thing. The
wife hatched up an escape and, just like that, the storm drilled that portal of
light. Or flight. Clever, human and nature, human nature, he smirks as the briny
wind sweeps through the living room. “People,” he tells himself, “some people.”
There will be another conference in an hour. The Chinese businessmen
had stormed City Hall, demanding security. A legion of zombies with a skewed
sense of humor barreled through their stores, carting away toy drums and
waterproof mascara. Did he hear that right? What in Heaven’s name is the point
in waterproof mascara? Think they can wink curly lashes at the storm’s eye?
Manilyn Monroes in the muck!
He tells Sendong to drive through the boulevard this time. He thinks the
engineering infantry must have by now done snappy work restoring the crucial
access to the city hall. It works for him, there will be no weight to negotiate while
passing through traffic clots and deadends, and all those faces staring in the void,
stopped short mid-track by the absence of direction. Circumventing hell,
skirting black holes. For one moment, he does not know a proper sound bite to
lift the downcast eyes of even the least catatonic among the lot. “There will be
water! There will be water!” He will say that twice—first, to sate the helplessness,
not the thirst; second, another way of saying “Shut the fuck up! I got a job to
do!”
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He is not heartless, or he has no heart for it. Those are two different
things. He has no heart to throw his life to a staring match with the devil. He
shies away from any surge of discomfiture, he sweeps them under rags, averts
his eyes always to open space where it’s breezy, how life should be anyway.
But a beast suddenly appears at the next turn, negotiating a curb as it
lifts its blade as though cursing heaven. One bulldozer survives, and here they
are potentially stalled, Sendong smashing the SUV’s nose into the ripper tip
tooth. It takes a second late until the equipment’s driver sees the car behind, and
is wide-eyed not because the car could have been swept to a pulp had he shifted
to reverse, but because it has a red plate and he knows the man inside it.
He is Gorio Chavez, the mayor recognizes him. One of the quiet workers
whose permanency papers he remembers stay buried God knows how deep in his
desk’s in-tray. He’d been told about the wife who needed the weekly dialysis, and
Gorio needed a few more months of regular employment to qualify for a
government loan. But, yes, things like these simply slip.
Each time the secretary brought it up to him, and although that geyser of
guilt burst forth again, he’d go to the putting green at the corner, take out club 7
some days to feign a full backswing. How many balls had tucked themselves
under the old cupboard, consigned to oblivion, no one knows. He’d let them go
low as always, and should he scrape a turf, he had a pile of patches to go by. Drop
the shoulders, drive hips for maximum power? Nah, the mystery, he reminded
himself, takes its power from hidden corners. Short swing, that was all.
Obama, he must have read in an in-flight mag’s trivia column, played golf
109 times while in office. Jerry smiled at the thought. It would be some weeks
again when the Gorio papers would show up on the face of his secretary, but he’d
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flex his arm, grip his shoulder and with a grimace said, “It’s all wrong to turn
your shoulders 90 degrees…you’re murdering the whole thing!” By then, she’d
have taken that for a cue, the boss and his spasms. She’d go right back to her
cubicle, and there stuck on the cork pin a dial-a-spa call card.
Thinking any further movement of the truck can rip the rest of the
bumper off, Sendong quickly maneuvers a reverse and steps on gas, but it is too
late when he sees he had hit from behind the Petroleum tanker truck,
slamming the rear bumper into one of its side metal valves. At this point, Gorio
bolts from his cab, but slips on the metal track and falls into the muck. He steals
for a moment the tension from the tanker crash, but he staggers all the way to
the mayor’s car supposedly to save Jerry.
“Mayor!” Jerry faintly hears him from the inside. Once out, he is dragged
by Gorio to a distance where the man thinks the mayor will be safe. Jerry finds a
share of Gorio’s dirt on him, the reptile on his chest screaming in the mud.
Sendong steps out of the SUV and reluctantly approaches the rear of the car.
Nothing steams out of the valves, nothing of that sort, while the tanker’s driver
looks on and assures him it’s nothing. “But only if we don’t touch anything else.
It can only get worse,” he says, leaping from the stepboard. Jerry is relieved, he
has to get something in the car, change shirt.
Gorio joins Sendong and the tanker driver, and suggests moving the
bulldozer. First things first, he tells them. He can park it to the side, so Sendong
can drive the SUV through and hopefully make it to the city hall if the army
some meters away had cleared the curb at the other end of the coastal road.
The afternoon falls prematurely dark, the nimbus clouds roll in from the
Pacific. The city will don Death’s hood in a while, it will be dark, it will be quiet
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again, a droplet can send the storm-swept city into eternal convulsion. But not
in Jerry’s eyes. That sea moves only when it’s sunny, he can strike one shot right
smack

through

the

equator

over

the

Pacific.

Classic,

he

smiles.

Steep-then-hollow swing, that is the polish in his play those sloppy
sportswriters don’t see.
Gorio stops on the equipment’s track on the way to the cab. His fall
earlier left a skid mark, revealing the silvery metal surface of the track. If he
could only sweep in one go all the odds and ends in this city, and set free all signs
of life underneath them. Some terribly long days had come and gone, and no
sign of wife and the three daughters. They were shepherded supposedly into
schoolbuildings. Gorio left them at a Home Economics room on ground floor
and returned to the city hall to be part of the emergency response team, but an
hour at landfall, they were left with one corner at the government building to
spare themselves from the eddy that charged headlong through the city like a
mad man hurling a morning star. Yolanda, he told his co-workers, had turned
into a witless juramentado. He’d scamper through the backdoor only to be held by
the other men. “My wife and kids! My wife and kids!” But he could not even hear
himself, no one, in fact, could hear anything other than the whir and drone of
the storm. He thought how obscene he had turned out to be, dry and spotless at
that instant. He looked at the narra conference table across the hall and ran to it.
He wanted to turn it sideways and push it against the door. But as he staggered
through the wind, an object swooped through one of the doors, hit his head, and
knocked him to the floor. He was dragged back to the wall and vaguely saw and
heard one of the men yelling at him in a fit of rage. When you couldn’t hear
anything, and if it was all just endless ringing in the ear, you simply lose balance.
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That was days ago, and Gorio is in the bulldozer’s cab now, thinking,
trying to make the first move to disentangle the jam. What could be worse than
a jam in a sea of ruins? The engine rattles as he makes the sign of the cross. He
steps on the gas, but realizes he’d pulled the gear to reverse, sending a fit of
screaming among a growing crowd of onlookers. He hits the brake, but he was
stepping on an immovable river stone, the equipment presses on against the
SUV, and he sees the mayor on the passenger seat. The impact forced its way to
the tanker, this time the SUV’s back dislodging two side valves as the truck’s
body tilts to the brink of falling sideways.
Jerry’s head bobs out behind the airbag as a ton of metal pins the rest of
his body underneath the balloon. He can’t move an arm, and seeing the shocked
faces outside, he pulls himself together and takes a deep breath.
“Mayor, are you ok?” Gorio and Sendong yell at him.
“Yes, yes!” he tells them, and sees the shards falling off the surface of the
air bag. “Just get me out of here.”
“Right away, mayor!” Gorio assures him. “Hold on, mayor! Hold on!”
Sendong tells him.
But it will not be right away. Jerry finds out that although he can move
his head now that the airbag is deflated, he can only turn to the onlookers’ faces,
zombie eyes, on the left side of the car. A metal bar sticks out from the door
pillar, its edge staring at him, depriving him of even a peripheral vision of the big
ocean. For the first time in his life, he is terrified to close his eyes, leaving him
without choice, but to turn wide-eyed to a dark field of fallen things.
A container van is caught in a tangle of power cables, the prime mover
some distance away had been turned upside down on the roof of a village chapel.
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One pulls what juts out of the rubble and something caves in somewhere. A
meshwork of solid things clutches the city by the neck.
Jerry recognizes Gorio emerging from the haze, staggering through
muck towards him. Suddenly, the poor guy casts the look of one who had been
dead a second ago, but forced to reclaim despicable life in the next. Dead weight
sags under his eyes, which are at this terrifying instant at him. This is the look of
the man he had imagined only too vaguely each time he turned to the putting
green, when the secretary obligingly stepped out of his office to summon
massage. Gorio slams his body against the SUV’s door and Jerry shrieks in
unbearable pain, thinking a part of the door must have pierced through his leg.
Gorio is now all perched on the broken window, his breathing taking the nature
of the sharp metal pointing at Jerry’s face.
“I’m a good soldier, mayor, right?”
“Yes, yes, you are.”
“Then you will make me head of Engineering when this is all over, right?”
“We can arrange that, of course, yes.”
Gorio turns his back from Jerry and walks to the side of the boulevard,
sits on a stranded wheel at the gutter facing the shoreline. He had left the kids at
the school, yes, the day before the storm, but that was a week after the wife’s
funeral. Her kidney finally gave up on the world’s dirt in her blood some weeks
since she called off dialysis. Before leaving his three daughters in a schoolroom
filled with all sorts of suspended pots and ladles, Gorio told Lucinda, the eldest,
that their mother would be there to fetch them. The child understood the void in
his father’s eyes, and had kept quiet instead.
Jerry notices only the instant he opens his eyes, he had dozed off for how
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long he doesn’t know, but the night has filled in the bluish perforations the
nimbus deluge had left. The Red Cross medical team arrives, strangely in a quiet
way, with neither siren nor bright lights. He hears only faint voices, while he is
all blinded by the sudden sparks of metalworks that try to liberate him from all
that keeps him in his immovable state. The only spectacle there takes place in
the human heart, he tells himself. He hauls his entire life’s memory just to keep
his eyes open, but only to find that he had skipped some good seconds of it to
weariness. On the stretcher now, he asks for a little view of the ocean, but there
is only darkness, and that dark thing had a killer swing, packed a 7-meter wallop
to a city barely a meter above sea level. He was told, but all he ever wanted from
the weather bureau was a forecast of great days to be out in the greens. Still, he
made that one call: to herd the villages into schoolbuildings. It would be one of
those anyway, and they could all just get back on their feet like sunny days. But
the intermittent lightning tonight reveals a looming landscape of his life’s
miscalculations.
The paramedics are about to tuck the stretcher into the van when Gorio
surfaces in the crowd and seizes the mayor’s hand. “It’s Gorio Chavez, mayor.
Gorio Chavez!”

January Ereno Yap teaches at the University of the Philippines Cebu and edits news in Sun.Star
Cebu. His Cebuano short story "Ang Suhito" won the Carlos Palanca Memorial Awards for
Literature in 2000. He was a fellow to various creative writing workshops, such as the National
Writers Workshop in Silliman University in Dumaguete City and the Cornelio Faigao Memorial
Writers Workshop of the Cebuano Studies Center of the University of San Carlos. He was a
recipient of the NCCA's Ubod New Writers Series grant with the book "Ang Aktibistang
Gi-Syphilis ug Uban Pang Mga Sugilanon" (Activists with Syphilis and Other Stories). His short
stories appeared in various anthologies.
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HEALER
by Connie J. Maraan
I ONCE HAD AN uncle who was a healer and wore Chuck Taylors.
He was my mother’s oldest brother, and when I first met him he was
already snowy-haired and had age spots. I noticed his shoes right away because
he sat with one foot up, knee to his chest, on a wooden bench near the wall of
his tiny home. Whenever we would return to the town, he would always be
there, sitting on his bench, just inside the doorway.
My uncle was delivered in a breech birth, so that apart from the skills he
already had in making people better—releasing them from hexes, undoing the
work of netherworld inhabitants, that sort of thing—he also had the ability to
dislodge fish bones that got stuck in the gullet. This was what accounted for a
number of our visits to him, as I was prone to swallowing such bones—some
small, some not so.
It is a local belief that if you call out to a person who was delivered in a
breech birth, and ask him to help you, it should be enough to relieve the
obstruction. One is also advised to pair this with eating large, thick bananas, for
obvious reasons. But neither of these ever helped to ease my predicament. And
so on the not-uncommon occasion, my father, aware of the only surefire option,
would load us into the car for the two-hour drive to my uncle, the healer.
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“Something stuck in your throat again, ineng?” he would tease as I
stepped through the familiar doorway. I should have cringed in embarrassment
for being told this, but my agony made for thicker skin. I would take my usual
place near him perched on the bench, and turn to allow him to work his magic.
He never said anything in the process, just looked out into the street as he
pressed on my throat or under my jaw, zeroing in on his target without my
having to point it out. Shortly, one of my cousins would give me a glass of water,
and right after drinking the bone would be gone. Flushed down the chute. I’d
never even feel it spin away as I swallowed.
All this fuss occurred relatively frequently in spite of the fact that Mila,
our helper, took painstaking care to debone any fish I was to eat. And I wasn’t
given fish very often, because my mother always wanted me to “eat better” than
she and my father had while growing up. So I was given lapu-lapu on occasion,
filleted in a butter coating, and because it was delicious and I trusted in Mila’s
skills, I never stopped to check on what I spooned into my mouth.
In the office, my lunchbox became a source of much amusement, because
no one else I worked with ever had lapu-lapu, much less the filleted variety, the
way that I did.
“Wow, ang sarap naman yan,” exclaimed Giselle, as though she’d never
seen a boneless fish before. She was a temp for our secretary, who was then on
maternity leave, and it was good that she wouldn’t be around for long because I
could barely stand her. “Anong luto yan?”
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The way my food had been prepared hardly needed explanation, but she
wouldn’t let it go. She was a big girl, with a round face and short curly hair. Yet
in spite of her size and owning the kind of nose that exposed one’s nostrils, she
felt herself “cute” and behaved like a piti-mini. There was, as a result, a lot of
snickering that went on behind her back. I thus decided to endure her antics,
certain that eventually, in some twisted way, I’d be avenged.
“Patikim ha,” she said as she forked a small piece of fish out of my
Tupperware. “Umm, masarap nga!” she swooned, satisfied that she’d taken part
in my meal. After such an invasion, it took me a while to work up the appetite to
finish it off, but in the end I somehow managed.
Since it was lunchtime, Giselle took advantage of the break by using the
office phone. This was irritating to most of my co-workers since digesting a good
lunch was conducive to sleep, and there was an unspoken “lights out” policy
until business hours resumed. Giselle interrupted the sacred time of rest by
subjecting everyone to her private conversation. It was obvious that her
boyfriend was on the other end of the line, but romance was something that no
longer interested the married women I worked with. What they needed a lot
more of was the sleep they’d missed out on while nursing babies through the
night.
But Giselle was oblivious to the bleary-eyed looks on the faces of my
colleagues, and these unbearable phone calls of hers soon became routine.
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Between the insufferable cooing and scandalous laughter, she was fast turning
into a nuisance, and the nap-deprived women would not put up with it. By the
end of the week, it was decided that the offender should be meted her penalty.
The moment that Giselle’s sweet talk was at its steamiest, Emily—who owned
the largest eyebags and had the highest-pitched voice— would be given the
signal. From the far end of the room she would pick up the extension, let rip her
screech, and curse that temp and her Romeo to pieces.
On the day of reckoning, lunch ended early; everyone feigned sleep as
they lay their heads on their desks, and listened as Giselle purred into the phone.
She was negotiating a meeting with her beloved for the night.
“Malapit na ang mens ko,” she coaxed him. “Baka pwede tayo mamaya, sa
dati…”
My co-workers held back their giggles, and furtively pointed at the
extension. Emily tip-toed toward it to carry out their plan, lifting the receiver,
and taking a deep breath. She’d memorized the invectives she would rattle off—
she was primed to explode.
But curiously, not a word came out of her mouth.
Everyone raised their heads, wondering what had happened. And in
reply, Emily held the receiver up and shook it, indicating that Romeo—Giselle’s
Romeo—had been nothing more than a dial tone.
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That day marked a change in the lunchtime habits of the office staff, for
whom sleeping was no longer a priority. The married women I worked with now
followed the continuing saga of Giselle and her phantom phone signal, filled
with anticipation and pangs of delight. Like children waiting for a bedtime story,
they continued to rest their heads on their table tops, knowing if they behaved,
they would be in for a real treat. There was a kind of excitement that had
pervaded the workplace, with everyone awake and refreshed for their afternoon
duties.
Thus, when our secretary returned from her leave two weeks later and it
was time for Giselle to go, my colleagues sorely wished she didn’t have to. It
wouldn’t be the same without her conjuring up their noontime distraction, and
some hearts just broke over the despair of it. She said goodbye to us all with her
usual sweet smile, leaving without anyone ever having let on that they’d
discovered her secret.
As she stood at the door, our eyes met and I wanted to ask her, if she’d
left her number with management, in case she’d be needed again. Or if she
maybe wanted another taste of filleted fish, for the next time around. But these
were just thoughts left sitting in my head, for in an instant she was gone, out the
door, as though she’d never really been there at all.
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Uni ed Caboloan
by Santiago B. Villafania
1.
sinamaew la’ran amin
ira’y matatakken ya umaanlong
sikaran akanemben na kopian kanepegan
da’ra’y tongtong tan anlong
ya binmabalitok ed kanonotan
tan ilalam da’ra’y sinaunan atateng
sansansakey tan kalkalna ‘ran inmikban
a singa aponsil ya bolobolong
tan lirion inagos na panaon
ed awaran na pakalingwan
no anto so inekal ed kanonotan
et nabalang tan naandi
uliran man ono bilay-awaran
tan kumbilay da’ra’y kamareruan inkorit
ed saray egpang a mansasalming
ed uniberson inakmon la’y ibolusión
ed saray kinalakian nen Urduja
ed saray boleg-Aryan na Ibalong
ed saray dinidyus tan makauley a sinulmingan
na masisibeg iran bayani tan ikikinon
ya dinmadabuk la’ra ed ilalam
tan maatap ya asagmakan
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2.
sinamaew la’ran amin
ira’y matatakken ya umaanlong
sikaran makaamta na ley na logos
tan ngaran da’ra’y musia tan aristos
panon idalatdat ira’y awaran
ya dabuk la tan imponpon ed lingwan?
panon yaon ed lobuk
so Sagada da’ra’y kalansay
a mangipatua ed panaon
na impanabet na apuy tan salinap?
puira labat no yola lamet
na logos so kamarerua ra
ta pian napetek ira’y lingo ra
sakbay a natoor so sakey a pilalek say ipatey da’ra’y nanlapuan ya boleg
tan inkianak na balon kailalakan

Huni sa Caboloan
1.
yumao na silang lahat
ang mga matatandang makata
na may hawak sa karapatang-ari
ng mga kuwento at mga tulang
nagkahugis at nagkakulay ginto
sa isipan at gunita ng mga ninuno
isa-isa’t unti-unti silang bumitaw
na parang mga nalagas na dahon
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at mga liriong inagos ng panahon
sa kasaysayan ng pagkalimot
kung ano ang iniwaklit sa alaala
ay naglalaho’t nawawala
alamat man o talambuhay
at banyuhay ng mga kaluluwang
itinala sa mga pahinang sumasalamin
sa unibersong nilamon ng ebolusyon
sa mga mandirigmang kinalakian ni Urduja
sa mga lahing Aryan ng Ibalong
sa mga dinidiyos at bathalang pinagmulan
ng mga magigiting na bayani’t uliran
na ngayon ay mga labi na lamang
ng guniguni’t mailap na karanasan
2.
yumao na silang lahat
ang mga matatandang makata
na may kinalaman sa batas ng logos
at pangalan ng mga musa at aristos
paano isasalaysay ang mga kasaysayang
alikabok na’t nakalibing sa limot?
paano maiaahon sa hukay
ang Sagada ng mga kalansay
na makapagpapatotoo sa panahon
at pagtatagpo ng apoy at delubyo?
maliban lamang kung iluluwang muli
ng logos ang kanilang budhi
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upang iwasto ang kanilang pagkakamali
bago maisakatuparan ang isang mithi ang pagpanaw ng mga katutubong lipi
at pagsilang ng isang salinlahi
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Italian, Arabic, and Hindi. Villafania is a commissioner for the Pangasinan Historical and Cultural
Commission and currently writes a literature and arts column for the “Sunday Punch”.
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The Dream Catcher
by Rita B. Gadi
(A woman from Tacloban, who lost all her four children during the super storm Haiyan,
was asked how she is able to cope with her sorrow. She said, in the local language, “I dream
only of the beautiful past, and continue the dream especially when I am awake because
that is more important.”)
She sings lullabies never, never to forget what seemed so long ago
and almost forever in her darkness; how the lyrics speak of the laughter,
the youthful shrieks, and the movement of a child while it was
in her womb. Where did they go? Time is shattered pieces and silences.
Sleep can be so long it strides under the sun no longer terrified
to waken while dreams waft her empty brain breathing
through her heart. She is alive this way.
She tells herself it is, indeed, all a dream and then nothing
can hurt anymore. Memory is not enough. She must dream.
To think back blurs the daylight of longing what is
more real than invented, more vivid than imagined, more pure.
How one day and one night are simply movements in her mind
she would not otherwise survive the sufferance beyond
sufferance itself.
To dream if we can, when we must, how a lamentation lifts
the wailing to a threshold no more to gnash the anger
or the grief. It will not be interrupted; it will be overwhelming
enough to vanish the faceless moans, to exit softly and dissolve
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what binds us to our weakness, what shapes our wandering sorrows.
To be lost and to be found, to be there yet not there in the frame
of time and circumstance, the dream dissolves it all.
Does she want to wake up? Would any urgency end the dreaming?
Nothing exists except the world her mind creates one piece at a time
because there is plenty of time to set the table, wash the clothes and do
the daily feeding. They may have suddenly disappeared but never
vanished in her invented space, in that vast horizon of color, delight
and bliss. She occupies a silence, endures the incomprehensible,
her eyes are windows of a shattered soul, and she survives
in her unfathomable hurts, she dreams.
Her children will be playing, she says; soon, they will be grown-up,
her narrative continues, a story of a future lost and regained,
by choice and by intent, shielding her with joyous beauty
from the ugliness of her past, a soft smile on her luminous face.

Rita B. Gadi, Palanca awardee, National Centennial Epic Poem Awardee, former Editor of The
Philippine Chronicle and Good Morning, Philippines, former broadcast journalist.
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Maaliwalas sa Museong Pambata
by Dennis Andrew S. Aguinaldo

Sa kabila nitong kahabaan
panahon pa rin ng istoryador.
Magkatabi tayo sa agham ng mga
nalalabi: kay tikas ng lumubog na bapor
nag-uumapaw ang napagbalatan, hubad
at basa ang mga manggang manibalang
at makapal sa ating pagitan ang aklat
silang mga nilipol ng pinakasimpleng trangkaso.

Dennis Andrew S. Aguinaldo teaches mythology and creative nonfiction at the Department of
Humanities of the University of the Philippines Los Baños. He received creative writing
fellowships from the University of the Philippines, University of Santo Tomas, De La Salle-IYAS,
and Ateneo. His stories and poems have appeared in magazines such as the Sunday Times and
Philippines Graphic and in anthologies such as The Literary Life and the PEN collected volumes. He
lives in-campus with his wife and daughters.
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Second Sight
by Jonel Abellanosa
The brain is like a fruit, I said, with a seed
Between the left and right hemispheres
Specialists call pineal gland. I, too, believe
It’s the sun’s mirror during meditation,
The energy the same as the heart-slowing calm
Flowing from darkness. I told stories of monks
Who never fall asleep, spending lifetimes
Of love, compassion, charity, contemplating
Thoughts to oblivion, the seed their third eye,
Gateway to the cosmos. I showed him
The poem I wrote after hours of stillness,
A day before the plane disappeared.
I brought to our session fifty poems written
Months before the neurologist recommended him,
Newspaper clippings to back my sanity.
He said it isn’t the pineal gland
But the tumor, as though he believed
In precognition. After days of deep thought
I decided to keep the crystal ball in my head.

Note: “heart slowing calm/flowing from darkness” is melatonin, a darkness-stimulated
secretion of the pineal gland that is part of the system that regulates the sleep-wake cycle
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Karon Naka-Barong Si Kristo
by Alain Russ Dimzon
Karon naka-barong si Kristo.
May duha ka naka-barong
Man sa iya wala kag tuo.
Sila bala ang mga disipulo
Nga si Hudas kag Mateo?
“Ebanghelyo sang Buhat:
Ikatatlo nga Kapitulo kag
Ikaanum nga Bersikulo:
Wala ako sang pilak ukon
Bulawan, ugaling ano man
Ang may yara ako igahatag
Ko sa inyo gani maglakat
Kamo sa ngalan sang anak
Nga si Hesu Kristo Nazareno.”
Ginhaboy sang mga piang
Ang ila mga sungkod kag
Ang mga bulag nagsalaka
Sa mataas nga entablado.
“Dayawon naton ang Amay!
Dayawon naton ang Amay!”
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Matigda nga nagpulong
Ang naka-barong nga Kristo.
“Palihog ibilin lang sa salog
Ang inyo napulo nga sinsilyo.”
“Palihog ibilin lang sa salog
Ang inyo napulo nga sinsilyo.”
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Christ Is Wearing A Barong This Time
By Alain Russ Dimzon
Christ is wearing a barong this time.
There are two others also wearing
Barongs to his left and to his right.
Are they the disciples
Judas and Matthew?
“The gospel of the Acts:
Chapter Three
And Verse Six:
I do not have silver
Or gold, but, whatever
That I have I will give
It to you so you walk
In the name of the son
Who is Jesus the Nazarene.”
The lame threw away
Their crutches
And the blind climbed up
The high stage.”
The Christ wearing a barong
Clearly evangelized.
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“Let us praise the Father!
“Let us praise the Father!”
“Please leave your ten peso coins
On the floor.”
“Please leave your ten peso coins
On the floor.”

As a poet and songwriter Alain Russ Dimzon has won awards from the National Commission for
Culture and the Arts, Carlos Palanca Memorial Awards for Literature, Komisyon sa Wikang
Filipino, Home Life, Department of Tourism, Department of Environment and Natural
Resources, Ilonggo Music Festival, Hiligaynon Magasin, Clyde Woodward Foundation, and the
Fray Luis de Leon Creative Writing Institute (University of San Agustin) Competitive
Bookwriting Grant.
His poems, songs, and lyrics in Hiligaynon, English and Filipino have been published by the
Sunday Inquirer Magazine of the Philippine Daily Inquirer, The Sunday Times of The Manila Times,
Philippine Panorama of Manila Bulletin, Philippines Free Press, Philippines Graphic, National
Midweek, Philippine Studies of the Ateneo de Manila University, The Best of Likhaan of the
University of the Philippines Creative Writing Institute (Diliman), Busay of the University of the
Philippines in the Visayas, SanAg of the University of San Agustin, In Time Passing, There Are
Things (Society of St. Paul), Native Words, Native Roots of the Mindanao State University, Ani of
the Cultural Center of the Philippines, The CCP Literary Yearbook, Patubas and Mantala of the
National Commission for Culture and the Arts, Sansiglong Mahigit na Makabagong Tula sa Pilipinas
(Anvil), Tulaan Sa Tren (National Book Development Board), Hiligaynon Records, RAWA
Records, Alpha Records- Philippines, Calvary Church of Hong Kong, and the Asian Composers
League.
He is the author of Ang Manunulat kag ang Pendulum, a book of contemporary Hiligaynon poems
with English translation and notes on his philological theory.
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Pag-úli*
by Voltaire Q. Oyzon
napiyong
an mga bintana
tak-om
an portahan
pinukaw ko an suga:
nakita ko an im' uruawtohay
ug sapatos nim' mama
may ko la
nanumdoman
nautok
an hangin ha sala
naghihinugtok
an pinggan
nga hugasan
natungok
an gripo
nagnginginanga
an kardero
waray manlukot
an kama
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pinabalik ko pagkaturog
an suga:
"Good night, Papa!"
daw ko nabatian.
igtataklap ko niyan
it' pagdinumdumon
ha iyo.

_______
* In Waray, the word “úli” means—“to come home; to return; to put back to its original
position or state; to heal”.
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Coming Home
by Voltaire Q. Oyzon
Translated from Waray by Merlie M. Alunan

windows closed
door shuttered
I stirred the lamp
to life
your toy cars
your mother's shoes
on the floor
a sudden thought
comes to me
the wind in the sala
held its breath
unwashed dishes
waited
the tap bent
quietly
the pot lay
with its mouth
no one had made
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the beds
I put the lamp
back to sleep:
"Good night, Papa,"
was it your voice
I heard?
Tonight
I'll swaddle myself
with all my memories
of you

Voltaire Q. Oyzon teaches literature, Waray language and, social science courses at the Leyte
Normal University in Tacloban City. Currently, he is working on his second poetry collection
tentatively entitled “Mga Bukad hin mga Bangin” (Buds of Maybes).
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Mother At The ICU
By Alice M. Sun-Cua
She is propped up by pillows
in this aseptic room smelling
of baby powder and astringents:
eyes closed, breathing soft.
On her left forehead,
a deep gash now sutured,
the hematoma less purple.
Two days ago, creeping up
from bed at three in the morning,
vertigo overtook her
as she whirled
—as my world too, whirled—
making her fall, fall, fall,
hitting her head on the marble floor,
the very fear she always had.
Mother, had I been there,
could I have broken that fall,
catching your frailty with my own,
to still both our frightened hearts?
This scene plays in my mind
like an unending keening
as if the lessons the years
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have taught were never learned:
that time takes, irrevocably,
what it gives, however
unbearable the pain,
and loss, whether
after living apart
with unuttered kind words,
the wounds have healed, at last.
So I simply sit beside her bed,
from time to time getting up
to rearrange the pillows,
touch her hair, whisper
stories I should have told her
long, long ago.


ALICE M. SUN-CUA is a practicing obstetrician-gynecologist at the San Juan de Dios Hospital,
Pasay City. Her latest book is Autumn in Madrid (UST Publishing House, 2013). She is a poet,
translator, travel writer, and a regular columnist of the Cruising Going Places Magazine (Writers’
World and Medically Yours) and the Lifestyle Section (Travel Tales and Women Talk) of the GMA
TV & News e-magazine.
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Ugayyam ni Rafael Markus Bangit
by Mark Angeles
Masdan ang mga kiling:
kumakandi-kandirit
sa sibulan ng palay,
pinong siyap ay awit.
Bunton ng mga ulap
ay nagbibigay-lilim
sa mga kabataang
bumababa sa payew.
Tila bunga ng bundok
ang hilera ng fale:
namugad sa dalislis
at langit ang haligi.
Umaamo sa lambing
ng himig ng saggeypo
ang ulang dumidilig
sa liblib ng kakkaju.
Masdan ang ilog Chico:
mutya ni Macliing Dulag;
sinaluyan ng dugo
ng ating mga pangat.
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Nagngangangang babbaket,
nangangasong lallakay,
ipagpugot ng ulo
minanang matagu-an.
Isanggalang ang tribo
sa mga mandaragit.
May alay mang allasiw,
bodong ay ipagkait.
Katawan kong marupok
inarok man ng bala,
hindi mapatitimpi
ayyeng ng kaluluwa.
Sa larang ay itapis
hinabi kong ugayyam.
“Agbiag ti umili!”
ang ating salidummay!
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Talababa:
ugayyam – balada; kiling – ibong naghuhudyat ng panahon ng pagtatanim; payew
(pappayew o payaw) – hagdang palayan; fale – bahay; saggeypo – instrumentong
pangmusika na hinihipan; kakkaju – kakahuyan; pangat – pinuno ng tribo; babbaket –
mga matatandang kababaihan; lallakay – mga matatandang kalalakihan; matagu-an –
biyaya ng buhay; allasiw – handog; bodong – kasunduang pangkapayapaan; ayyeng –
chant; Agbiag ti umili! – Mabuhay ang taumbayan! salidummay – awit Kalinga.

Si Rafael Markus Bangit, isang pangat ng Kalinga, ay dating regional coordinator ng Cordillera
Peoples Alliance - Elders Desk at ng Bodong Peoples Organization. Noong Hunyo 8, 2006,
pinagbabaril siya sa San Isidro, Echague, Isabela ng pinaghihinalaang death squad ng militar.

Si Mark Angeles ang tanging ipinadala ng Pilipinas sa 2013 International Writing Program sa
University of Iowa, U.S.A. Gayundin, sa parehong taon, nakatanggap siya ng mga pagkilala mula
sa Komisyon sa Wikang Filipino (KWF) bilang Mananaysay ng Taon, sa Don Carlos Palanca
Memorial Awards for Literature para sa kanyang koleksyon ng mga tula, at karangalang-banggit
mula sa PBBY-Salanga Prize para sa kanyang kwentong pambata. Ngayong 2014, nakuha niya
ang ikalawang gantimpala sa Makata ng Taon ng KWF. Siya rin ay fellow ng magkasunod na 53rd
UP National Writers Workshop at KRITIKA 2014: National Workshop on Art and Cultural
Criticism. Siya ay may-akda ng apat na indie books Patikim (2009), Emotero (2011), Threesome
(2012), at Lipad ng Uwak (2013). Tinipon din niya ang mga progresibong manunulat sa mga zine
kasama ang KaMAO (Kasamang Mao/kamao), isang kalipunan ng mga salin ng mga tula ni Mao
Zedong. Ngayong taon, nakamit niya ang ikalawang gantimpala sa Makata ng Taon at ikalawang
gantimpala rin sa Mananaysay ng Taon (walang nagkamit ng unang gantimpala). Kasalukuyang
nagsusulat ng mga akdang pampanitikan sa University Press of First Asia (Diwa Asia Publishing
Group) para sa mga teksbuk ng K-12, nagsusulat din siya ng kolum para sa Pinoy Weekly at ng
lathalain para sa GMA News Online. Nilathala ng Lampara Books ang kanyang unang aklat
pambatang Si Znork, ang Kabayong Mahilig Matulog. Ang kanyang kwentong pambatang Si Andoy,
Batang Tondo (Lampara Books) at novella na Gagambeks (Visprint) ay nalalapit nang malimbag.
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Where Are The Activists?
by Raul G. Moldez
Flash report
Bomb explodes in Davao airport waiting shed; 20 killed, 146 wounded
DAVAO CITY -- A homemade bomb exploded at the waiting shed fronting the Davao
International Airport (DIA) at around 5:25 p.m. today (Tuesday), killing 20 and wounding at
least 146. The waiting shed blast is the worst in the history of bomb explosions in the city in
terms of number of victims, surpassing even the number of victims in the 1981 and 1993
bombings of San Pedro Cathedral.
Mindanews, March 4, 2003
in every coming of white men to our shore
to rescue us from the vestige of the skirmishes
between the moral and the immoral
their hearts erupt, spewing diatribes
they chorused: where is our sovereignty (?)
as they marched on the streets
but when an explosive shell bursts
in the stillness of darkness one Tuesday
slaying and injuring numerous innocent folks
their hearts thicken like frozen delights
instead of rebuking the perpetrators
they opt to silently hug the agony of many

Raul G. Moldez works with the city government of Cagayan de Oro and is the author of two
collections of poetry A Day in a Poet’s Life and Other Poems and Mga Taho Gikan sa Akong Uniberso.
He has been a fellow to the Iligan and UP National Writers Workshops.
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Sampalataya sa Liwanag
by Carlos Arejola
Iisa lang ang mukha ng taong may sakit.
-Luis Gatmaitan

Muli, matiwasay na liwanag
ang dinatnan ko sa mukha ng Nazareno,
bulag na lalaki na nanggagamot ng maysakit.
Sa ganitong oras, tuwing Miyerkoles,
bago manikil ang init, binabasbasan niya
ang maliit na lipon sa kanyang sala.
Bawat isa, may malayong binagtas,
lahat dumudulog na kaawaan –
supilin nawa ang dilim nitong nananakit
na katawan. Sa ganitong oras sumisigit
ang mapusyaw na liwanag sa giwang
ng bintana, dadantay sa mukha ng bulag na sugo,
kikinang ang mga kulubot niya tulad ng sinag sa ulo
ng Santo Kristo sa altar.
Ano kayang lumang karunungan
o himala ang ibinubulong ng banaag
at tila kumiling pa sa magkabilang pisngi?
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Balik kayo sa Biyernes, sasanib ang Niño,
sabi ng manang sa pinto matapos
maorasyonan ng sugo ang naninilim
kong tanglaw, itong katawang pagaw.
Tatango ako, tanggap ko na Niño
ang Nazareno kapag Biyernes,
at Kristo Rey kapag Lunes
itong dating sundalo na nabulag
sa engkwentro sa kunsaang kubling kabundokan.
Tatango ako, tigib ang pananalig
na tatango pang muli
dahil ano man ang pangalan,
kanino man ang kabunyian:
iisa lang ang mukha
ng tunay na nanggagamot.

Si Carlos Arejola ay tubong-Pili, Camarines Sur. Ang kanyang mga akda ay naparangalan na ng Don
Carlos Palanca Memorial Awards for Literature at iba pang pambansang gawad pampanitikan.
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BLOOD AND BLUE
by Lito Casaje
It was way
past midnight when
I got a call from my
oncologist asking me to
confine myself to the
hospital for immediate
platelet transfusion.
My blood count was
running low,
so low
that I might bleed and
eventually
succumb to coma. This is
the result of the chemo
drug that was infused
in me.
From sixty thousand,
it ran down to thirty
nine and the least normal
should have been fifty.
Blood is blue when one
is royalty or lacking in
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oxygen. Blood and blue
could go
Hand in hand together
when the blood owner
feels the blues of
melancholia and
despair
of being trapped inside
the ruins of September,
October,
and November.
One hundred twenty
days of separation from
life.

Lito Casaje is a Palanca award-winning playwright/screenwriter, theatre/film practitioner and
cancer survivor. He obtained his Master of Arts in Creative Writing from the University of the
Philippines Diliman, and currently teaches creative writing, humanities, theatre, screenwriting
and communication arts courses at the De La Salle University Manila/Canlubang, La Consolacion
College Manila and Entrepreneurial School of Asia. He is president and artistic director of
Dramatis Personae, an alternative theatre/film/events production company which he cofounded in 1989 with the late multi-award-winning playwright Bienvenido Noriega, Jr. His
anthology of award-winning plays, Mga Premyadong Dula, a 2007 National Book Awardee,
published by the De La Salle University Press is currently available at the Solidaridad Bookstore.
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